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ABSTRACT 
THE BNS: A NOTATION SYSTEM FOR DEVELOPING BETTER IDEAS ABOUT 
CHILDREN’S STRATEGIES 
FEBRUARY 2004 
JANE TINGLE BRODERICK 
B.F.A. PRATT INSTITUTE 
M.A. NORWICH UNIVERSITY 
ED.D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor George Forman 
Constructivist educators are concerned with methods that will help teachers 
understand young children’s thinking in order to facilitate their learning along a 
developmental continuum in the acquisition of knowledge. This study focuses on the 
development and testing of the Broderick Notation System. The BNS is a format and 
system for teachers to map observable interactions of children’s play over time in relation 
to teachers developing inferences about what children know and hypothesize about 
friendship, leadership, roles, and rules. The intention of this concept mapping system is to 
help teachers gain a deeper understanding of what children are thinking so they can more 
accurately assess appropriate entry points for facilitating learning with children. 
Four preschool teachers were trained to use the BNS in six 2-hour trainings while 
viewing 2 short (under 10 minutes) videotapes of children at play. They were asked to 
use the BNS to identify the conceptual thinking underlying children’s spontaneous play 
in the areas of friendship, leadership, roles, and rules. 
vi 
Following the 6-week period each subject was tested individually. The test 
consisted of viewing two unseen videotapes (under 10 minutes each) that are similar but 
different from the original training videos. Subject’s were allowed to take as long as they 
liked to complete the process of observing and coding with the BNS, and the video 
footage as seen on a computer that they could easily pause, forward, and reverse the 
footage in order to complete the notation to their satisfaction. Following the test each 
teacher was interviewed to obtain his/her record of the beginning and ending of each 
coded concept on the computer’s time display. Teachers were interviewed to obtain more 
detailed information about the conceptual meaning they attached to each coded symbol 
and the behavior each coded symbol relates to. 
The testing of interrater reliability among teacher subjects is a first step in a 
research program to be carried out over the next three to four years, in which the BNS 
will be tested for validity and use among trained educators. 
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Constructivist educators facilitate the ongoing learning of others. Facilitation 
of learning is not the transmission of information from a more knowledgeable teacher 
to a less knowledgeable student. A facilitator of learning believes the learner has 
already constructed knowledge through an internal organization of social and physical 
interactions (Kamii and DeVries, 1980; Corsaro, 1985; Piaget, 1976; Piaget, 1965; 
Vygotsky, 1976). The learner develops an understanding of the events by 
assimilating and accommodating them into existing mental constructs, or schemas. 
These processes involve the coordination of relationships between the new experience 
and the existing schema. Conflicts arise when new experience cannot be assimilated 
or accommodated into existing schema. In situations of conflict the individual must 
adapt the old constructs in order to develop new ones that will accommodate the new 
information. This process of coordinating new information is the construction of 
knowledge. To effectively facilitate the learning of others one must first establish 
methods for calculating the learner’s developing knowledge - developing, because 
the learner is always in a new state of interaction with the world, which places him* 
along a shifting continuum at any given moment (Forman and Kuschner, 1983; 
Piaget, 1965; Vygotsky, 1976). 
* For an easier read and to show gender equity I will alternate the gender of 
pronouns throughout 
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A trained facilitator of knowledge is also an observer who looks for the 
cognitive conflicts that children encounter. As already stated, these conflicts signal 
the disequilibrium, or lack of knowing, on the part of a child who begins to ask 
questions about facts that don’t seem to make sense because they appear fragmented 
along the continuum of knowledge within the child’s scheme of interpretation 
(Forman, 1993; Hong, 1998; Kamii, 1980). Careful observation provides the teacher 
with clues about how and when the child faces a cognitive conflict. These clues 
enable the teacher to develop hypotheses about the best methods for entering the 
situation in order to scaffold the child’s learning with appropriate dialogue, 
interaction, or materials (Perry, 2001; Rubizzi, 2000; Forman and Fyfe; 1998; Hong, 
1998; Rankin, 1998; Rinaldi, 1998; Scales, 1987; Vygotsky, 1976). Scaffolding is an 
intervention that optimizes children’s ability to think reflectively and negotiate 
meaning on their own terms (Perry, 2001; Hong, 1998; Scales; 1987; Vygotsky, 
1976). When a child is engaged at an optimal position of challenge along a 
continuum of action and dialogue she is learning within the zone of proximal 
development (ZPD) (Hong, 1998; Vygotsky, 1976). Helping children to engage 
within the ZPD and actualize their potential as learners is the goal of constructivist 
educators. 
Constructivist teachers rely on observation and recording methods that 
provide the clues they need for successful intervention. A system for observing 
children in the classroom should be able to guide teachers to help children raise their 
own questions, encounter contradiction, and reflect across strategies and experiences 
through many and varied forms of representation (Hong, 1998: Forman et al, 1998a; 
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Forman and Fyfe, 1998). The clues a teacher will look for are the observable 
transformations of the social and physical environment that are the result of a child’s 
interactions over time. These clues will serve as hints of the child’s continually 
shifting mental schema, which also need to be understood in order for the teacher to 
successfully facilitate the child’s construction of knowledge. Therefore, a successful 
observation and recording system intended to guide the construction of knowledge 
will allow teachers to record their hypotheses of the continually shifting mental 
schema (what children know at different states along a continuum of changing 
conditions) that influence the child’s social and physical interactions in relation to the 
child’s interactions over time. 
The purpose of this study was to develop a graphic format for teachers to 
systematically map their hypotheses about preschool children’s (ages 3-5) 
conceptual schema about friendship, leadership, roles, and rules relative to observable 
behavior and to test the system for interrater reliability in preparation for further tests 
that determine the system’s validity and usefulness for curriculum development. The 
domains of friendship, leadership, roles, and rules are chosen as they are conceptually 
linked to the types of activity and thinking that teachers observe when viewing 
preschool children in areas with less explicit cues, which is the type of classroom area 
this study focuses on. 
1.2 Definition of Terms 
Play Ecologies with Less Explicit Cues 
In this paper I define play ecologies (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987) as areas 
where preschool children play that are delineated by boundaries or materials, which 
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set them apart from other areas. Many play ecologies have “explicit cues,” that is 
props that socially define the sort of play within the area because the props have a 
shared cultural meaning that is conventional. A good example is a housekeeping area 
with cups, plates, knives, forks, spoons, food, sink, stove, and refrigerator, along with 
a table and chairs. Children in Western cultures will most likely have a common 
understanding of how these props are used in the real (not play) world and will 
therefore invent dramatic play scripts that involve cooking and eating within a social 
context. The social structures in these play ecologies are closely linked to the social 
structures that children experience in their everyday lives at home, where there are 
families with mothers and/or fathers, children, and pets. 
An area with props that lack the broad social conventions of the culture is a 
play ecology with less explicit cues (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987). An example might 
be a sand table with dinosaurs, some digging materials, and sand wheels (toys with 
wheels that turn when sand is poured over them). While young children playing in 
the sand area may have knowledge of dinosaurs, shovels, and sand wheels, they do 
not have a model of a social structure that includes both. Therefore the social 
structures children create within this environment are going to be constructed without 
a model and will therefore involve a high level of interpretive activity and skill 
(Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987). 
Children’s theories (concepts! and concent statements 
A concept is a mental construct, or schema, that frames the reasoning of an 
individual’s social and physical interactions. In this paper when I refer to the 
concepts underlying children’s play I will be referring to the teacher’s best guess 
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(inference) about how a preschool child (age 3 - 5) is momentarily considering, or 
mentally constructing an understanding of the relationships between an action and its 
consequences. I find that it is easier to identify a child’s theory by framing 
observations of the child’s actions in relation to a hypothetical statement about those 
actions. This type of sentence can be formed as an “if, then” structure, which 
represents the teacher’s idea of the child’s hypothesis about the action and its 
consequences. The “if, then” hypotheses of the child may very well be framed in an 
action as opposed to dialogue because thought is linked to action as well as language. 
This definition of a concept grows out of my studies with George Forman (Forman, 
personal communications, 1998-2002; Forman and Kuschner, 1983). In this paper 
the “if,then” structure will be referred to as a concept statement. 
Sign and Referent 
A sign is a symbolic representation of a referent. The sign can be an action, 
such a child’s action of picking up a block, holding it to her ear, and speaking, all of 
which are a representation of her referent, talking on the phone. The sign can also be 
a graphic depicting a referent, so that a square might represent a lower leg in one 
graphic notation system and a line might represent the same body part in another 
graphic system. 
The referent is the object or idea that the sign represents. In the case of the 
child representing “talking on the phone,” the referent is his mental idea of the 
familiar action. In the case of a nonverbal researcher noting the many movements of 
the body, the referent for the square or line marking the lower leg is the actual lower 
leg (physical object) that the recorder is looking at. 
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One-dimensional 
One dimensional refers to graphic constructs (including graphemes) that are 
linear and must be decoded in one direction, as in reading a sentence from left to 
right. 
Two-dimensional 
Two-dimensional refers to graphic constructs that can be understood by the 
reader as a result of their nonlinear placement above or below, at angles to, or within 
a number of non-linear variations on a page. 
1.3 Statement of Problem 
In recent years innovative early childhood educators have developed methods 
for documenting and analyzing children’s behavior for the purposes of determining 
what children know and planning next steps in the facilitation of learning (Perry, 
2001; Reynolds and Jones, 1997; Scales, 1987; Hong, 1998; Forman and Fyfe, 1998; 
Bartholomew and Bruce, 1995). These methods include video and audio recording, 
running records, documentation panels, web charts, and focus sheets (Rubizzi, 2000; 
Forman and Fyfe; 1998; Hong, 1998; Rankin, 1998; Rinaldi, 1998; Bartholomew and 
Bruce, 1995). Through an analysis of the data captured in each of the previously 
mentioned recording methods teachers can develop hypotheses about what preschool 
children are thinking, what their actions and words mean, and how the meaning 
relates to the children’s learning on a developmental continuum (Wright; 1960; 
Bartholomew and Bruce, 1995; Hong, 1998). 
There are certain limitations with each of the cited methods that can pose 
problems for the preschool teacher who is seeking to understand what young children 
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know and think. These include: 1) a tendency to focus on the dialogue and actions as 
a storyline that disregards the relationships between the events as building meaning; 
2) a tendency towards categorization of children’s interests based on the number of 
times a topic appeared versus the way the topic appeared in relation to the children’s 
actions and thoughts (Wright, 1960), 3) a focus on language that doesn’t account for 
the meaningful relationship between dialogue and nonverbal actions (Birdwhistell, 
1952); 4) and a focus on tasks that children accomplish such as saying a word or 
cutting a shape with scissors (Irwin and Bushnell, 1980). 
It has been well documented that graphics successfully record nonverbal 
behavior and conceptual information (Birdwhistell, 1952; Birdwhistell, 1959; Davis, 
1979; Ekman and Friesen, 1979; Hutchinson, 1970; Hyerle, 1999; Kendon, 1979; 
Kendon, 1982; Laban, 1974; Lamb and Turner, 1969; Lewin, 1938; Rosenfeld, 1982; 
Sherer and Ekman, 1982; Stephenson, 2001 ;Van Hoof, 1982; Widlock, 1999). 
However, these graphic systems don’t code the relations between the concepts and 
the behavior. 
To understand what preschool children think and know, their teachers must 
learn to match the mental constructions of children to children’s actions within the 
environment. These mental constructions can be viewed as theories—strategies, 
which lead children to interact with and transform the environment (Forman and 
Kuschner, 1983; Corsaro, 1985a;b; c). According to constructivist theory the child 
learns through her transformation of the environment matching the continuous 
changes with a continually changing mental scheme of what the environment is. In 
this sense there is no direct “truth” to be gained from the senses. Rather, each 
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individual’s understanding of the world is ever changing (Forman and Kuschner, 
1983). Thus, the teacher can only infer what a child is inferring about the world. 
The emphasis on teaching from a constructivist perspectivt is for teachers to 
try to understand as much as they can about what children are thinking by interpreting 
children’s interactions with materials and others. In this manner the teacher is a 
researcher developing hypotheses about what children know and think. These 
hypotheses then lead teachers to develop ways to help children represent their 
theories in a variety of media, a process that challenges children to extend their 
thinking in order to make their ideas clear and develop a deeper understanding of the 
concepts they are exploring. 
Take for example children who are experimenting with layering tissue paper 
onto a clear plexiglass panel using glue as an adhesive. As they work they talk about 
being able to see and not see through different sections of the plexiglass. A teacher 
who is observing uses this information to develop a hypothesis about the children’s 
developing knowledge of transparency versus opacity. She decides to extend their 
thinking further by setting up a plexiglass box in the dramatic play area and inviting 
the children to develop this into a house with walls and windows. She is responding 
to her idea of what they are thinking by providing materials that provoke them to 
construct with the materials they already enjoy in response to a challenge that 
incorporates the concepts they are already thinking about—if I layer tissue paper then 
I can’t see through, and if I don’t layer it I can see through. 
Her invitation includes the problem of creating a house with windows so that 
the children pretending to be parents can watch those who are pretending to be babies 
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when they are playing outside the house. A general principle about teachers in a 
constructivist classroom interacting with children through provocation is that the 
teachers need to accept the rule that if the provocation is related closely enough to the 
children’s current interests that they will take on the challenge and if the teacher’s 
hypothesis is off track it will not necessarily direct the children away from their initial 
focus. Instead the children will show little interest in the provocation and the teacher 
will need to develop a new hypothesis. 
In this situation the children are provoked. They are challenged to transfer 
their thinking to another situation where they have to make decisions based on their 
idea about what a house is, i.e., a structure with walls you can’t see through and 
windows that you can see through. They will continue to use these materials 
constructing opaque walls and transparent windows relating this thinking to a 
practical structure that has transparency and opacity inherent in its nature. Without a 
theory about what the children understand here and what their potential for 
understanding, is the teacher can’t develop an appropriate response that will extend 
the children’s thinking. The key to successful curriculum development grounded in 
constructivist theory is for the teacher to understand the concepts that children are 
working with in their ongoing play in order to develop ways for the children to relate 
their thinking across a variety of media and experiences because the relational 
thinking extends their knowledge. The teacher does this by developing hypotheses - 
inferences - about what children know and think. 
The problem my research addresses is to design a format and system, 
(Broderick Notation System = BNS) for preschool teachers to map observable 
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interactions of children’s play over time in relation to teachers’ developing inferences 
about what children (ages 3-5) know and hypothesize about their environment. 
When a teacher makes a guess about a child’s conceptual schema, he is guessing how 
a child is momentarily considering, or mentally constructing an understanding of the 
relationships between an action and its consequences. An important goal of this 
system is to map teachers hypotheses about children’s developing concepts in relation 
to spontaneous play because their play behavior provides insights into how children 
make connections between ideas and action, and the thinking children reveal in play 
is less likely to be teacher-directed or influenced by adult intervention. 
Teacher’s inferences about children’s conceptual hypotheses can often be 
framed in a sentence with an “if, then” structure. The “if, then” hypotheses of the 
child may very well be framed in an action as opposed to dialogue. The BNS will 
allow teachers to reference actions as components of conceptual thought. With a 
deeper understanding of what children are thinking, teachers can more accurately 
assess appropriate entry points for facilitating learning with children. The purpose of 
this study is to utilize graphics to develop the BNS and to test the system for interrater 
reliability among subjects. 
1.4 Hypothesis 
My research questions whether preschool teachers can recognize the indicator 
behaviors of children in the classroom (ages 3 - 5), spontaneous behaviors that are 
hints of what children think and know. The challenge is to ask a teacher to score 
children’s knowledge from behaviors that are not constrained by structured 
performances that reduce children’s answers to one or two answers. It is easy to train 
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teachers to test for a constrained answer. This research hypothesizes that teachers can 
be trained to score information about children’s knowledge and thinking with the 
BNS, which allows them to code video tapes of children in unconstrained, 
spontaneous play. 
It is hypothesized that an acceptable interraater reliability score on the BNS can 
be attained within a six-week training period. The teachers (subjects) in this study 
were asked to use the BNS to code the concepts underlying children’s play as 
observed in two video recordings of play in two different but similar contexts. An 
explanation of different but similar contexts is necessary. “Similar” refers to the 
researcher’s choice of play ecologies with less explicit cues (Perry, 2001; Scales, 
1987) where the concepts of leadership, friendship, and rules are apparent. 
“Different” means that each video record will capture children who are not in the 
same type of setting. 
It is assumed that if the subjects coded only one video recording the results 
would be an artifact of the one tape. The interrater reliability among the subjects’ 
BNS coding of only one tape reveals fewer differences than when they use the BNS 
to code two different but similar video tapes, thus the rationale for using two tapes in 
the interrater reliability procedure. 
1.5 Significance of the Study 
This study is a first step in a research program to be carried out over the next 
three to four years, in which the BNS will be tested for validity among trained 
educators. An efficient and reliable notation system for recording the concepts 
underlying preschool children’s play (ages 3-5) will direct the educator’s mental 
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disposition towards thinking about these concepts. The short hand format will make 
it easier to record more thoughts than writing would allow, and the meta symbols of 
the BNS will allow educators to bring forth their tacit knowledge about what children 
are thinking. By omitting information not directed towards thinking along the lines of 
“concepts,” and including information leading to “concept thinking,” the BNS will 
guide the users to develop their own theories about children’s theories. Its purpose 
lies in its potential for helping the teacher construct new knowledge through the 
process of 1) recognizing, not merely seeing in passing, children’s spontaneous 
everyday behaviors, 2) and mapping these behaviors within the framework, or 
mindset, of the conceptual “if, then” theory construction of the children. Reliability 
will provide a means for interpreting that teachers will note information that they, as a 
group, hold to be truths relevant to their purposes as facilitators of children’s 
construction of knowledge. 
Mapping their own tacit knowledge about what children are thinking will 
bring these ideas to the forefront of their consciousness as teachers plan ways to 
facilitate development of the already occurring thinking and learning. Educator 
supervisors can use the BNS system as a tool to analyze the inferential skill of 
teachers they observe. The BNS system will direct preservice teachers towards high 
level thinking at an early point in their career, establishing a ‘mindset’ towards 
conceptual thinking that will encourage a deeper understanding of child development. 
The development of the BNS system that is tested for ease of use and 
interrater reliability provides a system that can be further tested for its function. 
Future tests could investigate the validity of the code’s ability to reveal shared 
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meaning among subjects by testing it in relation to its practical use. One example 
would be to compare and contrast the types of curriculum that is generated by 
teachers using the BNS with types of curriculum generated by other observation 
methods, such as a running record. Other experiments can address the ways that the 
BNS captures information about concepts underlying children’s play differently than 
a running record, transcript analysis, or preoperationalized letter code that is formed 
around a concept and does now allow for graphic depiction of gesture or spatial 





In accordance with the work of other constructivist theorists and educators 
this study assumes that children construct knowledge through their interaction with 
the social and physical world (Forman and Kuschner, 1983; Kamii, 1980). From this 
perspective the environment plays a powerful role in the education of children 
(Malaguzzi, 1998; Rinaldi, 1998). A subtle shift in materials or spatial organization 
can guide the children’s actions within a space, encouraging them to interact, wonder, 
and problem-solve solutions to questions that might arise (Kamii and DeVries, 1980; 
Forman and Kuchner, 1983; Corsaro, 1985; Piaget, 1976; Piaget, 1965). This study 
focuses on the concepts preschool children (ages 3-5) develop in play ecologies 
with less explicit cues (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987). 
The play ecologies with less explicit cues (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987) are of 
particular interest to me as a researcher because these are the areas where the props 
children need and invent represent things they know outside the context of specific 
social models or conventions, which means these are higher order cognitive 
representations that the children construct on their own. These are higher order 
because the play involves complex relational thinking on the part of the children who 
are creating symbols for object of play that are embedded within the symbolic 
representations of their play themes. I have found that the transformations of 
symbolic thought in these areas are often difficult for teachers to “see,” perhaps 
r 
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because the conventions, or rules, children are inventing are not as familiar to the 
adults’ everyday experience. Whether the conventions are social or integrally tied to 
a particular activity, such as a game, the child’s knowledge construction process is a 
complex one that teachers must look at closely in order to recognize and understand 
the logic of these conventions, interpret their meaning, and facilitate learning 
extensions. 
The conventions children develop in play ecologies with less explicit cues, 
will emerge as a function of their social interaction and their developing perceptions 
of their social roles. I chose a particular type of area to narrow the task of teacher- 
subjects. Limiting the type of area this study will focus on limits the form of 
conceptualizing among preschool children that teacher-subjects will observe. These 
include concepts of friendship, leadership, social rules, and rules about games that are 
new and vital, and possibly confusing. The following literature review summarizing 
current research on preschool children’s social interaction provides a theoretical and 
practical base for the development of the Broderick Notation System, a notation 
system for recording young children’s emerging concepts of friendship, leadership, 
cultural roles, and rules. 
The information in the review of Graphic Notation Systems used to record 
behavior and concepts supports the use of graphics in the development of the 
Broderick Notation System (BNS). 
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2.2 Social Interaction Research 
2.2.1 Children’s Concepts of Friendship 
In his studies of preschool children in two different settings Corsaro (1985) 
frames children’s conceptions of friendship are framed by the organizational structure 
(Corsaro, 1985a, b, c; Rizzo and Corsaro, 1988; Rizzo and Corsaro, 1995) that he 
identifies as social participation and the protection of interactive space, the structure 
of social contacts, and children’s spontaneous references to friendship (Corsaro, 
1985a). This perspective is supported by the data in Press and Greenspan’s (1995) 
study where two toddlers develop a friendship oriented around their ability to interact 
with one another in relation to toys of interest, joint interactions with teachers, and 
other social interactions with peers (Press and Greenspan, 1995). (See Appendix 1 
for my interpretations of concepts from the Press and Greenspan study). 
Social participation and the protection of interactive space 
Corsaro’s (1985a) data reveal that preschool children frequently choose to 
play alone but are continually strategizing ways to successfully access ongoing play 
of others or resist access to ongoing play they are engaged in (Corsaro, 1985a). He 
found that the social interactions among preschoolers in either setting could disrupt at 
any time, averaging 10 minutes at most. He assumed that this fragility of interaction 
is a fact that influences the child’s mental organization, i.e. conceptualization of 
“friendship.” He further hypothesizes that children’s perception of play interactions 
as fragile forces children to develop clusters of playmates as a strategy for 
maximizing the probability of successful access-to-play attempts. His data shows that 
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the children’s clusters of friends include five to seven potential playmates (Corsaro, 
1985a). 
Corsaro (1985a) believes that young children who are alone in a classroom are 
often observing others in an attempt to gain entry into the play they are watching. 
The close observation helps them to develop an understanding of the play so that they 
can develop a strategy for successful entrance. This image of the lone child as 
actively strategizing differs from Parten’s (Irwin and Bushnell, 1980, pp. 169-170) 
“onlookers” or children engaged in “solitary independent play.” Her onlooker places 
the child in close proximity to situations, watching and listening without 
consideration that the child is actively involved. The child is actually learning the 
context of the play so she can develop an entry strategy. Parten’s “solitary” child 
plays independently near others with no overt efforts to get close to her peers (Irwin 
and Bushnell, 1980, pp. 169-170). Most teachers are trained to use and rely on 
Parten’s code for levels of social play. They may miss the aspects of what the child is 
actively thinking because the record will only account for the attitude and position of 
the child. 
2.2.2 Access and resistance to access strategies 
Corsaro (1985a) identifies preschool children’s nonverbal and verbal 
strategies for entering ongoing play (see Appendix A). He also identifies several 
strategies for resisting entrance to ongoing play as methods of preventing possible 
disruption. These include verbal resistance without justification, reference to 
arbitrary rules, specific claims of ownership, denial of friendship, and justification of 
or reference to the play space and number of people in the space (Corsaro, 1985a). 
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(See Appendix 2 for my interpretation. I organize Corsaro’s data into the ‘conceptual’ 
“if, then” structures of the children. 
Additionally Corsaro (1985a) organizes his data into four levels of access and 
resistance in play. These include attempts to access using any of the modes 
previously cited, initial resistance, repeated access attempts followed by further 
resistance with eventual agreement among defenders of an area to let others enter, and 
finally, the assignment of roles. The data revealed that among the younger children 
67% of the recorded episodes contained initial resistance to access attempts and 45% 
of the episodes among the older preschoolers contained initial resistance to access 
attempts (Corsaro, 1985a). This means that children have at least a 50% chance of 
being rejected in their attempts to enter into ongoing play because their peers 
experience entry attempts as potentially disruptive. The successful child will need to 
develop negotiation skills in order to counter the initial rebuff and continue his 
pursuit of access (Corsaro, 1985a; Scales, 1987; Trawick-Smith, 1988). 
Scales (1987) work is influenced by Corsaro. She agrees with his findings that 
the duration of a play episode as the indicator of its success. She entered into a study 
of preschool children in an outdoor play environment with the intention of 
redesigning the play yard to assure the following developmental outcomes: self¬ 
achievement and mastery, learning through adult imitation, affective development 
through fantasy, and sociolinguistic and verbal development through interaction. 
The study revealed the clear way that communicative strategies of young 
children are shaped by the physical properties of situations and that the environment 
serves as a tool to organize the social interaction. For example, they discovered that 
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the small symmetrical spaces teachers set up in the sand table area attracted orderly 
face-to-face interactions that centered on shared knowledge of the kitchen materials 
provided in that area. Yet the larger, open, and undefined spaces demanded more 
communicative abilities on the part of children to define and negotiate spatial 
meaning (Scales, 1987). 
2.2.3 Spontaneous References to Friendship 
Corsaro (1985a) found that young children identify friends as those who are 
playing nearby. He also thinks they identify friends to mark competition, to socially 
control peers, according to personal characteristics, and when they show mutual 
concern for the welfare of others (Corsaro, 1985a). 
The BNS system is intended to guide the teacher’s thinking towards a 
conceptual “if, then” sentence structure of what he or she imagines to be 
consequential theorizing of the child’s actions or words. Thus, an interpretation of a 
child saying that a child in close proximity is a friend leads to a sentence structure of 
the child’s thinking as, “If you are playing with me or near me, then you are my 
friend.” The interpretation is that the child is defining friendship according to 
proximity in that instance. 
Corsaro uses transcripts and a categorical system to code them according to 
categories. When the information is in categories it is then outside the contextual 
framework of the play and each category is really separating the varying conceptual 
frameworks of the many children in the observation. In one time frame the BNS 
allows teachers to code the conceptual framework of more than one child. When 
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looking back over this type of record they can then see when patterns of thought 
emerge and shift. 
2.2.4 Selman’s model for children’s concepts of friendship 
The spontaneous references of friendship that Corsaro (1985a) observed align 
with Selman’s stages of friendship development (1981). Selman (1981) outlines five 
developmental levels and stages of friendship based on extensive observation of 
children in naturalistic preschool settings. Naturalistic refers to settings where 
children’s play is self-initiated as it would be outside a school environment. Selman’s 
levels define the developing coordination between the child’s perspective of self and 
others, while the stages reflect the child’s understanding of friendship (Selman, 
1981). These levels correlate with the Press and Greenspan (1995) data in their study 
of two toddlers becoming friends over time (Press and Greenspan, 1995). 
Level 0 (roughly 3-7) identifies the egocentric child who is not yet capable 
of understanding that others may perceive similar things differently than he does. 
The child at Stage 0 is developing relations based on physical proximity of playmate 
or toys that others allow or disallow him to play with (Selman, 1981). 
Level 1 (roughly 4 - 9) presents a picture of the child who is now able to see 
that another may view things similarly to or differently from her own views. This 
allows the child to understand that individual actions can be seen as reflecting 
motives that she may interpret differently from others. The child at Level 1 
conceptualizes friendship as a one-way assistance mechanism, meaning that a friend 
is someone who performs acts that you want to happen. This child believes that a 
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close friend knows and acts in accordance with your likes and dislikes (Selman, 
1981). 
While the next three stages go beyond the age range of the preschool child it 
seems important to include the next level and stage because the stages are a 
generalized approximation based on observations of a particular number of children 
and not a map of all children. Therefore, some children will more than likely be 
identified as marginal, meaning that their development may fall outside the standard 
set by stages to include Level 2 criteria. 
At Level 2 (roughly 6-12) a child is able to take on the perspective of others 
and imagine how others may see him. This second person perspective means that the 
child can now reciprocate with feelings as well as actions. Now the child realizes the 
need to negotiate likes and dislikes in relation to a friend, and does not hold a friend 
to a fixed egocentric standard, which used to be “my friend must do and like only 
what I like.” The concept of a friend at this level does not necessarily extend beyond 
the moment. In other words children at this level are still focused on the agreement 
about action and feeling at a particular moment in time and consider the friend to be 
the one with whom they are engaged. When disagreement or lack of engagement 
with a playmate occurs, the children may not call one another friend. At another 
moment, when these children reengage, the label “friend” may conceptualize their 
play status (Selman, 1981). 
There are six issues that Selman finds relevant to the domain of friendship. 
The first is friendship formation, which includes the motives and ways people 
become friends, and the characteristics of a good friend. The second is closeness and 
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intimacy, the difference between an everyday friend and a close friend. Trust is the 
third. It encompasses reciprocity, commitment, and obligations among friends. 
Jealousy comes next and addresses the feelings about intrusions into a friendship. 
Conflicts and their resolutions is an issue that also looks at the meaning of conflict, as 
well as the effects. How and why friendships terminate is the final issue Selman 
(1981) addresses (Selman, 1981) 
2.3 Children’s Concepts of Roles in Play 
2.3.1 Sociolinguist analysis of friendship 
Corsaro (1985a; b; c)) completed a sociolinguistic analysis of his data on 
preschool children, which resulted in his formulation of three stages of social 
interaction: initiation, negotiation, and enactment (Corsaro, 1985a; b; c). Scales 
(1987) adapted these stages of social interaction into her study and used them as 
categories for coding the dialogue of preschool children in an outdoor play yard. The 
categories enabled her and her research team to recognize children’s seemingly 
unimportant utterances as strategies for initiation, negotiation, or enactment of a 
theme (Corsaro, 1985a; b; c; Scales, 1987). She also relied on Cohen’s (1978 - 
recorded in Scales, 1987) categorization of the features of context (See Appendix 3 
for a chart of Cohen’s context criteria) to provide a background in which the context 
for play is viewed as a dynamic (Scales, 1987). 
Scales’ use of Cohen’s categorization features has moved beyond a focus on 
language, yet in her published work (Scales, 1987) she does not provide an example 
of a practical code or a tool, whether graphics or text, that was used for analysis and 
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would benefit teachers in a preschool classroom. The focus of this study is to help 
teachers perceive and think about the stages of friendship development in children. 
Corsaro’s sociolinguistic analysis identifies young children’s concepts of roles 
and adult rules. The roles analysis will be discussed in a later section, preceding a 
section on Trawick-Smith’s (1988; 1992) sociolinguistic analysis of leadership. 
Corsaro’s findings on adult rules will be discussed in the later section on rules. 
Scales’ (1987) sociolinguistic analysis provided her with information about 
the relationship between language and the successful duration of an interaction. She 
found that the language of play initiations among preschool children is a declarative 
warrant that often includes a tag question, such as “OK?” The intervening 
negotiation phase requires frequent clarification requests, directives, declarative 
requests, and agreement. In the final enactment phase, children participated as if 
rehearsing roles, each presenting his idea of the role that he is playing (Scales, 1987). 
For example, the mother places food on the table and the children eat it. 
Scales (1987) believes that when preschool teachers can use the language of 
these stages—initiation, negotiation, and enactment—to interpret the stages children 
are in, they can more effectively facilitate children to sustain interactions, which is 
good because she believes that children’s overall social goals are to develop and 
maintain long play periods with peers. 
The language of initiation may not only occur at the onset of a play episode, 
but may also take place within an ongoing play episode, in order to expand a play 
theme. This initiation will lead to the language of negotiation as children move 
towards an agreement that will allow their play to continue. Scales (1987) concludes 
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that analysis of the initiation, negotiation (theme transformation, theme expansion, 
negotiating understanding of a theme, determination of participants), and enactment 
of children’s social interactions, taken from videos of children at play, is a necessary 
tool for effective teaching (Scales, 1987). Her conclusion highlights the importance 
of a tool to help teachers perform the analysis of social interactions. 
What is missing from Scales’ (1987) study is a code that teachers can use to 
identify the important characteristics of interaction that she outlines as significant. 
Again I note that the focus of this study is to develop a tool (BNS) for teachers to 
code the characteristics of preschool children’s interactions that are meaningful to 
children while directing teachers to interpret the children’s meaning and knowledge 
in those instances. 
Of course it must be noted that the previously mentioned sociolinguistic 
studies of children are culturally limited because they are records of children in 
preschools within Western culture communities. Rizzo (1989) notes that even within 
the Western culture there are cultural language differences that determine the peer 
culture of young children, and thus, influence their concepts of friendship (1989). 
It must be noted here that the sociolinguistic approach is not the only mode of 
analysis that Scales (1987) used. As mentioned previously, she incorporated an 
analysis of the context of the interaction that includes the physical aspects of the 
setting, including objects. 
Vivian Paley’s socially organized story and play enactment circles (Paley, 
personal communication at a conference, 2002) incorporate a sociolinguistic strategy 
with a teacher-guided structure. She uses circle time as a structure for preschool 
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children to verbally express their social knowledge about play. The “play” 
performance is the vehicle for children’s meta-analysis of their own concepts about 
play structures that include roles, turn taking, empathy, and directives. In You Can’t 
Say You Can’t Play Paley (1992) uses language as a context for children to analyze 
and redefine the structure of their peer culture. As children confront the notion that 
there may be a rule introduced to their classroom that “you can’t say you can’t play” 
it forces them to discuss their reactions to this imposition, which leads to extensive 
dialogues and transformational thinking about negotiation among peers (Paley, 1992). 
While Paley’s work provides many transcripts of the events that direct her curriculum 
in the context and touches on her understanding of the conceptual thinking of 
children, it does not provide a practical notation tool to help teachers locate the 
conceptual thinking of preschool children. The BNS will serve this purpose. 
2.3.2 Leadership 
Effective Leaders 
Trawick-Smith’s sociolinguistic study of preschooler’s reveals four leadership 
traits that are identified by the frequent use of three linguistic strategies. The traits 
include: 1) the ability to selectively follow others and carefully weigh personal need 
and interest, 2) following as an assertive, self-chosen compliance, 3) rejecting others 
contributions tactfully with a clear rationale, and 4) resisting the domination of others. 
The linguistic strategies are: 1) issuing directives related to ongoing play (only 
considered as a leadership skill when successfully influencing one or more 
playmates), 2) making suggestions for ongoing play, and 3) contributing to ongoing 
play (Trawick-Smith, 1988). 
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Additionally, these leaders are often found following the directives of others, 
as well as responding to or accepting the suggestions and contributions of others in 
the play interaction. Effective leaders frequently provide positive feedback to peers’ 
suggestions, which lead to emergent transformations in the play theme. They tag 
their suggestions with an appeal for peer approval, such as, “Hey Jill, let’s say we’re 
hungry now, OK?” These children also use a higher number of negatives among 
social isolates (children who play alone), which Trawick-Smith suggests is due to 
their ability to adapt their leadership style to particular playmates, or to conceptualize 
a child as “not a friend.” What I take that to mean is that if the isolate perceives 
herself in a negative way the leader adapts to the perception of that child as a means 
of remaining in the leadership role. Trawick-Smith also found that leaders are often 
able to employ diplomatic requests, which require language competence for 
rephrasing. For example, a child who attempts to join another child by suggesting 
that the toy they will share is his “car,” finds acceptance into the car when the other 
child disagrees by rephrasing it as “our” car, and then finally settling on “your” car as 
an acceptable term in order to play with his peer. Leaders are also skilled at modeling 
activities, enactments, and play themes as a means of suggesting (trait #2) and 
contributing (trait #3) to the interaction (Trawick-Smith, 1988). 
The study describes three types of children that do not successfully 
take on the role of leader. He calls these ineffective leaders. The first is the bully 
who dominates others verbally or physically, makes demands on peers, lacks 
negotiation skills, and chooses not to follow others. The second is an isolate who 
plays alone, rarely follows invitations of others, lacks the previously mentioned 
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leadership skills of suggesting and contributing to play, and is obviously is not 
following others. The bootlicker is the third. He shows an interest in social 
interaction but does not have the selective following skills, rejection skills, or 
negotiation skills to keep from being dominated by others. The study concludes that 
the bully who wants to lead finds no followers because he is too demanding, the 
isolate is too removed from others to interact, and the bootlicker is always in a 
following position (Trawick-Smith, 1988). 
Persuasive Children 
Trawick-Smith’s (1992) study of persuasive preschool children has data that 
support the findings of his leadership analysis. His ranking of persuasive and 
dominant children reveals that leaders do not have dominant, physically aggressive 
traits that teachers traditionally associate with the control of others (Pelligrini and 
Smith, 1998; Pelligrini, 2001; Shantz, 1987). Studies on conflict show that children 
avoid physically aggressive peers (Trawick-Smith, 1992; Pelligrini, 2001; Shantz, 
1987) and persuasive children become leaders (Trawick-Smith, 1992). 
The prosocial traits that Trawick-Smith found in persuasive children 
are organized into initiating and responding behaviors. The initiating behaviors are: 
1) requests, which are interrogatives stated in a friendly tone, 2) friendly demands 
using an imperative form, 3) friendly demands (imperatives) with requestive tags 
(interrogatives), 4) angry demands, that are imperatives issued in an angry tone, and 
5) agonistic demands that are forceful and unfriendly. Responding behaviors include: 
1) compliance, where the target child does what the initiator intends, 2) 
noncompliance, where the target child refuses to follow the initiator’s instructions, 
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and 3) times when the target child ignores the initiator’s request (Trawick-Smith, 
1992). 
Children who used persuasive strategies most of the time had high compliance 
results (86% compliance) in interactions with low status peers. Low status peers are 
those who do not show a preference for friendly strategies or dominant strategies, but 
comply in response to both (even distribution). On the other hand, in interactions 
with dominant children (those using angry or agonistic requests) persuasive children 
could only gain compliance 44% of the time, whereas low status children could gain 
70% compliance when interacting with dominant children. Low status children only 
received 44% compliance when interacting with persuasive children (Trawick-Smith, 
1992). 
Persuasive children matched their initiatives to peers’ compliance patterns 
more successfully than the dominant and low status children. The dominant and low 
status children continually used agonistic demands with persuasive children or among 
same-status children even though they infrequently brought compliance. Persuasive 
children were found to comply frequently to persuasive initiatives of lower status 
children when the lower status children complied to their initiatives at an even higher 
rate. There is a lower compliance rate of high persuasive children as compared to the 
other children, even though all children responded to directives 48% - 76% of the 
time (Trawick-Smith, 1992). This study presents a picture of the dominant child as 
one who is less able to discern the compliance pattern of peers, or the positive effects 
of his persuasive behaviors. The dominant child was able to positively comply to 
specific requests (Trawick-Smith, 1992). 
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To often teachers label children according to their overall pattern of behavior, 
such as dominant or agreeable, without identifying the details of the interactions from 
the child’s perspective. Trawick-Smith’s study reveals the complex aspects of social 
interaction that I would like teachers to begin to understand and interpret as strategies 
on the part of children. The purpose of the BNS it to help teachers begin to see and 
understand the strategic thinking related to the children’s overall goals of entering or 
maintaining play so they will be better prepared to help these children leam new 
strategies. 
Conflict 
In her literature review on conflict Shantz (1987) found that there is a strategic 
sequence to a conflict that may be helpful for teachers to recognize if compliance and 
persuasive strategies are distinctive behavioral constructs that children conceptualize 
relative to friendship (Trawick-Smith, 1992). The conflict begins with 1) opposition 
of child #1 as an imperative or an insult. It moves on to 2) the opposition of child #2 
as an assertion, negation, rule or reason, or a counter-insult. At this point Shantz 
(1987) does not consider the interaction a conflict. According to her criteria conflicts 
must have more than one exchange. The third round occurs with 3) one more 
opposition, and 4) at this point the focus of the debate may shift as reasons are added 
and the dialogue becomes more complex (Shantz, 1987). 
In this review justification or reason was found to end the conflict, ambiguous 
responses and defiance extended the interactive sequences, and insistence met with 
insistence of the conflict partner. The data also showed that the loser of the last 
conflict is more likely to start the next conflict (Shantz 1992) and that there are 
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meaningful strategies attached to physical hits. These include: 1) an open-handed 
low swipe at the torso or limb means “hey leave me alone, 2) hitting with an object in 
the hand at a low intensity to any part of the body means, “hey, wanna play?” and 3) a 
hard hit anywhere means, “I don’t like that.” 
Shantz’s research reveals the details of conflict as strategies yet she doesn’t 
present a simple code for analyzing these details and strategies while observing 
children at play. The BNS helps the teacher to organize these details into a format for 
observational purposes that also allows them to recognize them within the context of 
strategic thinking. 
2.4 Role play and cultural knowledge 
In their pretend play preschool children’s interactions with peers and materials 
demonstrate their cultural knowledge. For example, a child pretending to be a 
fireman shows that he knows water puts out a fire when he points a pretend hose at a 
pretend fire and makes a swooshing noise to represent the spray of water. In his 
study of preschool children Corsaro (1985b) found that children’s role-play is tied to 
their conception of status (superordinate and subordinate roles) and the expectations 
of what a particular player does when fulfilling a role (Corsaro, 1985b). 
He correlated status and role expectations with the communicative functions 
of the children’s language which include imperatives, informative statements, 
requests for permission, requests for joint action, answers (accounts), information 
requests, directive requests, tag questions, greetings, and animal talk. The BNS has 
adapted these communicative functions into a set of symbols that teachers can easily 
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use when observing children at play (See Appendix 4 for definitions and 
interpretations for use in the BNS system). 
In his study Corsaro (1985b) defines status along two lines: superordinate and 
subordinate. Children in superordinate positions produced a larger percentage of 
utterances than subordinates, and most of their utterances were directed towards 
subordinates. Superordinates produced imperatives more frequently (15x as often) 
with subordinates than with other superordinates, and subordinates rarely produced 
imperatives. This data, which is in line with the results of studies on adult-child 
interactions and adult interactions, suggests that imperatives are socially linked to 
perceptions of status, such as authority and power (Corsaro, 1985b). It reveals that 
children adhere to the roles to which they are assigned according to specific rules. A 
child who is playing a baby will use the language of the subordinate and the same 
child will take on the language functions of a superordinate when pretending to be a 
mother in another play episode with other children who are subordinates. All 
children do not easily enter into both roles on a regular basis. Their ability to switch 
their use of language implies their knowledge about status and their perseverance to 
remain within their status in the immediate play script. 
The BNS will help teachers to discern the type of information that Corsaro 
found to be significant in the social interaction strategies of preschool children. The 
system will help teachers to see when status changes over time and associate the 
change within the meaningful context of the children’s play. 
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2.5 Rules 
2.5.1 Adult Rules 
Corsaro’s (1985) ethnographic study of children in two preschool settings 
provides him with the extensive contextual data that allow him to organize his 
understanding of children’s social interaction knowledge in relation to the ways that 
children develop this knowledge. This approach takes models like Selman’s stages a 
step further by correlating the interactive skills children use to develop knowledge 
with the knowledge that is being learned and the context for the implementation of 
these interactive skills (Corsaro, 1985c). (See chart in Appendix 5) 
The features of peer culture that Corsaro (1985c) observes are organized 
according to children’s perceptions of them as values and concerns, or as behavioral 
routines. His observations led him to believe that playing with others is children’s 
strong priority, so that social interaction and the protection of interactive play areas is 
an overall concern that requires the use and development of access ritual and 
cooperative sharing skills. Developing these skills leads children to construct 
knowledge of friendship and social convention (Corsaro, 1985c). The many 
strategies children employ for access to play and protection of play spaces are 
discussed in Section 2.1. 
Physical Welfare of Peers 
A second feature is the children’s concern for the physical welfare of peers. 
As they build empathy and social perspective taking skills, children build knowledge 
of personal attributes and emotions. Corsaro (1985c) found that children located near 
another child’s accident are attentive to the injured child until they are sure that the 
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child is well tended by an adult. Many children move near an injured child to be sure 
if the friend is OK. Some will discuss the nature of the injury while tending their hurt 
playmate until help arrives. Others will discuss the event to attend to the obvious 
concern of non-injured playmates (Corsaro, 1985c). 
Concern with Physical Size 
Concern with physical size, another feature, teaches children about status, 
power, and group identity. Children claim to be bigger than others when climbing up 
a loft or a playground structure. According to Corsaro, these structures are generally 
less accessible to teachers because they are scaled to children’s sizes. Therefore, as 
children enter into these areas they are practicing independence and communal 
support skills (Corsaro, 1985c). 
Themes in Spontaneous Fantasy Play 
The function of themes in spontaneous fantasy play (next feature) was 
discovered to be the development of story schema, morality, death or mortality, and 
role expectation knowledge. The skills children practice in these events are turn- 
taking, feedback cues, cooperative sharing, and empathy building. The themes fall 
into the three categories of 1) lost and found, 2) danger and rescue, and 3) death and 
rebirth. Corsaro defines a theme as the underlying plot, or scheme of the children’s 
play. It is the conceptual framework that holds the emergent play structure together 
(Corsaro, 1985c). (See Appendix 6 for my interpretations of the “if, then structures” 
that can be adapted to the BNS from Corsaro’s data on these role-play themes). 
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Behavioral Routines 
Corsaro (1985c) considers behavioral routines to be features of peer culture. 
He defines behavioral routines as recurrent and predictable activities that children 
experience as shared productions that elicit excitement and joy among peers to the 
exclusion of adults. Routines are not identified as rituals because they are not 
necessarily symbolic though they are generally embedded within the frame of other 
symbolic play episodes (Corsaro, 1985c;). 
1. Humor is a routine feature of the preschool peer culture that leads to 
knowledge about the structure of jokes and riddles. To gain humor knowledge 
children practice and develop the interactive skills of humor and performance. They 
build the skills of competition and tact as they engage in insult routines that teach 
them the structures of insults, power, and status (Corsaro, 1985c). 
2. Much of the play in a preschool playground involves running and chasing, 
which Corsaro did not find to be intentionally hostile. He believes that feigned fear is 
a necessary component of these approach-avoidance scripts because the children who 
choose the pursuer role are constructing their knowledge about the relationship of fear 
to threat. If the threat is not acted out, then children will not perceive the chaser as 
able to really be fearful. These approach-avoidance-chase-routines are embedded in 
numerous play themes that include monsters and animals. The chaser, who is usually 
identified by peers, enters into the routine without any negotiation, which makes the 
approach-avoidance structure stand out as a routine that fits into the symbolic 
representations of the ongoing play without holding specific symbolic meaning on its 
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own. In order to have meaning attached there would need to be shared agreement 
among players about the meaning (Corsaro, 1985c). 
3. Corsaro (1985c) found that the approach-avoidance routines have clear gender 
distinctions. Younger preschool girls never entered into firefighter play. Boys would 
join the girls in family role-play, but they never take on female roles. In the older 
preschool group the boys hardly ever enter into family role-play. Instead they choose 
the physically demanding themes that include superheroes, police, and construction. 
This suggests that at this juncture in preschool life children are constructing separate 
peer cultures for boys and girls. Thus, Corsaro’s (1985c) data suggests that the 
knowledge children gain in these approach-avoidance routines includes sex-role 
concepts, along with personal attributes, role expectations, and story schema. The 
interactive skills they develop in the process are cooperative sharing, discourse, 
indirect action plans, and sex-typed skills (Corsaro, 1985c). 
4. Adiustments-to-secondary-rules is the last feature of peer culture that 
Corsaro’s (1985c) study defines. These refer to the strategies children employ in 
order to evade rules that are particularly difficult to attend to. For example, 
physically active boys may attempt to restructure family role-play to include roles 
suited to the characters of their more active outdoor play. These include robbers and 
police, or firefighters, who would inevitably be required to run throughout the school. 
Conceptually, the need to adhere to the rules of the role would justify to their teachers 
the need to run in the classroom (Corsaro, 1985c). 
Another form of adjusting-to-secondary-rules are the routines where children 
attempt to spout out as many bad words as possible in peer dominated areas of the 
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classroom. The routine is not structured as intentionally bad, but as a form of getting 
around an adult imposed rule. Cleanup is another adult imposed rule that the children 
conceptualize as unnecessary. Their dialogue reveals that they think it interrupts 
important play and that logically they will just have to bring the toys out the next day 
in order to play again. Their thinking follows as, “If I am going to play with this 
tomorrow, then I should just leave it out so it will be where I need it (Corsaro, 
1985c).” 
2.5.2 Rules in Games 
Developmental Stages 
Piaget identifies four stages in the development of knowledge about rules in 
games (Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii and DeVries, 1980). The first stage (0 - 
2 years) is one of motor exploration where the young child is learning the physical 
and symbolic properties of the materials used in the game (marbles, ball and basket, 
cards). Children playing with marbles may repeatedly drop them from various 
heights and roll them in various directions, or even transform them into food by 
placing them in a pot in the dramatic play kitchen (Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; 
Kamii and DeVries, 1980a). A preschool child playing with cards may turn all the 
cards over, face down, then face up, and eventually may sort them according to 
symbol (number / picture) or color relations (personal observations, 2001, Cushman- 
Scott School, Amherst, MA; Kamii and Devries, 1980b). 
At the second stage children (2-5 yrs) egocentrically try to assimilate the rules 
of others, submitting to the more knowledgeable player when necessary. The child at 
this point has assimilated some aspects of the game by imitating. These include turn- 
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taking and some concrete knowledge of the goals of the game, though the goals are 
centered on personal needs and knowledge that is not generalized to others (Piaget, 
1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii and DeVries, 1980a). While a stage two child may think 
in terms of her points as beneficial, she may not comprehend that her points represent 
gains that must add up to more than her opponent’s points in order for her to win. 
This is because the child has not yet conceptualized the relationship of competition 
among opponents. Thus, she may enjoy other player’s point gains as much as her 
own (Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii and DeVries, 1980a).. 
Cooperation marks the third stage (8 years and earlier in children with 
experience playing games) where children try to coordinate with others. Their 
cooperation leads to the negotiation of rules, which requires agreement among players 
about the consequences of the rules. They have adapted a competitive stance because 
they now know that winning is a part of the game, yet, at this point the intention to 
construct agreement about rules may be assimilated more completely than the actual 
ability to strategize methods for enforcing them (Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii 
and DeVries, 1980a). 
Mutual self-regulation occurs at the fourth stage where children can efficiently 
consolidate their defense strategies while also keeping an awareness of the entire 
game (other players positions, turns, and strategies). Now the child can flexibly move 
between strategies to guarantee a win. At this point children have constructed 
temporal knowledge that allows them to understand the sequencing of a game: when 
it begins, when challenges are occurring, and when the game is over (Piaget, 1965; 
DeVries, 1998; Kamii and DeVries, 1980a). 
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Kamii (1998a) suggests that when children play games they are replacing 
adult coercion (adults imposing rules upon children) with cooperative construction 
among equals. To restate Kamii’s idea from the BNS perspective, children playing 
games are beginning to conceptualize that “If they don’t cooperate, then the game 
cannot continue” and, that individual rights and fairness are the reasons for rules. The 
child will only understand the reasons for rights and fairness when he is able to take 
the perspective of others, which requires winning to be subordinate to the goal of 
cooperating with others (Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii and DeVries, 1980a). 
Game Types 
In their study of group games Kamii and DeVries (1980) categorize games 
into eight types, each sited for specific intellectual benefits. The game type 
categories include aiming, racing, chasing, hiding, guessing, games involving verbal 
commands, card games, and board games (Kamii and DeVries, 1980a; Kamii and 
DeVries, 1980b). 
Aiming Games 
Kamii and Devries (1980b) found that aiming games help children 
conceptualize the spatial relationships necessary for getting an object to hit or go into 
a target. The variations the child must conceptualize are: action, perceptual-motor 
coordination, amount of force, direction, physical knowledge of objects used (balls, 
blocks aimed at, holes aimed into, etc), quantification (# of marbles or blocks 
knocked out or down), and construction of a mental image without perceptual guide 
(shooting into hole at a great distance, at an odd angle, or pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey) 
(Kamii, DeVries, 1980b). 
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Racing Games 
The games study also showed that when children race they are making 
comparisons relative to order that include the concepts of number as well as fast, 
faster, or fastest. Then there are more complex races involving physical knowledge 
of objects that may influence the outcome of the race, such as the holding of a spoon 
with an egg in it, and all the variations of that action. Relay races and wheelbarrow 
races involve the coordination of actions among players, and in musical chairs 
children are actively conceptualizing one-to-one correspondence between an empty 
chair and themselves (Kamii, DeVries, 1980b). 
Chasing Games 
According to Kamii and Devries (1980b) chasing games encourage children to 
conceptualize the perception of others (chaser and person/s being chased) that include 
surprise actions, as well as the perception of complementary roles with opposite 
goals. Spatial reasoning is needed for aiming in order for the child to determine 
strategies to avoid being caught or to catch another (Kamii, DeVries, 1980b). 
Hiding Games 
The games study also found that decentering is conceptually developed in 
hiding games. The hider has to consider the possible strategies for seeking peers, and 
the seeker has to consider the possible strategies of the hider. When hiding himself, 
the child has to conceptualize a picture of “self ’ as out of sight, which has many 
layers of complexity because the child cannot see whether he is hidden. The 
development of clues is another way of decentering, like when a child thinks of the 
seeker’s thoughts as a means of gathering clues, or when a child tries to understand 
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the logic of clues offered by others. Hiding games may involve the conceptualization 
of relations between object size and hiding locations. Hiding games may also 
encourage children to interpret the facial responses and gestures of peers who are 
trying to keep themselves from giving away too many clues (Kamii, DeVries, 1980b). 
Guessing Games 
The games study suggests that guessing games challenge children to make 
inferences that involve the additive mental actions to incorporate information about 
objects mentally when the object is not visibly available. Piaget claims that the 
mental constructions children form about objects from tactile, feely box games 
support significant cognitive development far beyond what most teachers imagine. 
The tactile sense is the perceptual media allowing for the mental constructions to 
occur. Some guessing games require the discrimination of features such as hair, hand 
movements, or sound of someone’s voice (Kamii and DeVries, 1980b). 
Games involving Verbal Commands 
Another game category delineated by Kamii and DeVries (1980b) is games 
involving verbal commands. The researchers claim that these games offer 
opportunities for children to strategically trick players (Simon Says) into making 
mistakes by talking too fast, or skipping information. Games like Giant Steps, where 
children follow the command of a leader whose interpretation of the command may 
differ from the follower’s, encourages decentering as well as knowledge of 
cooperation, authority (Kamii and Devries, 1980b), and leadership. And leadership 




Kamii and Devries discuss hopscotch in a different category than other aiming 
games because the players are involved in parallel role-play, which is not present in 
the other aiming games. Parallel role-play encourages knowledge construction about 
comparisons over time because the children are not all playing at the same time, they 
have longer turns, and the comparisons require memory skills. The game involves 
aiming an object as well as aiming the body, and often the body has certain 
restrictions. These restrictions include closing the eyes, which forces children to 
develop strong mental constructions of the spatial relationships, or hopping on one 
foot, which involves coordination of spatial relations to motor movements. 
Numerical order is a challenge in these games because the number sequence 
backtracks on itself within the hopscotch template on the ground (Kamii and Devries, 
1980b) 
Card Games 
Card Games and board games are categorized apart from the basic game types 
in this study, because of their complex variations. Early on young children playing 
cards are first constructing ideas about class by sorting cards into types, sets, seriated 
order, more or less, similar but different (same number / different suit), runs (4 of a 
kind), or adding and subtracting. Slap Jack encourages discrimination skills for 
determining which is the jack, king, or queen. Picture cards allow children to 
discriminate classes and types of animals or other information. Card games involving 
the making of sets build memory skills and allow children to develop strategies based 
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on the strength of their mental constructions of recently seen images in relation to 
placement of the image on the play surface (Kamii and DeVries, 1980b). 
Children have opportunities to decenter when they are invited to consider 
placing a domino piece on the end of a domino that was not the most recently placed 
piece in a series. The halved structure of the dominoes provides opportunities for 
learning about sets that are next to each other on the playing piece, yet “different,” 
and, therefore, allows different choices for playing (Kamii and DeVries, 1980b). 
When playing Old Maid children are developing strategies to discriminate 
pairs in their hands, in addition coordinating actions, and conceptualizing spatial 
relations and temporal order. Crazy eights forces children to discriminate with two 
criteria in mind, which requires flexible thinking. The need to get rid of cards is a 
good tool to help children learn the value of “more” or “less” cards. Go fish allows 
children to logically think about which card to ask for in order to make a pair and 
learn that their choice can give them information about the cards peers hold based on 
the cards that peers ask for. This form of strategizing relies on the development of 
inference skills (Kamii and Devries, 1980b). 
Board Games 
Kamii and DeVries discuss many board games. Like card games, many 
board games rely on a combination of chance and strategy. Candy Land, Chutes and 
Ladders, Track Meet, and Tug O’ War rely on chance alone and allow very young 
children to discriminate numbers and directional cues (arrows, zig zag paths, etc.) 
perceptually in preparation for logio-mathematical thought that involves strategic 
thinking based on previously held mental constructions of number. Dice with 
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numbers beginning at 5 encourage children to consider larger numbers (bigger than 
6). 
Lotto and bingo allow children to discriminate perceptual relations that 
perceptually match or go together meaningfully (mailman and letter box). Lotto also 
encourages children to conceptualize written numbers and matrices. To understand 
the columns (tens, twenties, thirties, etc.) in many bingo games children must 
construct spatial, logio-arithmatical, and conventional relationships. 
In tic-tac-toe and Dot-to-Dot children must learn to decenter in order to 
develop strategies against their oppositional player (complementary-role). Children 
playing dot-to-dot also build spatial reasoning skills and perceptual motor 
coordination. Checkers and Chinese Checkers™ encourage children to decenter, to 
develop spatial reasoning and numerical skills, and to develop skill with planning 
strategies (Kamii and Devries, 1980b). 
2.6 Graphic Notation Systems that record behavior and concepts 
This literature review looks at the ways that nonverbal behavior researchers, 
cognitive scientists, and statisticians use graphics to record behavior and conceptual 
information, yet the systems these researchers use do not record the relations between 
concepts and the behaviors they emerge from. The goal of this review is to discover 
what methods can be borrowed from these systems to develop a tool for preschool 
teachers to successfully map observable interactions of children’s play over time and 
develop inferences about what children know and hypothesize about friendship, 
leadership, roles, and rules. The intention of the proposed concept mapping system is 
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to help teachers gain a deeper understanding of what children are thinking so they can 
more accurately assess appropriate entry points for facilitating learning with children. 
2.6.1 Nonverbal behavior research graphics 
Nonverbal behavior researchers rely on the use of graphic notation systems 
because the gestures and body motion central to their analyses are often more easily 
depicted with images than words (Birdwhistell, 1952; Birdwhistell, 1959; Davis, 
1979; Ekman and Friesen, 1979; Hutchinson, 1970; Kendon, 1979; Kendon, 1982; 
Laban, 1974; Lamb and Turner, 1969; Lewin, 1938; Rosenfeld, 1982; Sherer and 
Ekman, 1982; Stephenson, 2001 ;Van Hoof, 1982; Widlock, 1999). Graphics can 
spatially code the spatial relationships that exist in the referent (Hutchinson, 1970; 
Laban, 1974; Davis, 1979; Stephenson, 2001; Widlock, 1999), spatial relations over 
time (Hutchinson, 1970; Laban, 1974; Davis, 1979; Kendon, 1982), synchronicity 
(Birdwhistell, 1952; Kendon, 1982), duration (Hutchinson, 1970; Laban, 1974; 
Kendon, 1982; Lamb and Turner, 1969), frequency (Birdwhistell, 1952; Hutchinson, 
1970; Laban, 1974; Davis, 1979), and direction (Hutchinson, 1970; Laban, 1974; 
Kendon, 1982; Widlock, 1999), and they can code more than one of these elements 
together in one graphic (Hutchinson, 1970, Laban, 1974; Kendon, 1982; . They can 
present a visual picture of gestures, which are often interpreted through visual cues 
(Rosenfeld, 1982; Sherer and Ekman, 1982). The graphic’s visual format makes it 
easy for readers to “see” patterns (Tufte, 1983). 
Nonverbal behavior researchers represent body motion and gesture with icons, 
symbols, and indices. Icons are signs that look like their referents in the way an 
upward curved line represents a smile in the kinesics system (Birdwhistell, 1952). 
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The need for the icon to look like its referent makes it a non-arbitrary choice of a sign 
that allows for detailed distinctions within a system that maintains a one-to-one 
correspondence between sign and referent. On the other hand, a symbol is arbitrarily 
chosen and could easily be replaced by another graphic. Symbols can be used in 
systems with one-to-one correspondence (Laban, 1974; Hutchinson, 1970), but their 
arbitrary nature allows them to record a one-to-many correspondence between sign 
and multiple referents. 
An index represents a signal of an element that is causally linked to its 
referent (Markman, 1999, pp. 59 - 88). For example, a cloud is an index of a storm 
because of its causal relation to the storm. It is not the entire storm, but a causal 
element—feature—that can be called upon to “represent” storm because it is part of a 
chain of events generally associated with a storm. The fact that a cloud symbol 
perceptually resembles a real cloud allows the reader to mentally link it to an icon of 
a cloud, even though the individual cloud represents a conventional understanding of 
a storm as opposed to an analogical representation of just one cloud, thus revealing 
the adaptability of icons. Therefore, a graphic index is a representation of a signal, 
which is itself a sign or representation (mental model). 
Birdwhistell’s (1952) kinesics system relies on icons (Birdwhistell, 1952; 
Rosenfeld, 1982; Sherer and Ekman, 1982). His research on the relationship between 
gestures and verbal dialogue revealed that certain gestures carry meaning within the 
context of dialogue. In other words, certain dialogue without specific gestures does 
not hold the same meaning as the dialogue with the gestures. His work had a great 
influence on future researchers interested in social interaction and communication 
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(Birdwhistell, 1952; 1959; Kendon, 1979; Kendon, 1982; Sherererand Ekman, 1982; 
Rosenfeld, 1982), areas of behavior that are also important to early childhood 
educators (Corsaro, 1985; Rizzo and Corsaro, 1988; Trawick-Smith, 1992; Trawick- 
Smith, 1992). Kinesic’s exhaustive orthography, or dictionary, of graphics provides 
signs to code each body part in its many potential positions. For example, there are 
32 signs for head nods. The system also includes numbers for angles of placement 
within the range of motion possible for each body part. The wide range of body part 
representation allows the observer-recorder to code each body part in its particular 
placement (one-to-one correspondence), as a static representation of a body part 
stopped along a continuum of movement (Birdwhistell, 1952). 
The way the system measures the significance of a gesture to the meaning of a 
communication is by the synchronicity of the signs that code gesture and the spoken 
word. Both are recorded in a one-dimensional format where the gestures of the 
individuals in the interaction are placed in linear tracks above and below the 
transcript of the spoken dialogue (See Appendix G for an example). The linear 
graphic visibly shows the reader when spoken words and gestures simultaneously 
occur. In this system time is measured relative to the continuity of dialogue and the 
duration of a gesture is measured relative to the length of words or word 
combinations placed above or below it in the transcript (Birdwhistell, 1952). What is 
missing from Birdwhistell’s (1952) kinesics system is temporal-spatial information 
about the direction of the movements and their relationship to the environment. 
Labanotation is able to code the discrete movements of body parts within a 
temporal spatial framework so that the reader can reinterpret movements in order to 
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direct future performance of the recorded movements (Laban, 1974; Hucthinson, 
1970). Laban is able to record the spatial temporal relations because his system uses 
symbols. Remember, symbols are arbitrarily chosen, can easily be replaced by 
another graphic, and represent one-to-one correspondence (Laban, 1974; Hutchinson, 
1970), as well as one-to-many correspondence between sign and multiple referents. 
In labanotation the core body parts are coded with a standard unit, a rectangle. The 
way the reader can identify a specific body part (one-to-one correspondence) is by its 
placement within the graphic. The logic of the system lies within a columnar graphic 
where a central line represents the spine and the major body parts are symmetrically 
aligned in columns to either side of this line, so that each foot, lower leg, upper leg, 
lower arm, and upper arm is represented to each side of the central line (Hutchinson, 
1970). This graphic symmetry mirrors the symmetry that one would see when 
looking at the human body. 
Forward movement is coded as the repetition of standard units (rectangles) up 
the vertical column and the length of the standard unit (rectangle) represents the 
duration of the movement. Timing is coded by a horizontal mark across the vertical 
column, which is counted according to a musical notation noted at the bottom of the 
column in the same manner this notation would code time in a five-bar musical graph. 
Height and depth are coded with changes of tone in the standard unit (black- deep; 
white=high; striped=medium). Direction of specific body part movements is coded 
with a change of standard unit shape that is perceptually logical. A section of the 
rectangular unit is removed leaving an extension on one end that reads like a pointing 
arrow (Hutchinson, 1970). (See Appendix H for an example of labonatation). 
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Sometimes the nonverbal behavior researcher makes a preoperational decision 
to collapse the one-to-many correspondence between sign and multiple referents by 
collapsing the many components of a larger structure, so that their combination can 
be conceptualized as one structure represented by one sign. Adam Kendon (1982) 
uses this structural format to record an entire greeting as one large rectangular unit 
that has markers along one perimeter to note the time. Within this larger structure 
other rectangles (arbitrary symbols) are used to record other collapsed referents such 
as a wave and a head tilt. These are collapsed because the wave and head tilt are 
actions with multiple referents that include the hand or head in numerous positions 
along a continuum of movement over a period of time (Kendon, 1982), yet the 
multiple positions are not as important to Kendon’s analysis as the occurrence of the 
wave, its time of occurrence, and its duration relative to the occurrence of the other 
elements of the greeting (extension of hand, extension of palm, handshake, eye gaze, 
head tilt, walking, pause in walking). Kendon’s system focuses on directing the 
user’s thoughts towards a conceptualization of an entire episode as a structure with a 
beginning, middle, and end (Kendon, 1982). (See Appendix I for the graphic and key 
to its use) 
2.6.2 Graphics depicting cognitive mental structures and concepts 
Researchers in the field of cognitive science rely on graphics to illustrate 
models of cognitive thought. Graphics organize these complex conceptual structures 
that could not be understood without a visual map (Markman, 1999; Olson, 1994). 
The aspects of these conceptual models, like directional flow, hierarchy, and temporal 
relations, that can be coded in a two-dimensional graphic are not easily understood by 
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someone reading a written or algorithmic description without an accompanying 
graphic (Markman, 1999; Hyerle, 1999; Stephenson, 2000). 
In his discussions about the influence of representations on thought Olson 
(1994) talks about the way that early maps of the world, drawn on paper, became the 
frames of reference for sailors, allowing them to chart travel plans based on their 
knowledge of a map. These early maps served as a new reference points for sailors to 
contrast their old perceptions (based on concrete sailing experience) about the 
features of land, sea, and sky, transforming their thoughts into new spatial-temporal 
ideas from which they could now make predictions about travel ahead of time (Olson, 
1994). 
The essence of the change that took place as a result of these early maps was 
that the navigator’s mindset about what represents the position “here” shifted from a 
placement in the ocean relative to landmarks and stars to a perception of “here” as a 
point on a map that can be measured relative to the spatial distances of charted 
locations on paper. These visual constructions outside the sailor’s mind provided him 
with pictures of vast spans of earth that he could not previously see in one view. The 
pictures could now help him reconstruct his travel and chart new courses to unknown 
territories based measurable predictions (Olson, 1994). 
Graphics depicting mental models (models of cognitive thought processes) 
serve the cognitive scientist as guides for the movement of cognitive thought 
(Markman, 1999) in much the same way that the navigator’s map guides his 
movement across large bodies of water. Each represents something that is potentially 
real, yet not possible to conceptualize in one view without a graphic map. 
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The graphics depicting cognitive structures have many things in common with 
the graphics used by nonverbal behavior researchers (Markman, 1999). At the 
elementary level cognitive scientists code the features of the things that people see or 
think about, which is very similar to the nonverbal researcher who is coding discrete 
body parts with icons (Markman, 1999; Rosenfeld, 1982; Birdwhistell). Biderman 
(Markman, 2000, pp.76-78) codes visual objects into what he calls “primitive units”, 
which are signs representing the smallest unit of form that the mind will perceive and 
understand as an isolated unit. He theorizes that the mind perceptually links these 
units (shapes) together internally to construct the perception of objects (Markman, 
2000, p. 77). (See Appendix J) 
If a primitive unit is the smallest unit that can represent the referent, then at a 
structural level cognitive scientists code ideas, combinations of primitive units that 
add up to a concept. Markman (2000) illustrates a model of how the mind perceives 
two shapes in two different positions relative to one another. In one illustration the 
square is above the circle. In the other the circle is above the square. When looking 
at these sets of shapes the mind not only has to assimilate the information about 
above and below, it also has to account for the features of the shapes that include 
angled versus round edges, striped vs. shaded tone, and its medium size vs. other size 
possibilities. This information can be written out in the order perceived, much as I 
have written it out here. It can be written in a graphic formation with one featural 
perception above the other in a hierarchical format that is logical to the reader, or it 
can be written within the context of a hierarchy of graphic shapes, labeled with 
meaningful text, that are linked with lines that help the reader understand the top 
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down or bottom-to-top strategy of the mind in the conceptualization of these objects 
(Markman, 2000, pp. 121-122). (See Appendix K for graphic illustrations of the 
shapes and concept structures). I agree with Markman (2000) that the graphic 
illustration of the conceptual process is the most efficient way for the information to 
be read and understood. 
Researchers graphically coding concepts know that graphics make the 
conceptual information easier to understand while also providing a format in which 
patterns become visible (Lewin, 1938; Markman, 1999; Widlock,, 1999; Hyerle, 
1999; Stephenson, 2001). Examples of concepts being coded graphically in social 
interaction research include Stephenson’s (2001) network illustrations of employee 
interaction and hierarchy in business organizations and Widlock’s (1999) map of 
access and permeability revealed in the placement to huts among people in an African 
village (Stephenson, 2001; Widlock, 1999). (See Appendices L and M for Widlock’s 
and Stephenson’s graphics). 
Widlock contrasts his conceptual map with a map rendering a perceptual 
likeness of a place in order to make the point that the perceptual map cannot reveal 
the patterns of interaction that occur in that place. On the other hand, conceptual 
graphics can use the same features of the perceptual space, such as the huts and fire 
pits, but organize them in a hierarchical structure (where some are placed above 
others), and add lines to show the actions of the people in relation to the huts and the 
fires. The lines in this conceptual map code access. They tell the reader that the 
people of the village must first come to the fire pit before going into the hut, and that 
prior to going to the fire pit, one must pass through the center of the complex. 
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Double lines reveal the fact that there is a two-way access allowing for all villagers, 
not just those who live in the hut, to enter the hut. Single lines mark the fact that the 
hut is only accessible to the individuals who live there (Widlock, 1999). 
Stephenson’s network map doesn’t rely on the physical features of 
environment. Instead she represents the individuals who work in the environment. 
People are represented by shapes (called nodes) in a network and are identified by 
names (text enclosed within the nodes). Lines between the nodes show the reader the 
lines of communication among people, so that one individual may have five lines 
linked to her representing that she communicates to five people. Another person may 
only link to, or communicate with, one other employee (Stephenson, 2001). 
Knowledge of the lines of communication can be valuable to a corporation. With this 
information, a decision to relocate a prime communicator to an area that less 
communicative people will pass through may help the company to receive more 
important information and feedback from less communicative employees 
(Stephenson, 2001). A social network map like this that includes information about 
activities in centers of a classroom could provide teachers with the social interaction 
knowledge necessary to make changes in activity placements that will enhance 
participation among a greater number of children. 
Lewin has used graphics to map psychological forces (Lewin, 1938). His 
maps look like they could represent an actual place, yet the lines and spaces (Lewin 
calls them hodological spaces - see Appendix N for Lewin’s graphic) represent 
psychological information (Lewin, 1938). I will use my own psychological goals to 
provide an example of how Lewin’s system works. 
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One space in a map may represent a goal, such as my goal to complete my 
dissertation. A series of spaces can form a path representing my idea of the steps 
remaining to complete my dissertation (complete proposal, have proposal approved, 
complete development of notation system, train subjects to use the system, test 
subjects in system use, score the subjects coding, write results, present findings to 
committee). Another series of spaces can form other paths that lead to and from the 
path delineating my completion of my dissertation process. These may include; 1) a 
path away from completing the proposal that leads toward developing and teaching a 
courseto make money, 2) then a path back to completing the proposal, 3) then another 
path away from having the proposal approved that leads toward teaching summer 
instituteto make money, 4) then a path back to completing the dissertation. Each of 
the spaces has a border of lines that are solid and bold, less bold, less solid, etc. The 
lines reveal the force of the will in relation to the actions delineated. Thus, the spaces 
representing my concepts of getting to the end of my goal are not solid because these 
steps to meeting my goal are possible or bold because they are out of reach. If I 
couldn’t achieve the goal at any point the unreachable space would be enclosed with a 
solid border. The borders around the dissertation goal may be broken and less thick 
in contrast to the borders surrounding the positions representing the obtaining of and 
fulfillment of work for income. The reason for thicker borders surrounding the latter 
is the psychological difficulty that these distractions, though practical and necessary, 
pose for me psychologically at this present time. (See illustration in Appendix N). 
David Hyerle (1999) developed a system of eight maps that serve as tools to 
help writers and researchers organize their thoughts. The sequencing of sets and 
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subsets of information along a line of flow (#1 flow maps), the enclosure of and 
containment of information (#2 circle maps), the multi-directional flow of 
information that reveals cause & effect sequences (#3 multi-flow maps), the spatial 
network of information that reveals action and interaction (#4 bubble maps and #5 
double bubble maps), the spatial hierarchy of information that reveals inductive or 
deductive reasoning strategies (#6 tree maps or #7 inductive towers), the 
classification of information into sets and subsets (#8 brace maps) (Hyerle, 1999). 
(See illustration in Appendix O). 
Two researchers whose work is rooted in the studies of labanotation must also 
be mentioned in this study. This is because Lamb and Turner (1969) extended the 
application of a conceptual component of Laban’s system that was not widely used in 
the recording of dance performance. Their effort-shape analysis uses a curving linear 
structure that aligns with the position of the body parts whose actions are being 
analyzed. The elements of effort Lamb and Turner (1969) measure are directedness, 
pressure, and acceleration. Enclosure, ascension, and advancement are the elements 
of body shape within their system. Two other measurements they take into account 
but consider hard to evaluate are the flow of effort (rigidity / boundedness versus 
abandoned / free flow), and the flow of shape (withdrawal/ shrinking versus inflated 
growing). Each behavior category is measured against its opposite on the scale. In 
the original notation (Appendix P, figure 6A) the user records the details of each 
behavior as a continuous line that curves back and forth between each end of the scale 
(horizontal line). In the final analysis the average of each measurement is recorded as 
a line on a vertical staff. The flow aspects of behavior would be noted with an 
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additional line at the bottom of each vertical staff within the notation (Lamb and 
Turner, 1969). (See Appendix P) 
2.6.3 Universal signs 
Individuals familiar with graphic media, no matter what culture, may share 
similar interpretations of certain signs, like the five symbols that Angeles Arrien 
claims to be universal: the square (referents: solidity, stability, foundation), the 
triangle (referents: goal, mountain top), the circle (referents: wholeness and unity), 
the equidistant cross (referents: relationship, integration, coupling, and balance), and 
the spiral (referents: change, growth) (Arrien, 2001) I include these in this study 
because I believe that these signs might be incorporated into a notation system for 
teachers, that would to be easily understood across cultures. (See illustration in 
Appendix Q). 
Additionally, I include the seven linear motifs that Joe and Nelly Khatena 
(1995) consider to be the alphabet of graphics. The Khatenas believe that the many 
natural forms we “see” can be represented with graphics that are combinations of 
seven design motifs. The Khatenas (1999) identify seven motifs that form an 
alphabet of basic motifs found in all graphic design (figure 54): the spiral, the wavy 
line, the circle, the line, the semicircle, the zig zag, and two semicircles (Khatena & 
Khatena, 1999; p. 62). According to the Khatenas these motifs mirror observable 
patterns in nature. Instances of these motifs found in the patterns of nature include: 1) 
the atmospheric vortical movement of air or water in whirlwinds, whirlpools, gases, 
waves, or flames of fire; 2) structure and growth of plant life and animal life 
(branching of leaves, placement of feathers on birds; 3) astronomical shapes of 
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nebulae and orbits of celestial bodies; 4) motion of microscopic structures such as 
electrons and atoms (Knatena & Khatena, 1999, p. 70). (See illustration in Appendix 
R). 
These seven motifs can serve as a core set of sign - making tools. Each sign 
can be some variation of a motif, whether a combination of lines that form a square or 
a wavy line that represents the active dialogue of an interaction. Knowledge of the 
perceptual relation between these motifs and numerous things in the natural world can 
provide clues for teachers that will guide them to look for other perceptual links when 
developing a graphic symbol that might serve as a metaphor for a concept. For 
example, the use of a branching graphic, to refer to a child’s knowledge of friendship 
that branches to represent his different experiences of friendship. Having a core set 
of sign-making tools is a good place for the novice to start creating a symbol. 
2.6.4 Conclusion 
Social interaction researchers have provided a wealth of in-depth information 
that can help classroom teachers understand the contextual meanings of actions and 
words relative to children’s concepts of friendship, leadership, roles, and rules 
(Corsaro, 1985a; b; c; Rizzo and Corsaro, 1988; Rizzo and Corsaro, 1995; Selman, 
1981; Press and Greenspan, 1995; Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987; Trawick-Smith, 1988; 
Trawick-Smith, 1992; Paley, 1992; Shantz, 1987; Piaget, 1965; DeVries, 1998; Kamii 
and DeVries, 1980). Out of necessity for the design of the study each researcher had 
to develop a code for organizing information relative to the particular concepts that 
they were investigating while observing children at play. Corsaro (Corsaro, 1985a; b; 
c), Trawick-Smith (Trawick-Smith, 1988; Trawick-Smith; 1992), and Scales (Scales, 
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1987) utilized sociolinguistic coding where parts of speech, such as imperatives or 
interrogatives, were measured in relation to their affect on children’s actions and 
dialogue (Corsaro, 1985a; b; c; Trawick-Smith, 1988; Trawick-Smith; 1992; Scales, 
1987). While the concepts of the code and analysis are discussed in-depth in the 
reports of their studies they are not organized in a structure that is ready for teacher- 
use during observation. The Corsaro (1985a; b; c) and Trawick-Smith (1988; 1992) 
studies at least have charts with statistics that list the codes in an easy to read format, 
yet the statistics do not function as a method for practically coding children at play. 
The Scales (Scales, 1987) and Kamii and DeVries (1980a; b) studies do not even 
graph particular findings, so that teachers would need to spend an awfully long time 
reading the study to identify and organize the researcher’s thoughts on children’s 
concepts into a coding system to use when observing children at play. This is not 
something most teachers will readily do. In fact, in a recent professional 
development workshop I facilitated for early childhood educators a participant told 
me that the Kamii and DeVries study was “too heady” to read and understand. This 
suggests that the material theorists are developing to advance education is not always 
reaching the practitioners in the field of early childhood. 
The body of research on graphics used for recording nonverbal behavior 
(Birdwhistell, 1952; Hutchinson, 1970; Kendon, 1982) and concept structures 
(Stephenson, 2001; Markman, 1999; Hyerle, 1999; Lewin, 1938; Widlock, 1999) 
point to the possibility of using graphics for coding the complex ideas that the social 
interaction researchers delineate. Graphics can work efficiently with complementary 
text (Stephenson, 2001; Markman, 1999; Hyerle, 1999). Therefore, ideas that need to 
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be framed according to language structures can be incorporated into a graphic system 
that also records nonverbal actions or expressions of thought. 
In this chapter I have examined a wide body of theoretical research on 
children’s concepts of friendship, leadership, role-play, and rules. This review still 
does not make this important theoretical information available to teachers in a 
practical way. I believe that this material can be organized into a system that will 
graphically structure the ideas so that teachers can use this information to direct their 
thinking towards the children’s concepts that researchers have identified as pertinent 
to children’s learning experience. 
The system that will be tested in this study borrows ideological elements from 
the systems cited in the literature reviews. It uses structured units (standard units) 
like Kendon’s to represent beginning and end points, but the structures in the BNS 
can contain conceptual information related to what the teachers perceive as the goals, 
theories, and strategies of children. Because the goals, theories, and strategies of 
children are often embedded in spontaneous play or speech, the BNS contains 
channels for coding language and action along a linear continuum that also marks 
time in the manner of Birdwhistell’s system. Thus, the system allows teachers to note 
empirical information about dialogue, action, and time that will serve as evidence of 
teachers’ inferences. Like Kendon’s and Birdwhistell’s systems the BNS can code 
information on more than one person so that the final record is an analysis of an 
interaction. 
Teachers need to understand how children think in order to facilitate learning 
along the continuum of development that is already occurring during play. Teachers 
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can use a graphic system, such as the BNS, to record their inferences about what 
children are thinking while observing video taped records of children at play. Thus, a 




RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS 
3.1 Subjects 
The subjects in this study are four early childhood educators who are currently 
teachers in a preschool classroom. The schools they teach in are located in 
Northampton and Amherst, Massachusetts near Smith College and the University of 
Massachusetts. All the teachers are used to a diverse group of students in their 
classrooms due to the diverse population that the colleges generate locally and the 
diverse nature of various children with different special needs. One of the teachers 
has taught in a constructivist preschool classroom for more than five years, two have 
taught in a constructivist classroom for four years, and the other has been teaching for 
two years. Three of these teachers have Masters Degrees in Early Childhood 
Education. The subjects were trained in groups of two so they could scaffold one 
another’s learning of the BNS. 
3.2 Subject’s Tasks 
3.2.1 Training 
The teachers were asked to read a packet of literature prepared by me 
describing children’s concepts of friendship, leadership, role play, and rules. This 
material consists of all the Appendix material that shows my transformation of data 
from the studies in the literature review into conceptual, “if,then” theory statements 
like those that subjects will use in the notation system (Appendix A, B, C, D, and E), 
samples of symbols in Appendices S, T, U, V, and the training packet in Appendix X. 
After reading their packets I met with one group for six two-hour sessions and with 
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the other group for five two-hour sessions over a period of about eight weeks. At 
these sessions subjects 1) viewed two training videos (7-10 minutes long) of 
children at play (the same two videos used with all trainees) to become familiar with 
the concepts in context; 2) were given the BNS signs with instruction on how to use 
these, 3) practiced using the BNS signs in relation to the viewing of the training 
videos; 4) revealed to the researcher difficulties they had with particular aspects of 
the system; 5) supplied suggestions for improving the system based on their strategies 
about signs in relation to concepts; 6) learned and practiced with the few changes in 
the system made by subjects or researcher. They did not come to agreement that all 
parts of the system work to the satisfaction of all subjects because they all felt that 
they needed more time to practice with the system to really know more, but their time 
constraints prevented more training. The subjects were trained in pairs of two, 
scaffolding one another in the process of learning to use the system. 
3.2.2 Testing 
The subjects each viewed the same two videotaped recordings (7-10 minutes 
long) of children at play. Subjects were be tested individually, each using a computer 
that allowed them to pause, rewind, and revisit any section of the tape until satisfied 
that her notation was complete. Using the BNS format sheets the subjects recorded 
behaviors of the preschool children they observed on the two videotapes and their 
inferences about the concepts emerging from these behaviors as practiced in the BNS 
training. 
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3.3 The BNS System 
Using observations of children playing in two training videos and the data 
from the literature review on children’s concepts of friendship, leadership, roles, and 
rules, along with the data on graphic notation systems I: 1) transcribed the dialogue, 
2) inserted information about body motion/ gesture into the transcript, and 3) noted 
the patterns that reveal the “if, then” structures I could infer from the children’s 
actions and words. 
With this information available I developed a graphic structure to represent 
the “if, then” structures of children’s theorizing. The structure separates the “if’ 
portion of the sentence from its consequential “then” segment with a line, and then 
ends each of these structures with a graphic to represent the goal of the child’s 
theorizing. Thus, the system allows teachers to encode in standard units, each 
including a theorizing “if, then” hypothesis that is matched to an end goal. The 
intention is to direct teachers to think of children’s strategies as goal related yet on a 
continuum of change that progresses over time as the child moves on to the next 
theory and goal. 
The system also contains channels, modeled after Birdwhistell’s system 
(1952), for encoding simultaneously occurring behaviors and matching them to 
teacher’s inferences about children’s conceptual theorizing within a spatial 
organization that aligns these elements temporally (at the same time). In the action 
channel the teacher can encode duration of ongoing action in a structural format 
modeled after Kendon’s) interaction analysis (Kendon, 1982). By coding information 
about dialogue and actions among or between children relative to time and conceptual 
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theorizing, the BNS can reveal patterns of thought in spontaneous play as clearly 
understood or as causing cognitive conflict for the children. With information about 
the nature of children’s reasoning teachers can use the BNS to develop materials and 
questions to extend the children’s already developing knowledge within the 
framework of their own spontaneous play. Thus, children can experience facilitated 
curriculum as a continuation of their ongoing play. 
Also, the BNS allows teachers to code changes in psychological force that 
include things like the volume or speed of speaking, by changing the value of the 
encoding line from light to dark, or by changing the shading of a symbol (Lewin, 
1938). This information reveals a theory of mind on the part of the child who is 
strategizing the effect of implementing changes like volume or tone to achieve certain 
responses from others. 
The BNS system is presented in a packet in Appendices S - X. The system is 
a format structure for teachers to insert text or graphic symbols representing: 
1) The time coded on the video tape 
2) Instances of dialogue of one or more children. 
3) Instances as well as continuity of the actions of one or more children. 
4) The teachers interpretations of the “if, then” components of a child’s 
conceptual construct (the child’s consequential theorizing of an interaction 
with people and/or materials). More than one conceptual construct can be 
recorded at each coded time slot. 
5) The goal of the child’s theorizing. 
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6) The teacher’s interpretation of the conceptual knowledge that the child 
has. 
7) The teacher’s interpretation of the conceptual knowledge that the child 
may be confused about. 
8) The identity of individual children and adults. 
Appendix V lists symbols that I used during my observation of the videotaped 
recordings. These symbols served as a guideline for teachers to invent their own 
idiosyncratic coding symbols that may include text. The use of graphics is a form of 
shorthand that I suggest teachers develop to shorten the coding process. Graphic 
symbols also make it easier to revisit the data to “see” patterns (Tufte, 1983). One 
reason for the easier read of a grouping of graphics versus a grouping of texts is that a 
graphic can encode an idea (concept) that may take many words to write out; 
therefore, it abbreviates the data onto less paper for a better overall view. 
3.4 Criteria for evaluating the system 
The test is designed to assess inter-rater reliability in the use of the BNS 
between four classroom teacher subjects. Appendix S (p. 179) includes the forms for 
evaluating the BNS inter-rater reliability. It consists of a sheet where the researcher 
can note the time, concept statements, and goals that a subject recorded as 
simultaneously occurring. Following the test the researcher asked each subject, 
individually, what concept statements and goals she noted at a particular time on the 
video record, and recorded her responses on the evaluation sheet. It is important to 
note that the subjects were each asked to provide the researcher with the beginning 
and end times (as noted on the computer’s time display) of each concept statement 
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they noted. These times frames are the independent variables in the evaluation. The 
dependent variables are the concepts and goals that each participant notes at the 
specific time frames they report. The concepts, goals, and their matching time 
periods were compared and measured for consistency. Interrater reliability was 
gained when subjects’ responses are in agreement at least 85%. 
Appendix AA is a sample of the researcher’s records of “if, then” concepts, 
their relative goals and time periods as determined from watching videotapes that 
teachers viewed and coded in the training and test. 
Each subject’s interview concluded with open-ended questions to obtain more 
detailed information about the conceptual meaning they attach to each coded symbol 
and the behavior each coded symbol relates to. An initial question; “What did you 
see that made you make these marks?” is intended to encourage the subject to think 
out loud and reveal the relationship between the symbolic representation on paper, 
her thinking, and the behavior she observed. The subjects’ responses to the 
interviews provided the researcher with clues about what concepts the subjects were 
looking at and why some concepts are easier or more difficult to interpret. The 




4.1 Scoring the data 
A graduate student at the University of Massachusetts and I were the two 
evaluators of the subjects’ notations. The graduate student was trained in the use of 
the BNS. The two tapes coded with the BNS are titled Sand Table and Runway and 
will be referred to by these names throughout the analysis. The children in Sand 
Table will be referred to as A and S. The names of the children in Runway will be 
referred to as J and B. The four teacher subjects are ML, PB, JB, and MW. 
The four subjects coded through very small segments of each 7 to 10-minute 
videotape during their test period. Each was given one hour per tape. In Sand Table 
ML coded to 3:47, PB coded to 2:17, JB coded to 1:23, and MW coded to 3:35. In 
Runway Ml coded to 1:58, PB to 4:40, JB to 4:25, and MW’s last entry was 6:13 > 
end, which meant that the unit began at 6:13 and went to the end of the video footage. 
In the interview following the tests they commented on this. MW said that there were 
points in the videotape where it was hard to understand what children were saying 
due to the sound quality or background noises which made it difficult for her to 
interpret the meaning of the interaction. 
Some of the subjects referred to a lack of familiarity with the symbols and 
said that they would have developed more skill with practice. ML says: 
There are probably, as I found, situations that you may want to 
reduce to a symbol that you can remember because there hasn’t been 
one defined just yet. I think it’s hard for a human to remember a kind 
of symbols because you’re asking me to watch something and then go 
to a look up table in my head to find the symbol that goes with it and 
write it down here. And that means that I have to do a translation. 
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And so for me to have to code a lot of symbols like that will take 
practice. It takes a lot of practice. 
These statements briefly address what the teachers felt were issues with the 
BNS method following 5 to 6 training sessions: 1) time, 2) practice, and 3) ability to 
understand the dialogue of children in the tape they were unfamiliar with. These will 
be discussed further in relation to the qualitative data presented in section 5.3. 
The evaluators rated the BNS notations according to shared meaning at 
random intervals of every 30 seconds. The analysis method included a category sheet 
where raters noted whether subjects’ notations related more specifically to Entry, 
Flow, or Status at each interval. These three concepts are central to the theory 
supporting the BNS (Corsaro, 1985; Trawick-Smith, 1988; 1992; Piaget, 1965; 
Selman, 1981). The following definitions provided guidelines for the evaluators: 
Entry: Acceptance / Resistance 
Reflects / Emphasizes children’s strategies for: 
1) Accepting peers into their play, 
2) Resisting peers Entry into play 
3) Entering play of others 
Maintain the Flow: Continuity / Discontinuity 
Reflects /Emphasizes children’s strategies to: 
1) Continuity of the ongoing social play or social interaction 
2) Discontinuity of the ongoing social play or social interaction 
Maintain Status: Superordinate / Subordinate 
Reflects / Emphasizes children’s strategies for: 
1) Maintaining superordinate / superordinate Status 
2) Obtaining superordinate / subordinate Status 
The evaluators were given the instructions listed below: 
1) The goal of the analysis is to code each 30 second interval of BNS data for 
each of the 4 subjects. 
2) Each interval will be coded for whether its meaning emphasizes one of the 
three categories listed above. You can code for one or more categories, 
whichever is appropriate for the time interval. If you code for more than 
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three categories, then order them according to which is most emphasized. 
You would code with a number 1 if that category has the most emphasis at 
the interval you are rating. Coding with a 2 would mean that the category 
has a secondary emphasis in relation to the category rated with a 1, and 
then the number 3 would note the category that is least emphasized. You 
can add a 0 when the category is not applicable. An ND will represent the 
intervals where a subject viewed the video tape and chose not to record 
anything, which we can assume means that he or she did not find anything 
in the children’s behavior worthy of recording relative to the ongoing 
thinking in the play. If you find that two categories are equally important, 
code with the same number. 
Example: at one interval Entry is coded with a 1, Flow is coded with a 
2, and Status is coded with a 2. 
3) Any notation that reflects thinking or behavior on either end of the 
spectrum for each category will be coded for its respective category. 
“If you control the play I can leave and maintain my own play” and “If my 
doll talks to your doll I can assure participation and develop the theme” 
are two examples on either end of the “Maintain the Flow” spectrum 
4) If there is continuity of meaning in the data from one interval to the next 
you can bump that information up to support the meaning in the preceding 
interval. Note a bump (B) in the interval you bumped up from. 
5) Handling the interval from which you bump data: 
a. If you bump data up to a preceding interval you can still code the 
bumped interval. This just shows that continuity of meaning will 
occur along the way. There may be situations where bumping data 
forward will leave you with data in the bumped interval that has 
different meaning than the preceding interval. If that is the case then 
code for the new meaning. 
6) You will code for each subject on a separate sheet of paper so the 
information from one subject’s data will not influence your thinking about 
another subject’s data. 
During the rating evaluators referred to: 1) the subjects’ BNS test sheets 
(Appendix Y), 2) transcripts of the subject’s interviews following the tests 
(Appendix Z), and 3) a written list of the 30-second time intervals for each tape 
with the subjects’ corresponding if/then statements and goals. The researcher 
organized this list according to the meaning in the BNS code sheets that were 
used in the training (Appendices S & T) and the teacher’s interpretations from 
their interviews (Appendix Z). 
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The charts in Table 2 and Table 3 show evaluator and subject agreement. A 
key is provided to help readers interpret the tables on agreement. Individual 
boxes are provided for each subject (ML, PB, JB, MW) in each category (Entry, 
Flow, Status) at each time interval. A single number in an individual subject’s 
box represents agreement among the raters. The box unit in figure 1 is like those 
that appear for each category at one time interval. In these 4-box configurations 
the top left box represents ML, the bottom left box represents PB, the top right 
box represents JB, and the bottom right box represents MW. The 1 shows that 
the evaluators agreed that this category is primary to the meaning of ML’s 
notation at this interval. The zeroes show that the evaluators agree that this 
category was not significant in interpretation of PB’s and JB’s notations at this 
interval. When a fraction appears in a box it represents disagreement among the 
evaluators. The first number in the 1/2 fraction represents the interpretation of 
rater #1 who thinks that this category is of primary significance when interpreting 
MW’s data at this interval and the 2 in the fraction shows that rater #2 thinks that 
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Table 3: Runway Data Agreement 
Flow Status % 
0-30 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 100 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 
30-1:00 
0 ND 1 ND 2 ND 58 
1 ND 1 ND 2 ND 
1:00-1:30 
1 0 1 0 1 0 75 
0 0 1 1 1 1 
1:30-2:00 
1 1 1 1 1 1/0 75 
1 0 1 1 0 0 
2:00-2:30 
ND 0 ND 1 ND 0 83 
2 0 1 1 0 0 
2:30-3:00 
0 0 2 1 1 1 75 
2 0 1 1 0 1 
3:00-3:30 
0 1 2 78 
V2\ 0 1 1 0 2 
3:30-4:00 
0 1 1 89 
0 0 1 1 1 2 
4:00-4:30 
0 1 1/0 78 
1 0 1 1 0 0 
4:30 - 5:00 m 0 1 0 78 1 1 1 1 0 
The evaluator agreement of 98% is based on the data for 14 of the time 
intervals. This is because evaluators initially practiced their rating procedure on 
three of the intervals, which are 30- 1:00, and 2:00 - 2:30 of Runway, and 1:00 - 
1:30 of Sand Table. The subject agreement is 69.6% when calculated for all the 
possible points in the evaluation chart where agreement can be found. This 
includes 204 total points for Entry, Flow, and Status for all four subjects 
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combined. There are 142 points of agreement among subjects in both sets of data 
and 201 points of agreement among the evaluators. When reading Tables 1 and 2 
you should note that ND refers to intervals where a subject had “No Data.” ND is 
tallied differently than a 0 because it reflects a choice that there is nothing of 
interest to code versus a 0 rating which reveals that the interval was coded but the 
category meaning wasn’t reflected in the notation. 
I have coded the data in this manner because it represents more clearly the 
variations of meaning among subjects at each of the 17 time intervals. These 
sections allow evaluators to organize each subject’s data to reflect subtle nuances 
of similarity and difference that cannot be seen if all the information in each time 
slot is collapsed into one broad unit of measurement. Thus, the range of similarity 
and difference occurring at each time interval can be calculated. For example, at 
one interval (2:00 - 2:30 in Runway) the table can reflect where meaning is 
similar among more subjects (75% - 100%) in two categories, Flow and Status, 
and less similar (50%) in the third, Entry. So you see that the approach allows for 
differences to be noted when categories with 50% agreement influence the overall 
numbers for each time slot. In the end these differences aid me when revisiting 
the data to see why there is more agreement in one time slot than at another. 
Questions arise as to what sort of data allowed for subjects’ to agree 58% 
once versus 67% twice, 75% four times 78% four times, 83% once, 89% once, 
92% once, or 100% three times? What allowed for subjects in one interval to 
agree 100% in one category but only 50% or 66.6% in another category? Other 
questions that arise are what are the circumstances surrounding: 1) 75% percent 
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agreement occurring more in the Entry category (six times) than in the Flow 
category (four times) or the Status category (three times); and 2) 100% percent 
agreement occurring more in the Flow category (ten times) than in the Entry (four 
times) and Status (five times) categories? The following sections look at the data 
to understand the reasons behind the reliability in an attempt to answer these 
questions. Some qualitative discussion is entered into in this analysis section 
because the ideas presented by the data are easier to comprehend when considered 
in the context of the data illustrations particular to this chapter. Other qualitative 
discussions based on ideas that the data suggest are included in Chapter 5. 
4.1.1 Intervals & Categories with 100% Agreement 
There were three time intervals with 100% agreement among subjects across 
all three categories, there were three intervals where subjects were in % 100 
agreement for two of the three categories, and there were five intervals where subjects 
agreed 100% in only one category. The following discussion looks at the reasons 
why this occurred. 
Table 4: Runway 
100% Agreement in all categories across the interval 
Time interval Entry Flow Status 
ND ND ND ND ND ND 100 
0-30 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
It’s clear from the data that all subjects agreed there was nothing worth 
recording in the first 30 seconds of the Runway footage that zeroed in on individual 
children moving toward a shared play space. It’s when the children came together 
that the teachers began to record the interaction, which makes sense since the BNS 
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training is based on social interaction theories (Corsaro, 1985; Trawick-Smith, 1988, 
1992; Piaget, 1965; Selman, 1981). 
Table 5: Sand Table 
100% Agreement in all categories across the interval 
Time interval Entry Flow Status % 
The data also shows that all subjects agreed there was nothing important to 
record from 2:30 - 3:00 in Sand Table. But, in the 3:00 - 3:30 interval all agree for 
the first time that this is a place where Entry alone is the most important feature. It is 
the only category at this interval that evaluators rated with a number 1. In other 
instances where evaluators rated Entry with a 1 (2x in Sand Table and 5x in Runway) 
they also rated at least one other category with a 1. 
Let’s look at what is being recorded in this 3:00 - 3:30 interval. Black boxes 
indicate teachers who stopped recording because they ran out of time. The two 
subjects who are still recording use the term “leave.” ML uses it in relation to invoke 
authority (fig. 1) and MW uses it in relation to demand (fig. 1). The evaluators 
interpret the meaning of these subjects to be similar because both mark an X, the BNS 
symbol for preventing disruption of play, in the goal box in the bottom right comer of 
their BNS statement. 
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Fig. 2: Sand Table 3:00 - 3:30 
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ML includes a bit more detail with her symbol inventions—push (arrows 
pointing towards each other) and leave (circle with arrow pointing out)—than MW 
does with the word “leave.” But in combination with a BNS symbol for invoking 
authority (in triangle, fig. 2) ML shows that the child is expressing “if I push, you’ll 
leave” in a demanding way where “push” takes on the same meaning as MW’s use of 
the BNS “demand” symbol (fig. 2). The fact that they both begin recording the data 
within one second of each other makes it pretty clear that they are both looking at the 
same behavior. 
At this interval ML also notes a third party unhappily complying to the 
authoritative order to leave. So we can assume that there is a third child attempting to 
enter the play of the two children in the ongoing interaction. The fact that MW 
hypothesizes both children to be thinking “if I demand/ you leave “ suggests that they 
are both strategizing in relation to another person and not each other. The 
superordinate to subordinate Status of MW’s demand symbols is another clue that the 
children are referring to a third party, because all the symbols used to describe social 
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interactions between the children to this point have been recorded by MW as equal_ 
superordinate to superordinate. Thus, there must be a new individual on the scene to 
whom they speak with a different Status relationship. 
Table 6: Sand Table 
100% Agreement in two categories at each interval 
Time interval Entry Flow Status % 
z r.—t—-:--:-—--- 
0-30 
0 2 1 1 0 0 83 
2 1 1 1 0 0 
30-1:00 
0 0 1 1 0 0 92 
2 0 1 1 0 0 
I wonder what makes subjects able to agree 100% percent about Flow and 
Status and not agree on Entry? When looking at the notations we find there are three 
goals including information related to Entry that are noted by only two of the four 
subjects, JB and PB. JB uses the words “initiate play” (fig. 3) and PB uses “assure 
participation” in play (fig.3) to note that they think children are concerned with issues 
of Entry to some degree along the continuum of acceptance, resistance, and entering 
the play of others. Also, subjects were not told that this video clip includes play that 
was already in progress. Generally when looking at video footage one is prepared to 
view something that is a whole unit from beginning to end. The fact that this was a 
view from the middle may have made it difficult for all subjects to determine equally 
whether children’s strategies were oriented towards maintaining ongoing play or 
attempts to enter one another’s play. Thus, we account for the differences in the 
Entry category. 
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Figure 3: PB & JB Sand Table Notations @0-30 
Figure 4: Sand Table 0-30 
left = Close 





The agreement about Flow and Status are due to the following. Two of the 
four subjects, (JB & MW) thought the Entry related strategies—coming closer (fig. 4) 
to be friends and agreeing (fig. 4)—to be play maintenance techniques that were 
secondary to Theme Development ideas. Both JB and MW include the Developing 
Theme (cloud: fig. 5) symbol in combination with the Maintaining Theme (M: fig 5) 
symbol at least twice during this interval, ML uses it once, and PB never uses the 
combination. When I see M being used alone more than in the combination I think 
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that the teacher is oriented toward the social interaction theories than the theme 
development theories of the children. Indeed, PB, who uses M throughout, shows her 
bias towards the social at this interval when she uses the Assure Participation in Play 
symbol (p inside a V: fig. 3) at 0 - 13. 
Figure 5: Maintain Play = M 
Develop Theme = Cloud icon 
So we see that PB’s three colleagues are more cued to thinking related to 
Theme Development at this interval than they are to Social Interaction, which is one 
reason I find it important to teach this theory. Ideally the BNS is meant to function as 
a format for coding Social Interaction in relation to the Developing Theme no matter 
what that is. It could be the Dinosaur Play in Sand Table, the Physical Knowledge 
construction in Runway, the Games with Rules in one of the training tapes, or the 
Sick Baby / Doctor that dramatically engaged the children in the second training tape. 
And, with changes in the BNS training that will be discussed in Section 5.3 and 6, 
perhaps teachers can more fully assimilate the Social Interaction theory into their 
thinking processes when coding for strategies related to Theme Development. 
Certainly, at this early stage of development the BNS is helping me to interpret the 
mindset of the teachers and can help other teacher educators interpret the mindset of 
their students. 
The data at the next interval, 30- 1:00, is a little different. PB has veered 
away from Assuring Participation in play in her first notation interval through two 
more interval slots that lead up to 33:28 where once again she believes that Assuring 
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Entry into play is on one child’s mind. The difference in her focus and the 
Developing Theme focus of the others may be that MW and JB both had previous 
experience with considering children’s play relative to if/then strategies that 
particularly focused on constructive theme-related play. Since PB and ML lacked the 
experience with if/then analysis they were more inclined to note the social interaction 
strategies they learned in the BNS training. The social interaction theory was new to 
them and therefore in the forefront of their mind when thinking of if/then strategies. 
Without previous experience at considering if/then thinking relative to thematic 
development they were apparently less inclined to orient their if/then analysis in 
relation to the thematic development details. 
Another variable is the subjects’ teaching experience, which is discussed 
further in section 5.2. For now it is sufficient to say that ML uses fewer recording 
strategies in these time intervals than the other more experienced teachers. 
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In sum, I believe that the score of 100% agreement is a cue to our 
understanding that: 1) the teachers did not see any strategic thinking worth coding: 2) 
that there was a major shift in the play, such as a transition where a new child is 
trying to enter the ongoing interaction; 3) or that subjects think Developing the 
Theme is of primary importance. The latter is verified in the Flow sections of the 
intervals in Table 6 (above) where in Runway the theme-oriented data is describing 
physical knowledge interactions with construction materials and in Sand Table the 
data also describes interaction with a physical object (a yellow shady thing). 
4.1.2 Intervals with 78% Agreement 
Patterns that occur where there is 78% Agreement are that all the subjects 
agree in the Flow category, both Entry and Status have 66.6% agreement, and one 
person has stopped recording because she has run out of time. In Sand Table the 
person who has stopped is JB and in Runway it is ML. We also find that JB and MW 
agree the most in these intervals. This is interesting to note because they both have 
previous experience with if/then thinking in relation to children’s play strategies. 
They agree on Status and on Entry where ML and PB do not. ML has less agreement 
with others because at three of these intervals she is not recording. An important 
factor to consider that makes these intervals similar is that the Flow agreement seems 
to be 100% because there are physical knowledge interactions as a primary focus of 
the play, as discussed in section 4.2.1. Therefore, all teachers cannot help but note 
these interactions, which generally override thoughts about entry or status when 
children are engaged in ongoing play except the times when there is a transition, i.e. 
when play is beginning or a new child attempts to enter ongoing play. Let’s look at 
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one interval to get an idea of how a Flow score related to physical knowledge activity 
can influence a teacher’s thinking about status or entry. 
Table 8: 78% Agreement 
Runway 
Time interval Entrv Flow Status % 
3:00-3:30 P0 
1 2 78 





mm i iss i/o 78 





8§il i ■■ 0 78 
4:30-5:00 0 1 i i ; 1 0 
2:00-2:30 
Sand Table 





At the 3:00 - 3:30 interval in Runway the three subjects who are still 
recording are noting a lot of strategizing about locating materials to build a track, 
which is the focus of the interaction among the two boys in the video (figures 6 & 7). 
Flow appears to be agreed upon because the logical problem solving related to the 
physical knowledge construction is primary and ongoing. Even when Status or Entry 
comes to the subjects’ attention they see this thinking in relation to the development 
of the track. 
In other words, when MW notes that J says a piece might work very well in 
the same interval that B takes the piece, she notes that B takes it to control the play. 
But in an adjoining interval she adds that B identifies a problem with the 
construction. So he is seen as controlling the play relative to the Developing Theme 
of building a track and its particular construction issues. JB also notes that B takes the 
piece to control play, yet in her two adjacent time frames within the 3 — 3:30 time 
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interval she notes information about J’s involvement with Theme Development. Both 
MW and JB note more information on Theme Development than status here so the 
evaluators rate their thinking about status as a number 2. 
On the other hand, PB’s tendency follows her other notations where she 
perceives J’s actions in relation to assuring participation in play. Her thinking differs 
from her colleagues. It appears to have an openness to the social strategies of the 
children that allows her to see B as merely disagreeing, not controlling, along a 
continuum of play maintenance. She is less inclined to note the details of logical 
mathematical problem solving that surround the physical knowledge construction the 
children are focused on, probably due to her lack of experience with if/then thinking 
as discussed in section 5.2. 
Figure 6: JB & MW 3:00 - 3:30 
AX V < JB's notation 
Top Right: Take / invoke authority 
Row 2: Watch 
Row 6: Take/ Share = in triangle 
Row 7: Invoke authority 
Goal: Control Play 
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development 
Goal: Maintain Play 
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Figure 7: PB 3:00 - 3:30 
•r* 
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T: If I give ' ^ 
we'll be friends 
B: If I comply 








If I'm close & watch ^ I inform f ° 
also (.) agree sub/sup 
I'll maintain play I'll maintain play 
B: if I inform Sup/sub If I agree 
4.1.3 Intervals with 75% Agreement 
Table 9: 75% Agreement 
Runway 
ND 2 ND 1 ND 0 75 
1:00-1:30 2 2 1 1 0 0 
These intervals all have Developing the Theme as a primary goal once again. 
In the three Runway intervals Theme Development is significant as J continually tries 
to engage with B by giving him materials to lengthen the track. B is often noted as 
controlling the play, which at this time is the building of the track. Three subjects 
note him as controlling play in two intervals. 
Three subjects code with Entry symbols at this interval because they believe 
that J’s seeking engagement with B is equal to the process of building the track at 
1:30 - 2:00. The Entry symbols they use are Assure Engagement in Play (JB & PB), 
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Maintain Play with B (JB), and Assure Participation in Play (PB & ML). Later on the 
play centers more on the building itself, with physical knowledge overriding social 
interaction, as explained in the previous section. In these early instances the 
relationship between pieces that the boys are making are not as visible to the subjects 
as the gestures of “seeking, “giving,” and “taking” materials for the track building. If 
the relationships between the material and the track were more visible in the footage 
then the teachers may have made notes about these relationships. Still, the “seeking 
engagement,” “giving,” and “taking” are included with promoting the Theme 
Development notations, so Flow is rated with a number 1. 
4.1.4 Categories with 92% Agreement, 89%, and 83% 
This section looks at the four intervals with scores that occurs only once in the 
entire data set. Things to note are that at two of these intervals there are at least two 
subjects who have decided there is nothing worth recording or that they ran out of 
time, and the most disagreement is in the Entry and Status categories. I don’t expect 
to find similarities among these intervals but report them due to their marginal, one¬ 
time appearances. 
Table 10: Runway 
Section where score occurs only once 
Time interval Entry Flow Status % 
—- * ------- 
0 ND 1 ND 2 ND 58 
30-1:00 1 ND 1 ND 2 ND 
At 30 - 1:00 in Runway three subjects agree that there is nothing significant to 
note about Entry. In fact JB and MW do not start coding for this tape until 1:30. So, 
in going back to look at the data it is interesting to note that PB uses Entry symbols 
(Assure Participation in the Play & Assure Entry in Play: figure 3) 2x in this time 
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period. It is early on in the interaction and PB notices how the children are 
navigating their way toward relationship. I emphasize the term “towards 
relationship” because PB uses a greater variety of symbols to code shifting strategies 
relating to a desire for relationship (friends symbol, information question, comply - 
figure 8) than ML who focuses on one strategy that repeats with the overall result of 
controlling play. ML notes J’s compliance to maintain play and B’s demonstrative 
acts (take, invoke authority, and demand - figure 9) to control play. 
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1 st line: If we share 1st line: If 1 comply 
We're friends 1 can Maintain Play 
Goal box/line 2: Assure entry into play Goal box/2nd line: Assure participation 
in play 
3rd line: If 1 ask for information 
1 can Maintain Play 
Goal box: Maiantain Play 
Once again, at the beginning of the interaction PB’s record shows that 
she has an open mind to the possibility that these children will engage in an 
interaction whereas ML’s record notes a bias that one child is controlling. I wonder if 
ML’s bias forces her to stop recording after two more time slots. It seems she is not 
looking at the strategies very closely for if she did ML might not have stopped. ML’s 
frustration is significant to me because it suggests that the BNS is helping PB in ways 
that it is not helping ML to recognize children’s social interactions as strategies in 
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order to step outside a generalized bias that forces her to stop looking due to 
frustration and lack of understanding. I believe this sort of bias due to frustration and 
lack understanding leads teachers to react to (frustration at not understanding) instead 
of respond to (desire to understand) children. I also believe that lack of experience 
combined with insufficient practice with the BNS were reasons that ML did not note 
more strategies. I believe that with more BNS practice ML would recognize and 
record more subtleties in the strategies she is observing. 
Figure 9: ML Runway 30 - 1:00 
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1st line: If I comply 
2nd line: I'll Maintain Play 
Goal box/2nd line: Maintain Play=M 
Develop Theme = cloud 
3rd line: If I take it 
I can build the track 
Goal box/4th line: Control Play=shaded 
1st line: If I comply 
2nd Line: I'll Maintain Play 
Goal box/2nd line: Maintain Play=M 
3rd line: If I invoke authority / Demand 
I can get what I want 
Goal box/4th line: Control Play=shaded 
Table 11: Runway 
Section where score occurs only once 
Time interval_ Entry_Flow Status % 
M 0 im i ina i 89 
3:30-4:00 0 0 i i 1 2 
At this interval ML has stopped coding and the only disagreement that occurs 
is in the Status category. The three subjects who are still recording here all agree that 
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the children are thinking about Status but evaluators consider MW to think of it as a 
secondary focus because she does not use any of the social interaction symbols that 
reference Status. She only uses the control goal (shaded black box) as a means of 
implying that Status is an issue. Thus, her Status notation is rated as a 2. On the 
other hand PB and JB both articulate Status with a number of symbols that can be 
seen in figure 10: inform (sub to superordinate), agree, inform (super to subordinate), 
inform (super to superordinate), and invoke authority regarding the theme, so their 
thinking about Status at this interval is rated as a 1—primary focus. 
Figure 10: Runway 3:30 - 4:00 









Top Left: Circle over line = inform (sub to superordinate) 
Bottom Left: Dot between reversed parentheses = agree 
Arrow = to move piece over / sideways 
Bottom Box 1 and middle: 
Line over circle = inform (super to subordinate) 
BELOW: 
Top Left: Liine over circle (same as above) 
2nd line: figure in cloud = invoke authority regarding the theme 
shaded boxes = control play 
3rd line: Line through circle = inform (super to superordinate) 
4th line: M in cloud = Maintain Play / Develop Theme 
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Perhaps MW’s lack of articulation about Status is due to the process that she 
describes at the beginning of her interview tape. She says: 
I went through the first tape to a certain point to where the 
other boys show up and then I felt like I wasn’t doing the if/then 
concepts ... I was more focused on the type of speech they were using 
with this, as was it to ... I’d been focused on the goal boxes and not so 
much on their concepts ... So I went back and looked at it again and 
that’s what’s below this squiggly line. Trying to figure out what the 
concepts might be. 
MW describes a process that involves going through the tape twice and paying 
attention to more details on the second run through. This two pass run through 
limited her ability to code beyond 3 and 1/2 minutes in Sand Table yet she coded 
through 6 minutes of Runway because her strategy changed. When observing the 
second tape she decided not to make two passes through the material and the result 
was a lack of detail. In particular the lack of detail was in the area of social 
interaction where Status was involved. 
What seems to have happened is that MW initially recorded the information 
that was new to her from the BNS training, the goal and social interaction symbols 
related to Status. Since the social interaction theory had just been learned, and, 
therefore, was in the forefront of her thinking process. Then she realized that she was 
missing the if/then information that was a major feature of the BNS. The if/then 
thinking had not been as great a challenge to her as the new material, which I think is 
the reason she was less focused on it until she realized it was missing. 
My hypothesis about why the social interaction symbols (Appendix T, 
P.173) became less important to MW in Runway is that she was working with 
many new symbolic forms—the format to organize her if/then thinking, which 
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symbols to attach to the physical and social aspects of if7then strategies, and 
social Status thinking—that can only be assimilated in small chunks. Since 
she had just practiced with the social interaction symbols in the first tape and 
found that they took all her attention she chose not to focus on them as 
intently in the second tape and as a result she got further in her notation but 
she was missing the sociolinguistic strategies (Corsaro, 1985). I also 
hypothesize that the difficulty subjects like MW had with assimilating the 
social Status material in combination with the if/then format is a result of 
changes that I now realize should be made in the training process. These will 
be discussed in section 5.6. 
Still, at this point the BNS proves a useful tool to inform me about 
MW’s thinking strategies and how to guide her learning further. She seemed 
to have a mindset that leans heavily towards coding for thematic development 
thinking, and that the social status symbols in the first tape shifted her 
thinking to include social interaction strategies as cognitive acts. The fact 
that she didn’t assimilate this new knowledge into her coding of the second 
tape is a cue that I need to guide her to practice using the social status symbols 
in coding each tape she looks at, even coding with the two pass strategy if it 
helps her more easily code thematic development as well as social interaction 
strategies. 
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Table 12: Sand Table 




1 1 0 0 83 
2 1 1 1 0 0 
30-1:00 
0 0 1 1 0 0 92 
2 0 1 1 0 0 
The two intervals in Table 11 are discussed alongside other categories with 




5.1 Reflecting on the Reliability Scores 
The reliability of almost 70% among the four subjects is significant because it 
shows that they are in agreement more than they disagree about the meaning in their 
BNS notations, which represent observations from the same video footage of children 
at play. Overall agreement comes 5% closer to the 85% expected in the hypothesis 
than it does to a mid-score of 50%. When considering the scores at each interval all 
are above 58% with the majority falling into a range of 75% to 89%. This level of 
agreement suggests that the BNS helps teachers to focus on similar aspects of 
children’s thinking strategies, that it is a format that works fairly well after 5 to 6 
training sessions, and that with more practice using the BNS subject’s reliability 
should improve. 
I agree with the statement in section 4.1 that more practice would be help 
them improve their skills with the BNS. But I also recognize some shortfalls in the 
training that I would want to correct. One change would be to extend the length of 
the six-week training or a semester-long course. Or, even within a six-week training, 
it may prove more valuable to have subjects use the system alone, viewing video and 
coding with the BNS on their own during each of the sessions prior to sharing their 
results and process with other trainees. 
The training for this study focused on using the BNS during each training 
session, yet the subjects viewed the video and coded together in 2 groups of two. I 
was a third person in each group. While this group format provided a nice vehicle for 
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discussing the meaning of the symbols in relation to the meaning of the children’s 
behavior, I believe that the process wasn’t challenging enough in the group setting. I 
realized this once the subjects sat for their tests and faced the challenge of coding 
from the videos alone for the first time. 
In the test situation each subject commented about how she hated tests, 
associating this test with those she remembered in her schooling. The subjects also 
wished the test could be with another trainee so they could discuss the children’s play 
and symbols as they observed and coded instead of waiting for a discussion with the 
evaluator following the test. 
What the test did was to force each subject to think with the BNS symbols 
and format alone, and in reviewing the data on their interviews following the test I 
noticed that each subject read more quickly through the symbols than I expected 
based on the training sessions. For example, in ML’s test interview she is looking at 
her data and is able to navigate her notation: 
ML: And not only that but he started playing with B. 
J: Yeah. 
ML: And suddenly he wasn’t with her. 
J: Right 
ML: So, those kind of symbols ... 
J: (sees ML pointing to the BNS symbols as she speaks) See, you 
could actually read it now. You can actually go back and read it. 
ML: Yeah, so here see, here they’re getting along, and now here I see 
an authority symbol, you see? 
These data suggests to me that the individual test situation forced subjects to 
remember their coding symbols. Therefore, the training process should allow for 
individual time using the BNS prior to a peer dialogue in which the group can 
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contrast and compare results, and scaffold one another’s learning process by sharing 
techniques or insights. 
Another change would be to review the symbols that are in use most often 
during the training by checking these at each session. As subjects see the symbols 
they and others use most they can reflect on differences in thinking strategies across 
the group, and individuals can begin to see their own tendencies when observing 
children. This review of symbols can serve as a window into subjects’ mindsets to 
reveal what areas of development they focus on or may be missing, an awareness that 
they can build on during their next training session. This form of meta-cognitive 
analysis is easier when the data on individuals can be reflected upon in relation to the 
group. 
In the process of debating these issues the subjects’ thinking would align with 
the maps of their thinking—their BNS constructions—as well as the video footage. 
This link to the “maps” of their own thinking would create a stronger relationship and 
reference to the BNS, which would help them remember symbols more easily. Also, 
the process of forcing subjects to use the BNS alone will provide data on reliability as 
the training progress. In future training I would suggest holding back on the test until 
the subjects have had more practice and wait until they achieve higher reliability 
scores during the training (Fitzgerald, 1999). 
The variations in agreement among the subjects lead me to develop a theory 
that was not considered in the hypothesis of the study. The variation in agreement 
reveals that Flow is easier to agree on especially when subjects are coding for 
thinking related to physical interaction. The scores for Entry were lower than the 
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Status scores, which lead me to believe that social interaction strategies for Entry 
were significantly more difficult to code for than the strategies for Status, or that there 
were no clear entry interactions in the tapes. Knowing that subjects’ prior experience 
influences the mindsets they bring to the BNS process I wonder if the BNS can serve 
as a tool for mapping the mindset of teachers. Can it reveal the current mindset of the 
teachers and the shift of mindset that develops with more practice using the BNS? 
I investigate this new theory by looking at the data with the following 
questions in mind. Which subjects coded in agreement most often? What types of 
symbols did they use and can we learn if their symbol choices had any relation to the 
types of symbols they received from the training or their ability to develop their own 
symbols? Will a look at the symbol preferences of specific subjects provide clues to 
their mindset and will the details of their preferences lead to an awareness of how to 
reorganize the symbols into a simpler set that will be easier to use? 
The following sections interpret the data to answer these questions. Section 
5.2 looks at the subjects’ backgrounds because their notations seem to reveal that 
their teaching experiences influence their symbol preferences and strategies in 
relation to the BNS. Section 5.3 looks at the data on subjects’ symbol preferences 
including the overall number of symbols used, symbol combinations and sentence 
fragments. Each subject’s use is discussed in relation to her possible teaching 
perspective and experience. The usage also leads to suggestions for improving the 
BNS. 
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5.2 Subjects’ backgrounds 
The subjects’ notations led me to believe that differences in their backgrounds 
influenced their thinking processes during observation. As you read through this 
section that describes their backgrounds you will see that PB, MW, and JB have more 
teaching experience and Early Childhood education than ML. This factor aligns with 
an interesting detail from the data, that these three teachers come together in 
agreement more often (20x) than any combination of teachers involving ML (Tables 
12-15). Additionally, ML stopped coding sooner than the others for the ST tape. 
The specific notations that led me to this conclusion will be discussed in sections 5.3. 
Table 13 
Number of agreement points among ML, JB & MW 
intervals Runway 
Sand Table 













Number of agreement points among ML, PB, & JB 
intervals Runway 
Sand Table 









5 points of agreement 4:00-4:30 
4:30-5:00 
Table 15 
Number of agreement points among PB, JB &MW 
intervals Runway 
Sand Table 













Number of agreement points among ML, PB & MW 
intervals Runway 
Sand Table 









10 points of agreement 4:00-4:30 
4:30-5:00 
PB has been teaching in early childhood for over twenty years. She has a 
Masters in Education from a program with a constructivist orientation. Early on she 
taught at the laboratory preschool affiliated with the college where she earned her 
Masters Degree. Then she taught for many years in private and public school settings 
(including a year in Turkey) before returning to the lab school at the same college 
where she taught before and has been teaching for the past two years. In her current 
practice PB develops emergent curriculum that is influenced by the educators in 
Reggio Emilia, Italy (Malaguzzi, 1999; Forman and Fyfe, 1998; Forman et al, 1998) 
as well the project approach (Helm and Katz, 2001). The emergent constructivist 
practice is shared among all the teachers in her program, so she has support with from 
her colleagues. 
At the onset of the training PB said that she and her co-teacher, ML, were 
trying to follow what children say and do and that they had entered into some long¬ 
term projects that they felt were successful. Still they seemed dissatisfied as if the 
focus on long-term projects separated the child-initiated curriculum into processes 
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that needed a lot of time and that the smaller increments of time between projects 
seemed more open-ended and confusing to them. After explaining about a truck 
project that took place earlier in the year PB expresses her frustrations: 
And the fire truck I think, it had the interest of, I think, pretty 
much the entire group and it is mixed age. Its 3 years to 5 years. And 
of course it was at the end of the year when the skills of the 3 year old 
allowed them to participate more but um, maybe there are things that 
only five or six kids in the class are interested in and how to make that 
go as a project and what really defines a project. Is it how long it is, is 
it... I don’t know. 
ML enters the dialogue to add her perspective: 
We tend to say projects but PB and I have been realizing they don’t 
have to be big scale items. They can be small things the kids are just 
asking questions on. The thing that we’re struggling with right now is 
when do we have that kind of enthusiasm again? Because we’ve done 
some really big scale things like a fire truck and what not ... and those 
things have required large space, and lots of children and have endured 
for a substantial numbers of weeks. 
It seems that PB and ML want to learn how to look more closely at what 
children think along a continuum of change within everyday play that is not 
necessarily attached to the type of end-product goal that projects require. They both 
say that my suggestion to look at thinking strategies in children’s everyday play is 
new to their teaching practice. 
ML has come to preschool teaching from a background in business 
management. She has a B.A. in Economics with a minor in Computer Sciences and 
her business management work involved a great deal of experience with computer 
programming. She is now in her second year of teaching as an assistant in PB’s 
classroom, yet she is not certified, not even by the Office for Child Care Services, 
which requires that applicants pass at least one child development course. In her 
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interview following the BNS test she talks about the influence of the BNS structure 
on her thinking and reveals that she has a lack of experience with children and early 
childhood training. She seems to state that her lack of time as a classroom teacher 
might have affected her ability to encode her ideas about children’s hypotheses: 
• • • when I think about maintaining play, and trying to join play and 
control play, uh, I would say those are good concepts to me. I mean I, 
I don’t have the book experience that a lot of people have but um ... 
What I interpret from this statement is that ML has assimilated the social 
interaction theory to the point that she knows and believes that the concepts Maintain 
Play, Assuring Entry and Participation into Play, and Controlling Play are valid in 
relation to children’s thinking strategies. But, another statement suggests she is not as 
clear about allowing the BNS theory and format to guide her to interpret concepts that 
are not identified by the symbols provided in the BNS training: 
Behaviorists know, that there is always a reason children are behaving 
the way they are 
and, 
I don’t know that I could reduce his behavior to symbols in the sense 
of an if/then type thing and then what his actions are because I don’t 
know what his “if/thens” are... I think that’s the other problem, is that, 
I feel like in a lot of these things, with the “if/thens,” we’re trying to 
imagine what the child’s if/then is and ... I don’t know sometimes ... 
Remember, the BNS is meant to be a format into which teachers insert their 
own idiosyncratic symbols. The symbols provided in the training packet are symbols 
of my invention and are intended as a starting place for teachers to invent their own 
short hand. ML’s comments reveal the need for more practice with the BNS to allow 
for more assimilation, which could then lead to more inventiveness with the symbol 
use and more understanding of constructivist philosophy. The previous statement 
reveals that ML has a possible conflict with the idea that teacher’s can develop 
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hypotheses about children’s thinking strategies. She may be in the state of 
disequilibrium that constructivist theory refers to as a state where the individual has a 
new awareness that is in conflict with an existing awareness and I am not clear 
enough about her previous knowledge. The initial interview with ML and PB led me 
to believe that they were developing emergent curriculum from children’s interests in 
a constructivist manner, which means they are building on the children’s knowledge. 
Now I question my understanding of ML’s knowledge and realize that now she may 
be struggling with her ability to accommodate the new information into existing 
schemes of thought (Forman, 1983; Fosnot, 1996) that I assume are related to a 
behaviorist perspective generated from her own experiences in school with stimuli 
and response and / or her experiences with programming that may have had a 
behaviorist bent. 
One example from the BNS data and ML’s test interview (Appendix A2a) 
highlight what may be a behaviorist perspective that identifies behavior as a response 
to particular stimuli. This is different than the constructivist bias of the BNS that 
interprets a string of behavior as revealing a thinking process. In figure 11 you can 
see the triangular box meant for social interaction knowledge in the BNS format. But 
instead of coding the child’s knowledge in the triangle ML codes behavior. When 
she interprets her data during the test interview she points to these symbols in 
triangles as she mentions what the child does, not what the child thinks. When 
pointing to the triangle in figure 11 she says, “He asked a directive question.” 
Figure 11: MR invoke authority 
_M, If 1 invoke authority / in triangle = 1 ask a directive question 
kfi 1 Maintain my Role / Goal box = Maintain Role 
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It seems to me that ML is thinking in terms of actions and motivations as separate 
entities that are not consciously related and known to the teacher in a general way, i.e. 
“just kind of doing theme development.” She entered the process not realizing that 
the Social Interactions embedded in the Theme Development are related and at one 
point in her test interview ML refers to the way the BNS helped her to see these 
relations: 
ML: ... as I started documenting and looking I was noticing 
how equal they seem as I was going through. And then, um, as 
I was documenting, then I saw at the end when she said could 
you get me a shovel ... that was a complete change in their 
relationship ... I heard it the first time but I didn’t really realize 
(it was a change)... I don’t think if I hadn’t documented this 
that I would have understood that her directive to him suddenly 
put them at a different level (status) and that was because of the 
boys joining in and her feeling threatened 
J: Oh, OK, yeah. 
M: So documenting with the symbols made me really think about 
relationships between the two. Now I did hear that they were 
in a different place 
So, while ML’s tendency is to think of actions and goals as separate entities the BNS 
is helping her to note the subtleties within the interaction that reveal the child’s 
thinking. 
Moving on to JB we learn that she is in a doctoral program in Early 
Childhood. She is in her third year as a teaching assistant in the laboratory preschool 
of the university she is attending in Massachusetts. The Early Childhood program at 
the university is oriented around socio-constructivist theory, and the preschool where 
she is teaching is implementing Reggio inspired, socio-constructivist emergent 
curriculum. Prior to teaching at the laboratory school her only teaching experiences 
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were in the two part-time practicum placements that were part of her teacher 
certification program. She came to Early Childhood with a previous background in 
Women’s Studies. 
MW has been teaching for 4 years at a school that is also inspired by the 
Reggio Emilia Approach. She has a BA in German and Women’s Studies, an MA in 
German, and a PH. D. in German Philology. She also has a M.Ed. from a program 
with a focus on integrated curriculum that is not particularly developmental or 
constructivist. 
Both JB and MW have attended courses at the University of Massachusetts 
with Dr. George Forman (2001; 2002). In these courses on Documenting Children’s 
Learning and Children’s Concepts their tasks were geared toward identifying 
children’s thinking and learning. In particular, the course on children’s concepts 
introduced them to an approach where they began to look at children’s developing 
theories as strings of if/then statements that lead them logically through play episodes 
—experiences with materials and peers. So we see that JB and MW have previous 
experience with the notion of the if/then strategies that are introduced in the BNS, 
though both say that their analysis procedures involve transcribing videotapes into 
lengthy transcripts where they only sometimes noted if/then thinking. Both admit 
that the if/then thinking is not a regular part of their formal analysis procedure and 
that it tends to enter their process when they are at the stage of developing a panel 
that documents the thinking and learning they have been observing, which may be 
days or weeks after their initial video documentation. So the BNS training is an 
opportunity for them to bring the if/then thinking to the forefront of their observation 
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process, merging analysis with observation. Evaluators noted JB & MW as agreeing 
on 8 out of 9 points of agreement (88%) in Sand Table and on 23 out of 30 (76%) 
points of agreement in Runway. 
5.3 Subjects’ Symbol Preferences 
5.3.1 Overall numbers of symbols used by subjects 
This is the first of 3 sections discussing the symbol preferences of the 
subjects. These sections build on the theory that the BNS reveals the mindsets of 
teachers and that after only 5 or 6 training sessions their mindsets are influenced not 
only by their background and previous teaching experiences but a great deal by the 
BNS training. These analyses have also informed me about changes that will benefit 
the BNS and future BNS training programs. The dialogue begins with a look at the 
overall number of symbols that each subject used in the BNS test. 
In six of the eight notation sheets subjects used 19-29 symbol types. I am 
defining a symbol type as one that can vary to change meaning in the manner that a 
word changes meaning by changing tense. Figure 8 shows all the variations of one 
symbol type that were found in the data. 
Figure 12 
In Sand Table two subjects (PB & MW) used 22 symbol types, ML used 21 
and JB used 20. In Runway PB used 29, JB used 22, MW used 19, and ML used 9. 
ML didn’t code long at all during Runway because she made a decision that coding 
play where teachers interacted with children was not valid. She felt that if she were 
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to use this notation system for her classroom she would only be using it to observe 
children in natural play that was uninfluenced by teacher interaction. The training 
and test tapes zeroed in on children in areas with less explicit cues yet there were no 
guidelines stating that observing children without teacher interaction was a rule for 
the BNS purposes, and, therefore, ML’s decision must be treated as a marginal 
decision by one party, as apparently the other subjects found value in looking at the 
children’s thinking at these times. The number of symbols used by all the teachers 
suggests an average range (19-29) that can possibly be retained and used that is 
similar to the number of letters in the alphabet. Still, the letters of the alphabet form 
different sounds according to different combinations that must be remembered over 
time for proper language use. What this suggests is that the BNS may benefit by a 
reduction of symbols to a number within the range of 19 - 29 that can work in 
effective combinations to describe the strategic thinking of children. The next three 
sections present the symbols that the four subjects preferred to use in their notations. 
I will use this information to guide me in the process of reducing the BNS symbol set 
to a more practical number of around 20 - 26 that teachers can successfully retain and 
use. 
5.3.2 Subjects’ use of symbol combinations & invented symbols 
The data from this test reveals 35 symbol combinations (figures 14 & 15), 
strings of more than one symbol put together for two purposes. The first is to convey 
meaning that one symbol could not convey alone. A second form of combining is to 
attach words attached to symbols as a mnemonic device to make the meaning easier 
to understand later. 
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ML used 5 combinations, MW used 6, PB used 9 and JB used 17. The 
subjects’ facility with symbol combinations will probably increase the more they use 
the BNS. Many components of these combinations were idiosyncratic symbols 
invented by the individual subjects. 
There are 9 invented symbols that don’t qualify as combinations because they 
function on their own. Two of these are PB’s inventions, one is ML’s, one was 








■ ® MW 
•' : & JB/ MW 
The combinations ML used are words attached to symbols that were 
presented in the BNS. Two represent behaviors (agree & leave) and two represent 
children’s thinking in relation to behavior symbols such as close and proximity 
(figure 14). So in the latter ML uses text to enhance the limited meaning of a symbol 
already provided by the BNS. She invented 2 symbols otherwise. Therefore, we 
don’t see an investment in reaching beyond the parameters of the newly learned 
symbols. This could be due to her need to still assimilate the new material she 
learned in the BNS training, her lack of experience in the classroom in general, or a 
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lack of creativity. I would lean towards the two former reasons because in the 
training ML did note that she had been a computer programmer who was used to 
working with symbols and their meaning. 
Three of PB’s nine combinations are related to children’s physical interactions 
with materials and the other six describe social interaction thinking such as the idea 
that a child would “love to” or, a child “giving” (figure 14). This affirms my prior 
assessment of PB’s overall focus as oriented towards Social Interaction versus the 
details of the Theme Development. In my proposal I stated that I think teachers tend 
to lean more toward the thematic interests of children when observing for curriculum 
development purposes. The fact that PB is focusing on Social Interaction is a positive 
statement about the value of the BNS. That it is forcing PB to think about children’s 
social interactions as strategic cognitive acts. This is different than the thematic 
direction that drives her curriculum, according to her report in section 5.2 where she 
says that there was a project about fire truck and a project about islands that 
developed from a student teacher’s Puerto Rican background. A comment from her 
interview following the test supports my assessment of the influence of the BNS on 
PB: 
One benefit (of using the BNS) has been that ML and I have 
hypothesized about children’s goals in their social interactions a bit 
more. We have a child who is very challenging and has especially 
difficult social relationships. Watching him with the information 
gleaned about children’s goals in play has been worthwhile, especially 
with the entrance/resistance theories in our training packet. Perhaps 
teachers who go through the training will gain a common set of 
understandings about children’s concept development to use as they 
dialogue about children and analyze their observations. 




Graphics generated by ML 
(•) If I agree 
Qf le&vt. Then you leave 
C) (ujUiok 6 he doCSn't' W/flKf If he comes close, which she doesn’t want 
^7V unhappy Co>npfiilUC£ 
(cd -W lt<K\rzS 
Then he leaves, he complies unhappily 
Graphics generated by PB 
s - £>h s? S: Oh I’d love to 
S QJ/ I'll do -fivif S: I’d love do, I’ll do that 
6-> 1  rcls • ( 
B goes away (PB) : leaves the area (JB) : 
moves farther away from (MW) 
If I fly the airplane over the track he’s building 
If I ask the teacher for help 
.£f 
<x Iso C-) 
If I an close and watch, also agree 
Hr ■ >f & If I disagree to move it to the side (PB) : If it doesn’t fall off the edge (MW) 
If I give him a toy, a new piece 
-O' ”""s y/# #0 -fntsli 
xy 9 If I inform him (superordinate to super) it won’t go in the trash 
Graphics generated by JB 
If I inform him that the dinosaur goes in that 
hole 
If it goes in the hole one is A’s and one is S’s 
^<7 If I move the piece over 




^ n—' G if postfwz 
/J— p r spaces 
If I align the positive and negative spaces of these 
constrction pieces 
! If I turn the piece 90° : same meaning (MW) 
:an~f If I try to fit the piece under the other piece 
-fb«.y#i( connect- 
i-~---.—.— .— .. ... 
They’ll connect 
y ;f X p nf )f unde r If I put it under 
i $ . B gra.bs 
Removes ' Arn>ry\ S 
If he removes the piece I’m fittling : B grabs 
from J )PB) 
Wo nf <j)o i K -fa* sIq 
: - —— —  -    
It won’t go in the trash 
j f\ <k (k rf If they’ll connect add it 
11/cz7 AJdspitce-frum 
<—L-LL— r e.CLy’lie^ 
:  -■‘‘-yy.rr---  -.*—»---— 
Adds the piece from earlier 
Developing the dino food theme 
1 ® Developing the dino theme 
Exits the play area 
@) °% Maintains theme development with B 
© 0 Doesn’t comply in theme development 
0 If 1 don’t ignore her 
Graphics generated by MW 
m- If I take the piece he’s playing with 
pushes If I push them 
f(ffi Conirvl pfaht Then I’ll control the airplane 
mm* If I add MY piece, the one from earlier 
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range of focus to include more detailed thinking relative to the Thematic 
Development. She did note thematic development in relation to Social 
Interaction strategies, which is a goal of the BNS, but she lacked detailed 
articulation that would help her to develop curriculum to support the 
children’s thematic focus. 
Three of JB’s seventeen symbol combinations describe social 
interaction thinking. The remaining fourteen are intricate drawings that depict 
the way a child is manipulating materials or a string of symbols that reveal a 
series of thought, such as the first JB example in figure 14. JB uses more 
combinations in the second tape, where children are physically constructing 
with building materials. This leads me to assume that when there is a focus on 
the physical it is possibly easier for JB to note the details of the Thematic 
Development. Yet, when I look back at the Sand Table data I find that she is 
also coding for Thematic Development for circumstances that don’t involve 
physical construction. The difference is that in Sand Table she uses more 
words, i.e. sand meat, food, define my dino’s role, label some dino’s good and 
bad, etc. Also, she doesn’t get very far (1:23) when coding the Sand Table 
tape, which may be due to her lack of practice with the BNS or a need to 
develop more creative strategies to create symbols for Thematic thinking that 
is not specifically related to physical interactions. 
Still, I would say that JB has a greater facility with the overall use of 
the BNS in that she, more than her peers, is coding with a balance of Social 
Interaction and Thematic Development symbols throughout and that she uses 
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both to represent if/then thinking that integrates social strategies with thematic 
development and vice versa. I would associate this success with her education 
background and her previous experience with if/then strategies in relation to 
children’s theories. 
Six of MW’s symbol combinations describe thinking related to the physical 
objects in the Runway footage. Five of these are newly invented symbols while two 
combine BNS symbols presented in the training packet. You can see these illustrated 
in figure 14. One of these combines the control play symbol with the words “control 
airplane and the second combines the ignore symbol with the prevent disruption 
symbol, which MW interprets as, “if I don’t ignore.” ML also invents four symbols 
that function on their own. Two utilize words (good & good/bad). These and the 
other two (see figure 13) represent Theme Development thinking (eating dino food 
and eating). 
What we learn from this look at symbol combinations is that subject’s 
mindsets are revealed through their BNS notations. We see that PB codes more 
symbol combinations related to her Social Interaction mindset. JB codes thematic 
development with more combinations and she codes social interaction theories with 
the status symbols provided in the BNS. This reveals a belief system that accepts 
social interaction and thematic development as areas where children are strategically 
theorizing. It also leads me to believe that the social status symbols work well for 
her. Then, MW’s use of combinations reflects her focus on thematic development 
that is also capable of shifting when she uses the social status symbols as she did in 
the first tape. I leave ML’s mindset to discuss last because I still think that she is 
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limited in her use of symbols and combinations because of her lack of teaching and 
observing experience. The data reveals that she is thinking about social interactions 
as behaviors and only beginning to view them as theoretical strategies with goals. 
In sum, the combinations seem best suited to thematic development for two 
teachers with thematic development mindsets (JB and MW) and well suited to social 
interaction thinking for a teacher with that mindset (PB). The findings suggest that 
both social interaction thinking and thematic development thinking can be coded with 
combinations and with more practice with the system teachers can deepen their 
assimilation of the system to incorporate better and more combinations in more than 
one domain at a time. Also, a review of where teachers use symbol combinations 
more successfully can guide teacher educators to direct these teachers to develop 
more facility with combinations in other domains as a means of developing greater 
understanding of children’s thinking in those domains. 
5.3.3 Subjects’s use of sentence fragments 
All subjects used sentence fragments to code children’s thinking and behavior 
(See Tables 17 - 20). In the training, subjects mostly used these sentence fragments 
to note dialogue and behavior in the upper tracks of their notations. Subjects found 
three other uses for text, which will be described in the order of most popular usage 
among subjects. The first was to record concepts not easily referred to by graphics, 
such as “I didn’t expect you to need / want (see Table 17).” The second was for 
concepts that may be easy enough to code graphically that were not included in the 
BNS training packet, and that, without greater facility with symbols and the BNS, 
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may be hard to produce on-the-spot. Examples of this usage are, “if all out,” “no 
more room/out of surface space” (figure 16). 
The third way subjects used text was mentioned in the combinations section: 
to enhance the meaning of a graphic depicting a physical action as a mnemonic 
device. Two examples are “This is end pt. (point),” and “if each part has a connector 
extending,” or “if I put it under, they’ll connect” (figure 17). In some cases this latter 
purpose, using sentence fragments as mnemonic devices, could have been more for 
the benefit of the rater who, each subject believed, would be trying to interpret her 
notations. I understood this from comments in the test interview in which each said 
some version of the following: “I wrote this in here so you’d understand it.” Thus, 
many of these instances of sentence fragments as mnemonic devices may have been 
avoided if the subjects had been recording for their own purposes. 
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Figure 17: Connecting 
W .15, 1 W "v' 
The two subjects who coded for a similar length of time (PB & MW) used 
nearly the same number of sentence fragments. PB used 38 and MW used 35. ML 
used 35 but overall she coded a lot less than the others. JB coded for less time than 
PB and MW but a lot longer than ML in Runway. Overall JB used 18 sentence 
fragments. 
ML relies a lot on sentence fragments that generally describe the words and 
actions of children in the upper tracks of the BNS. This doesn’t surprise me because 
it was discussed in the training as an appropriate use of text in the system for those 
who may be less comfortable with symbols. What did surprise me was the use of 
symbols in these tracks by other subjects (see figure 18). 
Figure 18: MW & JB 
-&■ cnst) 
•©• ? (ifod) 
MW - above 
JB - below . _ - 
'W < v+S ^ Va \ > 0:^ (Ml) 
JP* 
PB used more sentence fragments than others but the proportion is similar to 
the amount MW used. Her text is mostly confined to the upper tracks of her notation 
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to code for dialogue or actions and she relies on the symbols for the if/then thinking 
below. Her use of text here to encode dialogue and actions is not surprising due to 
her comments in the training such as, “I am not a symbol person.” Still, her overall 
use of symbols for if/then structures shows me that PB has potential with symbol use 
that she does not realize. Her ability to use symbols in the BNS test situation makes 
me think that she has a preconceived mindset about her ability with symbols that 
began to shift during the BNS test when she had to code on her own. 
JB uses the least amount of sentence fragments. She codes for more time than 
ML and less time than PB and MW overall, but she does code as long as PB and MW 
in Runway. For 4:30 minutes of Runway JB uses 13 sentence fragments. This is a 
great difference compared to the 29 PB uses and the 21 that MW uses in the same 
time period. JB is successfully integrating the social interaction theory into her 
existing knowledge of if/then analysis and coding if/then strategies with more 
symbols than text. 
MW uses a total of 35 sentence fragments overall. In Sand Table she kept the 
text to the dialogue and action channels of the BNS form but in the second tape, 
Runway, she relied on a combination of symbols and text for all areas of her notation 
including the if/then segments. This may be due to the fact that she did two passes 
through her notation for Sand Table where she added more details to the if/then 
thinking that she particularly drew from the social interaction Status symbols 
provided in the BNS. 
While MW was quite inventive with her symbol development to depict the 
physical interactions with materials in Runway she did not add many Status symbols 
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and she seemed to rely on text as a mnemonic device that would help her to 
remember the purpose of her symbols. 
Another factor that is important to note here is that when reviewing the video 
footage of PB interpreting her data following her test I noted several times that her 
fingers moved more quickly over the symbols as she verbally conveyed meaning 
whereas she stumbled over the data recorded in text, which took more time to read. 
The times when PB was slower in relation to “reading” a symbol were when she 
came across one she was less familiar with and had to look it up in the training 
packet. Overall I was impressed with PB’s ability to read her symbols. 
It is interesting to note that, like PB, JB was very hesitant to use symbols. 
During the training she commented many times, “I am not a symbol person,” yet her 
data shows a great facility that could perhaps cover more observation time given 
practice with the BNS. But, like PB and ML, she read through her symbols at a fast 
pace, not hesitating to “remember” the idiosyncratic meaning of each sign when 
revisiting them during her test interview. 
I note the information about the symbols being easier to read than the textual 
data because this highlights a major benefit of the BNS—efficiency. Also, many 
readers who are not comfortable with their graphic representation skills may think 
that it would be impossible to remember, create, use and read graphic notations. The 
observations of all four subjects easily reading their notations suggests that even for 
people with hesitance about graphic ability, such as PB and JB, developing successful 
facility is possible. 
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A conclusion I draw from the information on use of sentence fragments is 
similar to the one related to symbol combinations. It is that subjects like JB, who have 
connected the if/then thinking with the social interaction theories, are more likely to 
rely on symbols than text. This leads me to wonder: when I find that subjects use 
more symbols than text can I assume they know more about the use of the BNS and 
the strategic thinking embedded in the system? 
I can use the amount of text subjects use to help me assess what they know 
about the BNS and its theory. For example, when I see more text in the upper tracks 
than in the theory statement section of the form I can assume that the subject 
understands the ifrthen thinking that is coded in symbols, which is similar to PB’s 
situation where she developed an understanding of social interaction strategies by 
using the social status symbols. When I see a more equal balance of symbols in the 
dialogue and action tracks as well as in the theory statement segment of the BNS 
form I may assume that the subject has developed an understanding of if/then 
thinking that integrates social interaction thinking with thematic thinking, as JB does. 
And when I see the text spill over into the theory statement section of the BNS form I 
will question whether the subject is successfully coding the if/then thinking of one or 
both domains that are involved. For example, when looking at MW’s notation on 
Runway I question her awareness of if/then strategies and I would find that she is 
lacking in her understanding of the social interaction strategies. 
I think that the finding that JB uses more graphics than text and that she 
integrates social interaction thinking with thematic development thinking most 
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Table 17 
Sentence Fragments in Sand Table 
ML PB JB MW 
You can live her with me 0-30 
This can be your home 
This can be my 
Home 
hole 






Sand meat. I like all 30 — 1:00 







Define Dino’s role 
You like dead dinos? Dead dino 
A reaffirms “Ohr 
Friends answer friends 
A talks to S - dev. 1:00—1:30 
Play but I can’t understand ... 
S responds - I can’t understand 
what he says 
A asks for 
something 
1:30-2:00 Ask for 
sugar? 
I really like it for myself. Dinos 
talking 
Thank you 2:00-2:30 
It’s really shady It’s shady 
in here 
I didn’t expect you to need /want 
Not making eye contact 
Thinking and playing 
Hear me? 
Still playing 










Sentence Fragments in Sand Table & Runway 
ML PB JB MW 
Can I tell you something? Can you 
get out of the way of me? 
G “I said get out of the way” and 
she pushes him 
Can you give me 3:30 — 4:00 
Another shovel? To S IS sure 
Runway Begins Here 
B go get some more 30 — 1:00 
B starts to play Build 
Track 
I’ve got it 
No more in box 1:00—1:30 J- No more 
B>J use the submarine Use ///? Use sth. 
else 
If all out 1:30 — 2:00 
Different kind 
B is talking to teacher and gives 
ideas 
B>T gives suggestions 
Play 
I can give you 2:00 — 2:30 





J runs over with a piece for T & B 
It takes off 2:30 — 3:00 
• 
Won’t fit, turns it Symbol 




Sentence Fragments in Runway 
ML PB JB MW 
This is end pt. 
= (if each part has a connector 
extending) 
B grabs from J Symbol 
J walks away Symbol 
J walks to T for help (asks for 
more stuff to make tracks) 
Maintain solitary play 
Did it 
Don’t need that Symbol 
Doesn’t work 
Try sth else 
New material 3:00 — 3:30 
If I want it longer 
Find another material that might 
connect 
B takes toy and begins work Symbol Symbol 




J accepts tch. 
Suggestions of material>heads 
back to B 
J - something about 3:30 — 4:00 




will fall in 
trash 
Of course they won”t 
T intervenes- what 
Could you do about problem? 
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Table 20 
Sentence Fragments in Runway 
ML PB JB MW 
Just need one more - gives ideas 




Move it sideways 4:00 — 4:30 
If I use my piece I would 
want it to 
go 
Stop adding pieces 
Of course they won’t 
I could do it 





Won’t go in trash 
Get on with play 
If it fits/ fills space 
Add it 
Adds piece from earlier 
I could do it 
B asks for approval / how about 
that? 
B - this could be the 4:30 — 5:00 
Yeah 
Stopper 
Knock it off and fly 




successfully into ifrthen strategies is significant, especially since she was a subject 
who was initially intimidated by the idea of using symbols. This leads me to believe 
that my hypothesis that graphic symbols have the power to influence thinking is a 
correct one that is worth developing further. 
5.3.4 Subjects’ use of symbols from the BNS training packet 
Beyond looking at the combinations and fragments that are idiosyncratic to 
subjects it is interesting to note the BNS symbols presented in the training packet that 
were most used by subjects. These include a range of 20 general symbols from the 
BNS chart, eight of the system’s ten Status symbols, and a fairly wide range of goals, 
though only a few that were used frequently by all subjects. 
There are four BNS symbol types used by all subjects. These include “Assure 
Participation in Play,” “Close (proximity),” “Take,” and “Share” (see figure 19). Of 
the seven symbol types used by three subjects only three are used frequently. In the 
order of most usage these include “Comply,” “’’We’re Friends,” and a form of 
“Provoking Authority” (see figure 19). It could be that these symbols were used most 
frequently because they are appropriate to the play that the subjects observed. Other 
play would require coding with other symbols. I tend to think that, based on the 
training and the data from the BNS tests, that the subjects used these few symbols 
frequently because they incorporate ideas from the social interaction theory that make 
sense to these teachers and fit with their understanding of children. They believe that 
children’s social interaction strategies are oriented around proximity (close versus 
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This choice of symbols provides me with data that can influence my future 
work with the BNS. It leads me to question whether it is possible to narrow down the 
BNS symbol set to these pairs of strategies that are polar opposites. These few 
symbols are also created so that the shift from one pole to the other is noted with a 
simple shift in the symbol such as () for close and ) ( for distant, which I assume 
makes them easier to remember and use. 
The chart of general BNS symbol use in Figure 19 shows that PB and ML 
relied on wider range of these than their colleagues JB and MW. This correlates with 
the data reflecting more idiosyncratic symbol development by JB and MW. It is a 
finding that suggests to me that JB and MW have the capability to create new 
symbols relative to a strategic “if/then” formula because their background reveals 
previous experience with “if/then” analysis. Thus, I generate a new hypothesis to test 
for if/then thinking in the future. Will I find that I can assess that teachers or 
preservice teachers have developed a greater facility with if/then analysis when they 
are able to generate more idiosyncratic symbols? 
Eight of the ten Status symbols were used frequently enough by the subjects 
to make me believe that they are easy to remember and use. This is probably due to 
their structure, which makes the superordinate and subordinate relationship visibly 
clear. Each of these symbols has two components that are placed above, below, 
through or inside of one another to reveal super to super, super to sub, sub to super, or 
sub to sub - ordinate relations (see Appendix T). The theory behind using these 
symbols must make sense to the subjects or they wouldn’t use them. The idea of 
developing hypotheses about children’s concepts of their status in relation to their use 
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of language or actions seems valid to these teachers or they wouldn’t have used these 
symbols as frequently as they did. These symbols ground the subject’s observations 
in the social interaction theory that is presented in the BNS training, and I think that 
using these symbols affects the mindset of the subjects to consider social interactions 
as cognitive acts. 
Figure 20 
Status symbols 
ML PB JB MW 
R= Runway ST= Sand Table_R/ST R/ST R/T R/ST 
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Inform 
■ ■ 
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LOi Asks for 
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1 
5*? Directive Question 
1 2 1 1 4 3 
For example, MW integrated the social interaction strategies into her if/then 
mapping when she used the status symbols in the first tape, but she didn’t integrate 
the social interaction strategies as frequently in the second tape. She says this is due 
to a change in her approach to coding the second tape, so that she didn’t begin with 
the social status symbols. This leads me to believe that the use BNS status symbols 
influenced her mindset in the first tape when she allowed herself two passes to 
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accommodate their use, and her lack of use of the social status symbols influence her 
mindset away from social status when coding the second tape. 
The social status symbols influenced PB to think of social interactions as 
cognitive acts when previously, she said, she focused on thematic thinking in her 
curriculum development. The data reveal her tendency to not include details of 
thematic thinking when she coded with the social interaction symbols, but I believe 
this is due to the fact that the social interaction theory was new and in the forefront of 
her mind when observing at this time, that she is in the process of assimilating the 
if/then way of thinking, and that with more practice with these symbols in relation to 
the if/then structure she would integrate details of social interaction thinking with 
thematic development thinking. 
ML stuck to the social status symbols yet she seemed to think of them as 
behavior and not as evidence of thinking, which I believe is due to her lack of 
exposure to constructivism. JB worked slowly and laboriously on the first tape (Sand 
Table) to integrate her thinking about if/then strategies with symbols related to both 
social interaction and thematic development. It may be that the fact that JB coded 
through only a short bit of the first tape was a benefit to her assimilation process. The 
time she took to organize her thoughts about using the symbols on the first tape 
allowed her to later code through to nearly the end of the second tape with the ability 
to fully integrate the social interaction symbols with the thematic development 
symbols. This makes me think that the use of symbols influenced her ability to 
integrate the domains of social interaction and physical construction as she coded. 
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Of the eight Status symbols used, only three are represented in the data in a 
number of variations that reflect shifts in status (information question, inform, and 
directive question). The other five are used in only one of the super or subordinate 
forms by all subjects in the test. It is interesting to note that status symbols were used 
in the Sand Table tape more frequently than in the Runway tape. The subjects 
appeared to perceive the children as superordinate equals up to a point late in the 
footage when three other children try to enter their play. In Runway, where the status 
between B and J is seen as unequal, subjects code status less. Again, the fact that 
they missed the status points could be related to the overriding focus on the physical 
interactions that are taking place, and a I predict that with more practice teachers will 
integrate the social interaction thinking that includes status into their more detailed 
records of Theme Development. 
When I see that the symbol for “inform” is used the most it indicates to me a 
principle of Reggio inspired practice, that children are full of knowledge and respect. 
This reveals that the children here are perceived as using the knowledge they have of 
the situation at hand (the thematic focus of their play or their social goals) as an 
instrument of their play strategy—to inform. There is only one instance of a symbol 
representing a child asking permission yet there are a number of “directive questions” 
recorded by subjects, which also implies a child has knowledge of the situation. Then 
there are a number of “information questions” coded that represent where children 
want to understand their peer. There is one instance where a subject records a child 
who “demands,” which does imply a disrespectful attitude. The significance of this 
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overall belief that children are knowledgeable, have knowledge to share (inform) and 
want to learn (information question). 
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Finally we come to the variety of 16 symbol types that represent goals. All but 
two are a variation of a symbol provided in the BNS training. The two unique 
symbols were invented by JB whose idiosyncratic inventions outnumber the other 
teachers’ (figure 21: 9th row, both symbols & 13th row, left symbols). 
The two goals most often used were “Maintain Play” and a combination, 
“Maintain Play / Develop Theme.” Both are general enough to cover a lot of possible 
situations, and one would hope that the details of the play are considered in the 
“if/then” portion of the notation. This is most often the case with JB and MW as seen 
in the two examples in figure 22. 




line 1 removes 
piece/disgrees 
line 2: inform / 
exits 
line 5: disagree 




line 7: inform/ 
we're friends/ 
maintain play. 
-o’ '2S53 line 1: information 
question/dead dino 





line 5: informaion 
question/develop 
theme & maintain 
play 
line 6: answer/good 
& bad knowledge 
line 7: develop theme 
& maintain play 
linelO: information 
question/ we're friends 
line 11: information 
questions/ take turns 
askign questions / dev. 
theme & main, play 
line 12: eat 
line 13: not good/dev. 
dino theme & food theme 
There seems to be a subtle distinction when “Maintain Play” is used alone as a 
goal versus when it is used in combination with “Develop Theme. In the former the 
social interaction is seen as the focus of the thinking strategies. This doesn t mean 
that the play is not thematic. It simply means that the subject thinks the strategies are 
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more significant to the social interaction than the thematic development or that the 
thematic play is a device for enhancing the social interaction. For example in line 7 
of figure 21 when JB notes a child is informing to be friends and maintain play she 
doesn’t encode the details of what the child is informing about. This thematic 
development, which I believe is focused on construction of the runway for the plane, 
is not considered as important as the act of informing to be friends and extend the 
interaction. 
On the other hand when the “Maintain Play” symbol is used in combination 
with the “Develop the Theme” symbol the subjects seem to be recording instances 
where the social interaction is a significant tool for Developing the Theme. In figure 
21 where MW uses “information question” symbols she notes that these are 
developing the theme. To help her understand the theme at this time she records 
details of the theme development in her dialogue and action box above. The details at 
this interval are dead dino, mean crossed out (not mean), and mean / bad. 
A majority of the remaining 14 goal symbols are some variation of the Theme 
Development symbol yet they are designed with more specificity to the play being 
observed. Other symbols appear beneficial even though they may be used 
infrequently. The usage of any of the symbols covered in this section could also be 
relative to the specific play, in that there was no need to use any of these symbols any 
further. Also, when going over the data there are numerous times when the “then” 
portion of the BNS theory statement can serve as the goal and is, therefore, recorded 
in duplicate (figure 23). 
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A semiotic analysis of the symbols suggests that the “M” for Maintaining Play 
and the cloud for Developing the Theme are used most frequently because their 
graphic sense matches the sense of their meaning. Choosing a first letter of a word or 
word combination is a mnemonic device that helps teachers remember Maintain Play. 
Since letters are not used for most BNS symbols “M” is not hard to decipher among 
the other meaningful letters. Also, the teacher’s frequent use of “M” seems related to 
the pairing of “M” with a form of thinking they believe they can identify in children. 
So the use of “M” for Maintaining Play makes sense. 
The Developing the Theme idea is a “general” concept but it functions well in 
the BNS because its cloud form is adaptable enough that subjects can draw something 
inside it to articulate the specific direction of the thematic development. JB does this 
by adding a picture of a dinosaur within a cloud and MW does this by adding a “D” 
within the cloud (line 13, figure 21). 
Developing the Theme is an idea that teachers can identify in children’s play 
and it’s an idea that can be supported by symbols in other parts of the notation sheet 
that provide specific information about the meaning of the theme development, i.e., 
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the specific actions (in the action track of the BNS), dialogue (in the dialogue track of 
the BNS), and theories (in the if/then segment of the form). 
5.4 Conclusion and Research Directions 
The idea of developing a graphic notation system to map children’s thinking 
strategies was the impetus for this study. The idea is based on a belief that graphics 
notations can direct the thinking of individuals who use them. The literature reviews 
on graphic notation systems that record behavior and conceptual thinking, and on 
social interaction theories provided the groundwork for this theory and for the BNS to 
be developed as the first step in the process of this study. The first training video 
provided the framework of children’s play to organize the system’s development. 
Once developed, this study set out to test the reliability of subjects to code their 
hypotheses about children’s thinking strategies using the BNS. 
With a significant score of nearly 70% the study provides a strong basis for 
outlining a program of research to investigate the many potentials of the BNS that 
were highlighted in the discussion. The possibilities include organizing teachers’ 
hypotheses about children’s thinking and mapping teachers’ mindsets about 
children’s thinking and learning. Developing better hypotheses will directly affect 
teachers’ ability to co-construct developmental curricula with children that support 
children’s ongoing learning. Maps of teachers’ mindsets can help teacher educators 
and their education students develop reflective interactions about their process of co¬ 
constructing an understanding of children, facilitating learning and creating 
developmental curriculum. 
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The data revealed that the use of graphic symbols and the graphic structure of 
the BNS format with its theory statement and goal boxes influenced subjects to think 
about the domain they were learning about and observing in children’s play as 
theoretical strategies with goals. The theory they were learning in this instance was 
social interaction theory. Other theories they were observing were specifically related 
to the domains of the thematic development, which were games with rules (training 
tape 1), doctors and sick babies (training tape 2), dinosaur’s lifestyles (test tape 1), 
physical construction of tracks (test tape 2). 
I think it is especially important to learn about social interactions as 
theoretical strategies with goals because it helps teachers to recognize the need to 
integrate these social theories into the context of all possible curricula that may 
develop among preschoolers. In my experience too many classroom teachers focus 
their curriculum on thematic topics without considering that the development of this 
curriculum involves social interaction strategies on the part of children. Even in 
socio-constructivist classrooms where projects are generated among small groups of 
children of mixed levels of knowledge where children scaffold one another’s thinking 
in diverse ways, I’ve seen teachers who lack an understanding of the social 
interactions surrounding these projects. 
The influence of the BNS on teachers’ thinking leads to the possibility of 
mapping the mindsets of preservice teachers or teacher learners. By charting 
students’ mindsets throughout a course of study, teacher educators can effectively 
reflect on areas where students can expand and develop their hypothesis building 
skills, using the map as a visible guide for the learner. 
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The data reveal many ways the BNS can guide teacher educators to 
understand what their student teachers are thinking. These include checking to see 
how many graphics are used in relation to text, where text appears most, and overall 
use of symbol combinations. The data suggests that the subject (JB) with the least 
text and most symbol combinations had a more fully integrated understanding of the 
if/then thinking in both the domains involved in each play episode—social interaction 
and the main focus of the thematic development (dinosaurs lifestyle and physical 
construction of tracks). The idea that less text and more symbols represents teachers 
integration if/then thinking can be used as a premise for further testing teachers’ 
mindsets. 
At this point I must add another idea that must be acknowledged, tested and 
incorporated into the BNS. The idea that MW did not fully integrate the ideas of the 
Social Interaction into if/then thinking strategies may be incorrect. I must leave open 
the possibility that she did not see any behavior that suggested if/then thinking to her. 
In fact, she might have noticed more subtle distinctions between other types of if/then 
thinking that are not organized around the goals that the BNS highlight. Also, I 
wonder if she noticed other forms of conceptual thinking that the BNS doesn’t allow 
the user to code. This suggests a change in the BNS form that would include spaces 
to code for “other than if/then” thinking. This would be a powerful tool for teachers 
to then see the variations in conceptual thinking as they shift in and out of causal 
relations. 
Further development of the BNS is suggested by the data. This development 
includes reducing the total number of symbols in the BNS set and then testing with 
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these for effective use. Additionally, now that the reliability has been tested, a next 
step would be to test the effectiveness of the BNS in relation to its use for classroom 
teachers. An idea I’ve had from the outset is to contrast the types of curriculum 
teachers generate when using the BNS with the types of curriculum generated by a 
running record, other forms of analysis, or the on-the-fly methods that so many 
teachers are currently using. A big question of mine is this: can this system serve as a 
tool to improve curriculum that includes social interaction as cognitive acts among 
early childhood educators in the field? What will that curriculum look like? I think 
there is a lot of potential in this area that has not been fully developed yet. 
I think that Vivian Paley’s (1992) storytelling curriculum helps children 
organize and transfer their thinking about social interactions and roles from the 
storytelling arena to other areas of the classroom, but I also think that the process she 
outlines is limited by the fact that it needs to continue for the full year. Practically 
speaking, that means it would occupy too many group circle (discussion) times when 
children and teachers in other constructivist environments may need to discuss other 
emerging interests of the children. Jane Perry (2001) is a socio-constructivist 
educator. Her book Outdoor Play (2001) presents a good example of ways teachers 
can organize spaces to influence children’s social interactions, but her methods for 
shifting the environment seem oriented around behaviorist ideas (i.e. children will 
respond to the stimulus of the changed environment). Perry’s study describes 
teachers as developing changes in relation to children’s ongoing thinking, but the 
approach of her study doesn’t include thinking with the children. So, it seems that 
introducing the idea that children’s social interactions are strategic cognitive acts is an 
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important step to encourage teachers to co-construct a social curriculum with 
children. 
The four teachers in the study all noted the benefits of using the BNS as a tool 
for discussing children’s strategies together. In their respective groups and through 
communications from me between both groups, these teachers influenced one 
another’s ideas about symbol use and development. They made comments about how 
constructing their learning about the social interaction theory with the symbols and 
the format forced them to think in terms of if/then statements with goals. ML and 
MW both talked about how the act of constructing a new symbol or learning a new 
symbol forced them to mentally construct the ideas they were learning with more 
focus because the symbols forced them to reduce the ideas into smaller units 
(representations). 
Ideas about social interaction theories and goals carried over to the subjects’ 
planning discussions in their classrooms. In JB’S case she began to use the verbal 
language generated from the BNS in her documentation panels. PB and ML found 
that the BNS sessions helped them to approach what appeared to be difficult social 
interactions in their classroom as strategies with goals, which they reported as a 
benefit. There are no records at this time of what the benefits of this shift in thinking 
were and including interviews to document shifts of thinking during the BNS training 
process is clearly a direction for future research with the BNS. 
At the end of one of the initial training sessions MW laid two BNS forms side 
by side to make visible the continuous notations of the session. She expressed an 
“Ah-Ha” moment where she said, “Now I understand how this system can be helpful. 
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Look, I can see that there is a consistency here in the goals of this one child most of 
the time, but there are these points where that consistency stops. This (the BNS) can 
help me see these shifts that I hadn’t thought about during the observation.” By 
looking closely at such points teachers can notice other details that affect a shift in 
thinking or attitude of a child. Earlier you read about ML’s shift in thinking about a 
child in Sand Table that occurred while she was reading her notation following the 
test. She had a previous image of the child as even tempered on an equal par as her 
playmate and saw a shift in the girl’s temperament and social status when other 
children attempted to enter the ongoing interaction between her and her friend S. 
This type of information can reorganize a teachers’ thinking about children. I 
too began to shift my ideas of the children in the training tape as I was developing the 
system. In the process of looking for what they were thinking instead of doing, I 
began to see the child who was most demonstrative and loud as the aggressive leader, 
a bully. The BNS analysis I did on his behavior helped me to experience him as less 
controlling relative to social needs and more interested in trying to communicate 
thoughts about games that he had more experience with but perhaps an undeveloped 
knowledge of. He needed supportive guidance to share his ideas in ways that allowed 
the others to really use them and respond to them. He needed to develop methods for 
being patient with the process of sharing his ideas so that others could understand and 
co-construct with them. Following the notation process I had a vision of him as a 
child with developing game knowledge. 
The graphic nature of the BNS also lends itself to technological development. 
Would the system be easier to use if programmed into a keyboard or palm pilot. Is 
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there potential for this coding system to develop into a training tool in which the 
symbols and video footage is presented on a DVD that the learners can match the data 
in their chosen time intervals with the data in their notation, making the learning even 
more visible to the teacher educator? 
The many ideas outlined here suggest a rich program of research that can be 
generated over a period of years following this initial reliability test with the BNS. It 
is a system that has the potential to have a positive impact on the field of early 
childhood education, helping teachers to learn more about children as they leam to 
develop better hypotheses about children’s thinking and leam more about their 
assumptions and biases. 
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APPENDIX A 
NED AND DAN: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A TODDLER FRIENDSHIP 
Billie Press & Stanley Greenspan 
Children Today, Mar-Apr 1995, vl4, p.24(6) 
The “if, then” structures represented on this page are Broderick’s 
interpretations of the Press & Greenspan data. A transformation into 
children’s possible lines of thought. 
Stages 
1. Attraction 
• Physical attributes (hair) 
• Toys 
1. If I like you, then I’ll grab you (your hair) 
2. If I like you, then I can have your toy. 
3. I like you because I want you / your toy. 
4. If an adult says I can’t have you, then I’ll grab something near 
you (your toy). 
2. Exploration 
• Touching (hair, face, toy) 
• Gazing 
• Passing objects among one another 
1. If I am attracted to you, then I will look at you and touch you. 
2. If I am attracted to you, then I will communicate to you that I 
like you by gazing or vocalizing at you. 
3. If I touch, gaze, or vocalize at you, then you will reciprocate 
with the similar actions. 
2A. Explorative Agression 
• Grabbing what attracts the child 
1. If I like you, then I’ll grab your toy (even if it is hard to do/ 
hurts/etc.) 
3. Cooperative “Refereed” Play 
• Inhibition of aggressive impulses guided by adult 
• Need of teacher to scaffold interactions & prevent misinterpretation 
(aggression) 
1. If I can’t grab you on my own, then I can be with you when a 
teacher (adult) is nearby. 
2. If I want to be with you a teacher can help me do that. 
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4. Unbuffered, Reciprocal Imitative Play 
• Imitating each others vocalizations & actions 
• Teacher input / response motivates imitative activities 
1. If I like what you do, then I can do it too, 
2. If I do the same things as you, then you will let me play with 
you. 
5. Sharing Objects 
1. If we both like the same things (toys, activities), then we can play 
together cooperatively. 
6. Discovery & Sharing Humor 
• Bonds friendship 
• Sublimates aggression (laughter / humor) 
1. If I like you, then I can laugh at (with) you. 
2. If I laugh at (with) you, then you will laugh with me. 
3. If I want to engage you (get your attention) from 
across the room, then I can laugh and begin a joyful 
dialogue and you will notice. 
4. If I do something I am not supposed to do (spill / splat 
applesauce), then I can disguise it’s badness with 
laughter (make a joke of it). 
5. If I want to explore socially “unacceptable” areas 
(grabbing, hitting, spilling), then I can turn my 
aggressions into a joke (laughter). 
8. Acceptance of Another in a Developed Play Dyad 
1. New child: If I want to play with you, then I will attempt to disrupt 
your play. 
2. New child: If I disrupt your play, then you will notice me. 
3. New child: If I give you a toy that I like, then you will accept me 
into your play (dyad). 
4. If she gives me a good toy, then she can play with us. 
5. If she laughs along with me (appreciates my joke, i.e. notices me), 
then she can play with us (then I like her). 
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APPENDIX B 
BRODERICK’S INTERPRETATION OF CORSARO’S DATA ON FRIENDSHIP 
A transformation into children’s possible line of thought (concepts) 
Social participation and the protection of interactive space 
Entry strategies 
1. Nonverbal 
• If I watch what they are playing, then I will know enough about their play 
(game) to enter. 
• If I watch long enough, then I can figure out the rules of their game and enter. 
• If I know the rules of their game, then I can physically enter without disrupting 
their play. 
• If I know the rules of their game, then without needing to talk I can physically 
enter the game. 
• If I know the rules of their game and physically enter without disrupting, then 
they will accept me into their game. 
• If they don’t accept me into their game, then I can back off and ‘watch’ a little 
longer to find (learn) a new way to enter. 
2. Verbal 
• If I say we are friends, then you will let me play with you. 
• If I/we declare friendship, then you will let me into your play/game. 
Protecting Interactive Space - Peer Resistance Strategies 0-5 less to more complex) 
1. Verbal Resistance without Justification 
• If I don’t want you to play, then I can just say ‘no. ’ 
2. Reference to Arbitrary Rules - usually related to user’s own needs and 
desires, or observable characteristics such as, one has shoes and the other 
doesn’t. 
• If I don’t want you to play, then I can claim a difference between us (your are 
barefoot and I am not) as a rule for not letting you 
play. 
• If I don’t want you to play, then I can make a rule that your play idea is not right 
(correct), i.e. If you say the wagon is for people, then I’ll say it’s for dump trucks. 
If you say a rule, then I will say it is not a rule. 
• If I want to protect my space (ongoing game), then I can disagree with any rules 
that non-players suggest. 
3. Specific Claims of Ownership 
• If I was here first, then it is my play area (even when I leave). 
• If I had the toy first, then it is my toy (even if I put it down for a little while). 
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• If I am the mommy to the baby (my friend), then the baby belongs to me, and my 
game, and you can’t play with her. 
4. Denial of Friendship 
• If we don’t like you, then you can’t play 
• If you’re not our friend, then you can’t play. 
• If you’re not our friend at this moment, then you can’t play. 
• If you are my friend at another time, then you can’t play. 
• If I am already playing a game where we all have parts, then you can’t play 
because you aren’t my friend now. 
5. Justification of or Reference to Play Space and Number of People 
• If you’re a boy and we’re all girls, then you can’t play because this is a girl’s 
space. 
• If there are too many people in the loft, then you have to get out of here. 
• If I can’t figure out another part for you because this place feels crowded, then 
you can’t play here. 
Four Levels of Access-Resistance in Play 
1 .An attempt to access 
• Any access modes noted above 
2.Initial Resistance 
• Any of the resistance modes noted above 
3. Repeated access attempts - followed by further resistance with eventual agreement 
among defenders of an area to let others enter 
• Any access & resistance modes noted above 
Negotiation occurs here: 
• If I make the negotiation for an outsider to enter, then my playmate will have to 
let them enter. 
• If we let them in, then they can have the roles we wouldn’t want (subservient 
roles like the robber or people in jail) 
• If they keep trying to play with us, then they really need to play with us and we 
can let them. 
• If I shake hands with you it marks my agreement (shows others), then they will 
have to let you can play. 
• If I want to let them in our game, then I can trick my playmate into accepting 
them by making the entry part of the game - “O.K, Jody (newcomer) then I have 
to chase you because you are the robbers, right Tommy (established playmate of 
ongoing game) 
4. The assignment of roles (positions) to the new members 
• If they are playing, then they can be robbers and we can chase them. 
• If they are playing, then we can choose what they are in our game. 
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Concepts noted in Spontaneous References of Friendship 
1. Close Proximity of other = Friend 
• If you are playing with / near me, then you are my friend. 
• If you happen to run by me and I declare you as my friend, then you will play 
with me. 
2. Friends to Gain Access 
• If I say you’re my friend, then you’ll let me play. 
3. Marks Competition 
• If we have the best waterfall, then they will see us as friends. 
• If we play together, then we will have the best waterfall. 
• If we play together, then we can make a better waterfall than them. 
4. Friendship as Social Control 
• If I claim Peter as my friend, and claim that we’re a team, then he won’t 
have/need to play with other kids. 
• If I can keep him from playing with other friends, then I can keep other kids 
from playing with him. 
• If I say that you won’t be my friend if you don’t play, then you will decide to 
play with me. 
5. Personal Characteristc Definitions (naughty behavior, nice behavior) 
• If you take my toy, then you are not my friend. 
• If you give me that toy, then you are my friend. 
6. Welfare of Friends 
• If she is not in school, then maybe she is sick, or she quit, and now she can’t play 
with me. 
• If my friend is sick (not at school), then I am bored playing alone. 
• If my friend is sick, then I miss him. 
• If my friend is not at school, then I am waiting for him. 
7. Mutual Concern 
• If you are my best friend, then I will tell you I like you. 
• If you are my best friend, then you will tell me you like me too. 




COHEN’S (1987) CATEGORIZATION OF THE FEATURES OF CONTEXT 
The situational context 
a. Gestures 
b. Actions 
2. The physical context 
a. People 
b. Objects 
3. The social context 
a. Setting 
b. Addressee 
i. What the other person is like 
ii. What the other person knows 
iii. What the other person intends 
4. The norms of interaction 
a. Knowledge of the rules of interaction that 
regulate the coordination of the contextual 
elements 
b. Knowledge of the social rules for speech 
exchanges in a particular community 
ii. Getting another’s attention 
iii. Taking turns in talking 
iv. Acknowledging your 
interlocutor’s 
utterancesSustaining the 
interaction, by being as 
informative, clear, and 
relevant as necessary and 
trying to make contributions 
that are appropriate and true. 
Source: 
Scales, Barbara (1987). Play: The child’s unseen curriculum. P. Monigham-Nourot, B. 
Scales, J. Van horn, with M. Almy (eds.), Looking at children’s play: A Bridge between 
theory and practice, (pp. 103), Teachers College Press, New York. 
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APPENDIX D 
PEER CULTURE FEATURES, KNOWLEDGE &RELATED SKILLS 
Peer Culture and Children’s Conception of Adult Kales • 269 
Table 5.1 Peer Culture and Children's Development of Social 
Knowledge and Interactive Skills 
Features of Types of Interactive 
Peer Culture Social Knowledge Skills 
Values unci Concerns 
Social participation 
and the protection of 
interactive space 
Concern for the 
physical welfare of 
playmates 










to adult rules 
Friendship; social norms 
and conventions 
Personal attributes and 
emotions 
Status, power, and group 
identity 
Story schema; morality; 
death or mortality; role 
expectations 
Joke and riddle structure 
and routines; humor 
Insult structures; status 
and power 




Social time: ritual 
st ruet u re: occ u pat iona I 
roles 
Social norms and 
conventions; status and 











Humor as an interactive 
skill; performance skilh 
Competitive skills: tact 
Cooperative sharing: 
discourse skills: indirect 







Corsaro, William (1985). Friendship and Social Integration in Peer Culture, Friendship 
and Peer Culture in the Early Years, Ablex Publishing Corporation, Norwood, 
NJ, (p. 269). 
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APPENDIX E 
DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS AND STAGES OF FRIENDSHIP 
Table 9-1. Developmental levels and stages of friendship. 
X. Developmental levels in the coordina¬ 
tion of social perspectives (relutivn be¬ 
tween perspectives of self and others) 
Level 0: Egocentric or undifferentiated 
perspectives. Although the children can 
recognize the reality of subjective perspec¬ 
tives (e.g.. thoughts and feelings) within 
the self and within others, because they do 
not clearly distinguish their own perspec¬ 
tive from that of others, they do not recog¬ 
nize that another may interpret similarly 
perceived social experiences or courses of 
action differently from the way they do. 
Similarly, there is still some confusion be¬ 
tween the subjective (or psychological) and 
objective (or physical) aspects of the social 
world, for example, between feelings and 
syc v&tesfttattiA -iewi \«k- 
intentional acts. (Roughly ages 3 to 7.) 
Level J: Subjective or differentiated per¬ 
spectives. The child understands that even 
under similarly perceived social circum¬ 
stances the self and others’ perspectives 
may be either the same or different from 
each other’s. Similarly, the child realizes 
that the self and other may view similarly 
perceived actions as reflections of dispar¬ 
ate or distinct individual reasons or mo¬ 
tives. Of particular importance, the child 
at Level 1 is newly concerned with the 
uniqueness of the covert, psychological life 
of each person. (Roughly ages 4 to 9.) 
Level 2: Self-reflective or reciprocal per¬ 
spectives. Children are able to reflect on 
their own thoughts and feelings from an¬ 
other’s perspective - to put themselves in 
the other's shoes and to see the self as a 
subject to other. This new understanding 
of the relation between self and other's 
perspective allows children to consider 
their own conceptions and evaluations of 
others' thoughts and actions. In other 
words, children are able to take a second- 
person perspective, which leads to an 
awareness of a new form of reciprocity, a 
B. Stapes of reflective understanding of 
close dyadic friendships 
Stage 0: Momentary physicalislic pay¬ 
ments. Conceplions of friendship relations 
are based on thinking which focuses upon 
propinquity and proximity (i.c.. physicalis- 
tic parameters) to the exclusion of others. 
A close friend is someone who lives close 
by and with whom the self happens to be 
playing with at the moment. Friendship is 
more accurately playmateship. Issues such 
as jealousy or the intrusion of a third party 
into a play situation arc constructed hy the 
child at Stage 0 as specific fights over spe¬ 
cific toys or space rather than as conflicts 
which involve personal feelings or inler- 
Stage l: One-way assistance. Friendship 
conceptions are one-way in the sense that 
a friend is seen as important because he or 
she performs specific activities that the 
self wants accomplished. In other words, 
one person’s attitude is unrcllcctively set 
up as a standard, and the “friend’s” 
actions must match the standard thus for¬ 
mulated. A close friend is someone with 
more than Stage 0 demographic creden¬ 
tials; a close friend is someone who is 
known better than other persons. “Know¬ 
ing” means accurate knowledge of other’s 
likes and dislikes. 
Stage 2: Fair-weather cooperation. The 
advance of Stage 2 friendships over the 
previous stages is based on the new aware¬ 
ness of interpersonal perspectives as recip¬ 
rocal. The two-way nature of friendships is 
exemplified by concerns for coordinating 
and approximating, through adjustment by 
both self and other, the specific likes and 
dislikes of self and other, rather than 
matching one person's actions to the 
other’s fixed standard of expectation, The 
limitation of this Stage is the discontinuity 
of these reciprocal expectations. Friend- 
Source: 
Selman, R. L. (1981). The child as a friendship philosopher, Asher, S.A.and Gottman, 
J.M. (Eds), The Development of Children ’s Freindships, Cambridge University 
Press, pp. 242-272 
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APPENDIX F 
BRODERICK’S INTERPRETATION OF CORSARO’S DATA ON ROLE PLAY. 
A TRANSFORMATION INTO CHILDREN’S POSSIBLE LINE OF THOUGHT 
(CONCEPTS) 
Family Role Play (Mother, Baby, Big Sister) 
Big Sister 
• If I had lunch, then my mommy will let me do what I want. 
• If I want to do something, then I can just tell my mom and I can do it 
(Inform: sub > sup) 
• If she / he is a baby, then I can hug her (he / she is huggable). 
• Greeting: sup > sub) 
• If I’m a big sister, then I can go shopping and buy things for Mom and baby. 
(Inform: sub>sup) 
Baby 
• If I’m a baby, then I must crawl and talk like a baby. 
• If my Mom makes a harsh demand (imperative), then I should crawl away .. .and 
act upset (?). 
• If my Mom is yelling at me (imperative), then I should act like I’m doing 
something wrong. 
• If my Mom is yelling at me, then I shouldn’t do what she says, I should make her 
more angry. 
Mommy 
• If you’re a baby, then you shouldn’t take mom’s money. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If you’re a baby, then you should crawl, and don’t change roles. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If I yell at the baby, then the baby should be doing something bad. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If the baby doesn’t do what I say, then I should physically try to make her do 
what I say (pull her off the table when she crawls up) 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
Family Role Play (Husband, Wife, and Pets) 
Husband 
• If we’re the parents, then don’t you think we need a special room? 
(Tag question: sup > sup) 
• If it’s the parent’s special room, then it’s the bedroom. 
(Tag question: sup > sup) 
• If you’re the kitty, then I can tell you what to do. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If the kitties don’t follow my human commands, then I’ll try animal (dog) sounds 
to make them go away. 
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(Imperative: sup > sub) (Animal talk: sup > sub) 
If we’re husband and wife, then we clean the place like our parents do. 
(Request for joint action: sup > sup) 
If I’m the father, then I can move the furniture. 
If I move the furniture, then you should be careful. 
(Directive: sup > sup) 
If I move the furniture, then I’m strong. 
(Answer: sup > sup) 
If I scrape the floor, then I need to mop it. 
(Answer: sup > sup) 
If you don’t want to be a kitty anymore (and if you’re a boy), then you can be a 
husband. (Directive: sup > sup) 
If we want to be two husbands, then we can be two husbands. 
(Inform: sup > sup) 
If the wife can’t marry two husbands, then we can marry each other. 
(Inform: sup > sup) 
If we’re parents, then we have a special room. 
(Account / Answer: sup > sup) 
If we’re parents, then we have a baby. 
(Informative physical action: rocking baby doll in arms) 
If you’re kitties, then I can tell you to come to me or to go away. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
If the kitty won’t do what I say, then maybe you’ll do it if I growl like an animal. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) (Animal talk: sup > sub) 
If the kitties don’t obey us and scratch us, then they are rough. 
(Inform: sup > sup) 
If he’s doing a “real” man’s work, then he’s doing a good job. 
(Account: sup > sup) 
If he’s moving furniture, then he’s strong. 
(Account: sup > sup) 
If he scrapes the floor with the table, then you need to mop it. 
(Tag question: sup > sup) 
If the kitties come in again, then I have to growl at them to shoo them away. 
If I’m a real wife, then I can’t have two husbands. 
(Imperative: sup > sup) 
If we have two husbands in the family, then we need a grandma and a wife. 
(Imperative: sup > sup) 
If I’m a real wife, then I can’t love two husbands. 
(Imperative: sup > sup) 
If we want to enter your game, then we’ll be pets (subordinates) so you can still 
be the bosses of your play. (Inform: sup > sup) 
If you’re the parents, then we can be our own bosses if we crawl as animals 
instead of babies. (Inform: sup > sup) 
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• If I’m a kitty, then you can’t order me like a baby. (Imperative: sup > sup) 
• If I’m a kitty, then I can scratch you. (Imperative Action: scratching to 
maintain sup > sup status) 
• If the husband and wife are busy down in the kitchen, then we can sneak up the 
stairs without them noticing. 
• If the husband and wife yell at me to get out, then I must act like a real kitty and 
get out. (Answer: sub > sup) 
• If I don’t want to get out because the husband and wife tell me to, then I will 
change my role and I won’t be a kitty anymore. (Inform: sup > sup) 
• If I’m not a kitty anymore, then I’ll agree to new “husband” role that the existing 
“husband” has offered me. (Answer: sup > sup) 
Digging Canals (Bill, Charles, & Rita) 
Charles 
• If I want to get Rita’s attention when she comes by, then I’ll persuade her with 
the noise of the game we’ve played together before. 
• If I want Rita to play, then I’ll give her an important role in our play (the boss) 
(Inform: sub > sup) 
• If you’re the boss, you’re supposed to play with us and order us. 
(Imperative: sub > sup) 
Rita 
• If I’m going to play with then, then I “am” the boss. 
(Account / Answer: sup > sub) 
• If I’m the boss, then I give orders. (Imperative: sup > sub) 
The Tea Party (Jean & Karen) 
Jean 
• If we’re kids and no one else is playing with us, then our Mom is out ‘til later. 
(Request for joint action: sub > sub) (Tag question: sub > sub) 
• If our mom is out ‘til later, then we can eat more cookies then we’re supposed to. 
(Request for joint action: sub > sub) (Tag question: sub > sub) 
• Answer in agreement (Answer: sub > sub) 
• If we’re kids, then it will be a long time before we grow up to be bosses. 
(Tag question: sub > sub) 
• If I grow up to be a boss, then maybe I won’t know how to punish (because I 
don’t like being punished). (Inform: sub > sub) 
Karen 
• If I’m a kid, then I can’t make a decision about whether we can eat more cookies 
then we’re supposed to. (Inform: sub > sub) 
• Answer in agreement (Answer: sub > sub) 
• If I grow up, then I’ll know how to punish, I’ll spank like my Mom does. 
(Inform: sub > sub) 




• If I’m the mommy lion, then I have to tell the baby what to do (go over there, 
watch the TV program). (Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If the TV program is over, then I can clean the TV (like real mom’s do). 
(Action: sup) 
• If I’m cleaning the TV, then it is turned to a channel that doesn’t have good 
programs, like the news. (Inform: sup > sub) 
• If the news is over, then you can watch (a good program like) Lassie. 
(Information request: sup > sub) 
• If he is going to watch an entire TV program then it has to be longer than the one 
he pretended to watch before, so I’ll use a big number (a hundred - no three 
hundred minutes). (Inform: sup > sub) 
Others enter: 
• If Researcher is here, then I’ll serve him food like he’s part of the play. 
(Inform through dialogue and action: sup > sub) 
• If Antoinette spilled Researcher’s food, then I have to reprimand her. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If the baby is bothering Researcher (licking), then I have to order the baby to 
stop. 
(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If the baby does something bad (licking Researcher), then I must spank him. 
(Imperative action and words: sup > sub) 
• If I want to control the baby, then I’ll order him to do things for me (get orange 
juice and then jelly). (Directive: sup > sub) 
• If I have toast and jelly, then I can serve it to Researcher. (Inform: sup > sub) 
Brian 
• If I screech loudly, then I’ll persuade her to play the animal family game with 
me. 
(Request for joint action: sub > sup) (Animal talk: sub > sup) 
• If the mommy lion orders me to do something, then I must agree to do it. 
(Answer: sub > sup) 
• If I do what the mommy says, then I can begin to act like a baby doing it 
(watching the TV program) (Animal talk: sub) 
• If I am the baby and I want to change the direction of the play, then I can pretend 
that the TV program is over. (Inform: sub > sup) 
• If you’re cleaning the TV, then you didn’t like the program, did you? 
(Information request: sub > sup) 
• If I’m going to watch Lassie (and you’re in charge of what I watch on TV), then 
how long is the show you’re going to allow me to watch? 
(Information request: sub > sup) 
Others enter: 
• If these (pebbles) are arrows, then I can throw them at Antoinette when she does 
something bad (try to enter our play / knock over Researcher’s plate of food) 
• If it’s lion’s food, then lions don’t eat with their hands, they eat with their 
mouths. 
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(Imperative: sup > sub) 
• If I want to get back into the play with Researcher and Anita, then I will have to 
do something that a baby does to get their attention. (Action: sub > sup) 
• If Mommy tells me to stop pushing Researcher, then I’ll do something less 
hurtful, like licking. (Action: sub > sub) 
• If the Mommy is talking to the Researcher (including him in our play), then who 
is he (what role does he have)? (Information request: sub > sup) 
• If the Mommy isn’t paying attention to me, then I’ll ask the Mommy for 
permission to leave. (Request for permission: sub > sup) 
• If I ask the Mommy for permission to leave, then I am behaving like a baby does 
and I can still be part of the game when I come back (when Researcher isn’t here 
or when Mommy is ready to pay attention to me again). 
Request for permission: sub > sup) 
Antoinette 
• If I spilled Researcher’s food, then Ill acknowledge it by asking him where it is. 
(Information request: sub > sup) 
• If I cry like a baby, then they’ll excuse me for spilling Researcher’s food 
(because babies do things like that. (Baby talk: sub > sup) 
Mark 
• If it looks like a cup (can), then it’s drinking cup with orange juice in it. 
(Inform: sub > sup) 
• If I want to enter the play, then I’ll offer Researcher the orange juice, because 
he may accept it (he’s not the boss who will order me around) 
(Inform: sub > sub) 
• If I’m not getting noticed in the play, I’ll try something that worked before 
(offer Researcher more orange juice). (Action: sub > sub) 
Researcher 
• If this is food on the plate, then I’ll pretend to eat it with my hands. 
(Action: sub) 
• If I want the baby to stop it, then I have to ask the Mom to tell him. 
(Request for action: sub > sup) 
• If the Mommy has ordered the baby to stop licking me, then I will agree with 
her (status decision). (Request for action: sub > sub) 
• If I already had orange juice, then I don’t need anymore. (Answer: sub > 
sub) 
The Hunters (Brian - B, Allen - A, Mark - M, Graham - G, Researcher - R, 
Teaching Assistant -TA) 
Brian 
• If we’re hunters, then we have to go for our guns and aim AT them (other 
people). 
(Directive: sup > sup) 
• If we have guns, then we’re bad guys. (Request for joint action: sup > sup) 
• If I’m climbing down and you’re in my way, then I’ll pretend I’m standing on 
your shoulders. (Inform: sup > sup) 
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• If I find something that I am unsure of, then I should ask an adult what it is. 
(Information request: sub > sup) 
• If there’s crumbs left in the box, then I’ll pretend they’re for me, not the birds. 
(Inform: sub > sup) 
• If there’s crumbs left in the box and I use it in my play, then they can be bullets 
for our guns. (Inform: sub > sup) 
• If there’s a lot of crumb bullets, then everybody can have one. 
(Answer: sup > sup) 
• If I give the bullet crumb’s to everybody, then there’s only a little (I won’t have 
any left). (Account: sup > sup) 
• If I found the crumb bullets, then I can decide when to give them away and who 
to give them to. (Account: sup > sup) 
• If we have guns and hurtful guns aren’t liked at school, then we’ll be cop’ers 
(good guys) because you can never kill a cop’er. (Inform: sup > sup) 
• If we use guns, then we’ll shoot at targets for prizes (presents) and we won’t hurt 
people. (Inform: sup > sup) 
Allen 
• If I want to join their play, then I’ll acknowledge their roles as hunters. 
(Action: sup > sup) 
• If there’s crumbs left in the box, then there’s enough bullets for everybody to 
have one. (Inform: sup > sup) 
• If you have bullets for everyone, then I can have some. 
(Request for permission: sup > sup) 
• If you have bullets, then I need some. 
(Directive: sup > sup) 
• If we don’t use guns at school, then this stick can be a horse. 
(Informative action and statement: sub > sup) 
Mark 
• If I’m a hunter, then I can go to high places (climber). 
(Inform: sup > sup) 
• If we’ve got guns and climb to high places, then we’re superheroes. 
(Inform: sup > sup) 
• If you have bullets, then I need some. (Directive: sup > sup) 
• If we’re using guns at school, then they’re just pretend and not hurtful. 
(Inform: sub > sup) 
Graham 
• If we’re sitting on a fire hydrant, then we have to get off (if one of us is 
Spiderman, then we’re climbing down from a building and there are fire hydrants 
on the real streets where the real buildings are). (Directive: sup > sup) 
Researcher 
• If it’s a box of old dirty crackers, then I should keep it because it’s not safe to 
play with. (Inform: sup > sub) 
Teaching Assistant 
• If it’s an old box of dirty crackers, then I should inspect it to see if it’s OK to 
play with. (Information request: sup > sub) 
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If they are only crumbs left in the box, then the birds might like them. 
(Inform: sup > sub) 
If we’re at school, then we don’t like to use guns because they hurt people. 
(Inform: sup > sub) 
If those sticks are guns, then they are VERY pretend. 
(Inform: sup > sub) 
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APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE OF BITRDWHISTELL’S ICONIC SIGNS FOR HIS 
KINESICS SYSTEM. 
Reocrder may U3© the devices shoyrn in the examples above 
for the arms in his recording cf leg activity. However, sim¬ 
pler codes have been devised, for certain conventional stanoes 
Seated 
** 
AA~t- Close double L, Seated, feet square on 
floor, 01, 12, 23 all at right angles. 
A X, 1 Veed L, Legs apart (angle noted from clock) 01, 12, 23 all at right angles. 
AA Close extended. Legs extended 01, 12, 23 angles recorded. Koto: legs rest 
on heels. 
Veed extended. Legs extended, 01, 12, 
23 angle recorded. Note: legs rest on 
heels and interleg angle indicated by 
dock number in leg symbol. 
KX <;> Leg box. Balls of feet touching, legs 
eemi-extended. 
X A x Short X, Both feet touching floor, crossed less than half of length from 
knee to ankle. 
x Long X. Both feet touching floor, crossed more than half of length from 
knee to ankle. 
A| -x Reverse X. Lower legs crossed, feet posterior to knee point. 
♦ Recording of angle probably arbitrary for most patterns, 
** Most recorders soon abandon either the ^ or the $ symbols 
as they become more profioient -with piotographs. 
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"Kona” Stress Oversoft Variants 
H H H H vl Vi Full nod up and down or » * 
• ^ *•* down and up 
h Vv h o Sn» h h r*V Ealf nod either up or down 
-ft a ft lx ft 
Jl 
Small "bounce"* at end of 
o 
ir-> H or h (in its variations) 
head nods 
Data i 
3/2/? /s O 5/2 Ha A /ix 3/ 4*\ 1 O 
1. Childt kstaa. I gotta go to the bathroom. 
^ 4^- oo 
■Wee^C 
A X ”*l **•. • *: *•*. a 
* *. A 
2. Uothars 1 2 xx 1 A"A 5-3-^ 
/> 2/ 5 2 A A. 5/ 1# 
ft. Childs Eama, Donnie* 8 gotta go. 
R 5S-* £3S-/e*5Y ***-< 
o 
«1« R Skc/4 
• % « % 
Birdwhistell’s icons in relation to dialogue 
Source: 
Birdwhistell, Ray L. (1952). Introduction to kinesics: an annotation system for analysis 
of body motion and gesture. University of Louisville, Kentucky. 
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APPENDIX H 
SAMPLE OF LABANOTATION 
Steps back and 
makes small pelvic 
rotation 
Shakes with hand 
only and releases 
Steps onto lett 
foot 
Right hand releases 
hold ol magazine 
Looks at A 
Reading maga?tne: 
standing on right 
tool: lett foot 
crossed ovor nght 
Top: 
Labanotation analysis of a 
handshake. Each column 
represents one person. 
Source: 
Davis, Martha (1979). Laban 
analysis of nonverbal 
communication, Weitz, Shirley 
(Ed.), Nonverbal Communication. 
New York: Oxford University 
Press 
Below Right: The center line 
represents the spine of the 
individual 
Top and Below Left: The angles 
formed by cutting out portions of 
the standard unit (square) 
represent the direction of the body 
part movement. 
Below: 
The horizontal cross 
marks represent timing 
that is counted according 









Source for bottom two graphics: 
Hutchinson, Ann (1970). Labanotation: The System of Analyzing and Recording 
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Movement, Theatre Arts, 333 6th Avenue, New York, NY 10014. 
APPENDIX I 
KENDON’S GRETTING 
Kendon’s analysis of a greeting that presents a picture of the many elements of a 
greeting as an entire unit (structure). Each pathway between unbroken lines (above and 
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below) represent the structural elements of one of the individuals in the interaction. The 
other elements enclosed within these paths represent the features of the handshake such 
as, a head tilt, talk, and a wave. These features are represented for the most part by 
standard units which are squares. 
SoiirCC: Kendon, Adam (1982). The organization of behavior in face-to-face 
interaction: observations on the development of a methodology, Paul Ekman and Klaus 
R. Sherer (Eds.), Handbook of Methods in Nonverbal Behavior Research. Cambridge 






reveal a theory that 
through perception 
the mind links 
isolated units 
together to 
perceive the whole 
unit. An 
underlying 
principle is that the 
mind understands 
the smallest units 
possible to 
perceive and then 
constructs 
knowledge of 
other object by 
combining these 
smaller units in 
varying ways. 
Source: 
Markman, Arthur B. (1999). Knowledge Representation, Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, Inc., 10 Industrial Avenue, Mahwah, NJ 07430. 
(top p. 77 ; bottom p. 160) 
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APPENDIX K 



























how text and a 
conceptual graphic 
can both explain 
how one perceives 
the features of a 
set of objects (2 
graphic circles & 2 
graphic squares) 
The graphic 




information in the 
perceptual process. 
Source: 
Markman, Arthur B. (1999). Knowledge Representation, Lawrence Erlbaum 




WIDLOCK’S STRUCTURAL MAP OF A VILLAGE 
Above: 
Widlock’s perceptual map of an African Village 
Left: 
Widlock’s permeability map based on the “concept of accessibility to huts “among 
villagers. 
Source: 
Widlock, Thomas ((1999). Mapping spatial permeability, Current Anthropology, 









Stephenson, Karen (2001). Network Management, www.netform.com. 
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APPENDIX N 
LEWIN’S HODOLOGICAL MAP 
A structured, non-perceptual format is necessary for the visually graphic representation of 
the psychological concepts Lewin focuses on. Like Laban and Kendon he uses standard coding 
units—action line, space contours—so that changes in these units represent changes of 
psychological force. Number 17 in Figure 48 represents a physical space that is mapped 
perceptually from a bird’s eye view. The map shows that when one travels from point A one 
must pass through point B before making it to point C. The map also shows that beyond point B 
one must pass through both points, C and D, in order to reach point E. However one can make it 
to point H by only passing through C. If the goal is to get to point G there are many points where 
a person must stop to make directional choices. Lewin’s system maps the decisions that one 
makes along a route in a conceptual manner that allows one to view each choice as an equal 
option that leads to the goal. He records the points where psychological choices are made, such as 
point “A” where the choice is to begin, and point “B” where the choice is to turn left and continue. 
These points are marked as cells, or small geometric shapes, and these become the primitive 
features of his system. In this system the distance between cells can be measured as equal to, 
greater than, and less than in order to create statistics. Other measurements such as velocity, 
potency, and tension are also possible to note and calculate (Lewin, 1938). 
Number 18 in figure 48 shows a hodological map of the same space noted in number 17. 
In Lewin’s hodological format there are other featural elements that help the user discriminate 
meaning. For example, the bold lines depict solid barriers in the subject’s mind, like those around 
cels L, M, and N in number 18a. When corresponding these to the perceptual map to the left one 
can see that cells L, M, and N are indeed blind alleys that don’t lead to G. What is ingenious 
about this system is that cells L, M, and N could represent the psychological blocks of a non¬ 
physical experience. For example, for a doctoral student like myself they could represent the 
reading of articles in two areas that did not lead me to collect the information I needed to reach my 
goal of completing this paper. Thus, I had to back track away from the activity of reading those 
articles in order to move closer to my goal. 
Explanation by Jane Tingle Broderick - 2002 
Source of image: Lewin, Kurt (1938). The Conceptual Representation and the Measurement of 
Psychological Forces, Duke University Press, Durham, N.C. 
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EFFORT & FLOW MAPS 
figure 6A: Top shows- the users recording 
form. It allows for the beginning and ending 
of segments of effort and s hape through an 
observation sequence. 
The bottom illustrates how the final analysis 
tines relate to the measurement scales (lines) 
(From ‘Management Behavior,' p.66.) 
figure 6B: The final analysis form of the 
notation in figure 7A. (Broderick, 2001) 
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EVALUATING PHYSICAL BEHAVIOUR 
Effort Shape 




1 1 . . 
Enclosing 
1 




pressure Increasing Rising Descending 
 L  
INTENTION 
A 
Decelerating Accelerating Advancing Retiring 
| 




All the ranges match as between Effort and Shape in respect 
to their polarity. 
b. The severely unadaptable: 
Effort Shape 
INDULGING CONTENDING OPEN CLOSED 
Indirecting 
1 
Directing Spreading | i Enclosing | 





pressure | Increasing Rising 1 1 
Descending 
1 












a. The highly adaptable: 
Appendix 7j co 
Top: The graphic to 
left presents a chart < 
six elements of body 
shape and effort esse 




Bottom The graphic 
the bottom represent 
final form the effort- 
shape analysis (noted 
the above chart) wou 
take. The top two gr 
ics in each illustratioi 
correspond, and the 1 




Source: Arden, Angeles, (1998) Signs of Life: the Five Universall Shapes and How to 












Khatena, Joe and Khatena, Nelly (1995) Developing Creative Talent in Art: A Guide for 




THE BNS FORMAT 
Includes pages 167-177 
The BNS is a format to help teachers map their 
interpretations of children's conceptual thinking in relation 
to children's behavior during spontaneous play 
AH BNS materials in this packet 
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SAMPLE BNS SENTENCES 
BNS Verbs Related to the Concept of Rules 
IF Game Rules | THEN Theoretical Consequence 
if it gets stuck in a red 
hole 
PK 
you get a point 
SK 1 
If 1 get in a hole again 
PK A4- | you get another point LMK l-h 
if no one’s throwing 
PK and LMK 1 | it’s my turn LMK 4' 
if you’re the next to the 
last thrower 
PK 
| it’s your turn 
SK 
-M- 
if 1 shake it before 
throwing 
LMK 
1 it’ll get in the hole 
| across the table 
| faraway 
jj LMK 
if it goes in yellow 
if you’re stuck 
PK A i you’re in jail 1 SK 
Y 
if you take it out of 
yellow 
PK 
i you’re out of jail 
3 LMK 
If there’s a lot of 
marbles 
LMK I then whose turn is it? 
If there’s a lot of 
marbles but not 
enough for everyone 
LMK I we can share 
if it gets stuck in the 
hole between 
players’turns LMK 
1 * f yfJL | 1 * 1 
















use the standard of only one toy is involved 
invent as many as needed for observation 
individual child 










table « sand x water light 
floor 
wall U 6. 
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BNS SAMPLE CONCEPT - GOAL STATEMENTS 
The concept statements provided show what works as well as some problem areas 
where I will call on participants to negotiate & construct symbols that work. 
BB: if it gets stuck in a hole BB: has concept that you get points in games 
then you get a point The goal of the "if/then" action is to inform 
others 
P: If it gets stuck in yellow 
Then you're in jail 
Then you don't get a point 
P: Has a concept that a jail is a place you're stuck in 
The goal of the "if/then" action is to inform 
P: Has a concept of points as part of playing a game 
P: Has a concept of how to inform others 
BM: If I shake the marble BM: Has a concept about another point/is it clear that it 
Then I can get it into the adds up (1 + 1 =2) or that it's just 1 + 1 + 1 ...? 
hole across the table The goal of the "if/then" structure is to get 
another point 
Then I can get another point 
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A: If there's two items and two people A: Understands one-to-one correlation 
Then each of us can have one between objects 
The goal of the "if/then" structure is to share 
S to A: if we're friends The goal of the "if/then" structure is claiming 
friendship Then I'd love to move 
near (close) you 
D: If it gets out of yellow D: Understands that jail is like being stuck 
Then it's out of jail D: The goal is agreement (word written in lieu of 
symbol) 
A: If it's animals (what I'm playing with and 
Sand (what you're playing with) 
Then it's (food) related to dinosaurs 
and sand. 
If we're the same (in what we eat) 
Then we're friends 
their 
Example of needing to have a symbol to change 
A: Conceptualizes her pretend 
ideas to the (about food at this 
point) to things nearby in a and 
1 : 1 relationship 
The "if/then" and sand is to 
negotiate sharing 
A: Has an understanding of 
similarity and difference of 
social actions 
"sharing" into Negotiating sharing 
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APENDIX X 
BNS TRAINING PACKET 
BNS Training Packet 
Broderick Notation System 
Jane Tingle Broderick 
2002 
The BNS is a format to help teachers map their 
interpretation of children's conceptual thinking 
in relation to children's behavior during 
spontaneous play 
AH BNS materials in this packet 
© 2002 Jane Tingle Broderick 
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The Steps of the Training Process 
WEEK 1 
1. The purpose of learning to understand the concepts underlying 
children's actions. 
a. Reading in packet on constructivist theory 
b. Reading in packet on children's concepts of friendship, 
leadership, roles, and rules. 
c. Discussions of the reading in group meetings 
2. Review the BNS symbols & Forms: 
a. Stages of Play Episode 
b. Knowledge Areas 
c. Directions 
d. Speed 
e. Concept Statement Structure 
f. Related to the concept of Friendship 
g. Related to the concept of Roles 
h. Related to the concept of Rules 
i. Nouns 
j. Adjectives 
k. BNS forms 
l. BNS forms with sample statements written on them 
WEEK 2-6 
1. Revisit previous week's learning 
2. Revisit any learning that occurred during the week 
3. View videotape #1 / #2 (in order over the progression of 
weeks) and begin to look for if then structures: 
a. Slowly as a group 
b. Individuals developing idiosyncratic symbols 
4. Discuss the success / lack of success of: 
a. Specific symbols 
b. BNS Format 
5. Discuss and agree to changes for improving the BNS format 
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WEEK 1 
The Purpose of Learning to Understand the Concepts 
Underlying Children's Actions 
Background: Constructivist Theory 
Constructivist educators facilitate the ongoing learning of 
others. Facilitation of learning is not the transmission of information 
from a more knowledgeable teacher to a less knowledgeable student. 
A facilitator of learning believes the learner has already constructed 
knowledge through an internal organization of social and physical 
interactions (Kamii and DeVries, 1980; Corsaro, 1985; Piaget, 1976; 
Piaget, 1965; Vygotsky, 1976). The learner develops an 
understanding of the events by assimilating and accommodating them 
into existing mental constructs, or schemas, or schemata. These 
processes involve the coordination of relationships between the new 
experience and the existing schema. Conflicts arise when new 
experience cannot be assimilated or accommodated into existing 
schema. In situations of conflict the individual must adapt the old 
constructs in order to develop new ones that will accommodate the 
new information. This process of coordinating new information is the 
construction of knowledge. To effectively facilitate the learning of 
others one must first establish methods for calculating the learner's 
developing knowledge. Developing, because the learner is always in a 
new state of interaction with the world, which places him* along a 
shifting continuum at any given moment (Forman and Kuschner, 
1983; Piaget, 1965; Vygotsky, 1976). 
A trained facilitator of knowledge is also an observer who looks 
for the cognitive conflicts that children encounter. As already stated, 
these conflicts signal the disequilibrium, or lack of knowing, on the 
part of a child who begins to ask questions about facts that don't 
seem to make sense because they appear fragmented along the 
continuum of knowledge within the child's scheme of interpretation 
(Forman, 1993; Hong, 1998; Kamii, 1980). Careful observation 
provides the teacher with clues about how and when the child faces a 
cognitive conflict. These clues enable the teacher to develop 
hypotheses about the best methods for entering the situation in order 
to scaffold the child's learning with appropriate dialogue, interaction, 
or materials (Perry, 2001; Rubizzi, 2000; Forman and Fyfe; 1998; 
Hong, 1998; Rankin, 1998; Rinaldi, 1998; Scales, 1987; Vygotsky, 
1976). Scaffolding is an intervention that optimizes children's ability 
to think reflectively and negotiate meaning on their own terms (Perry, 
2001; Hong, 1998; Scales; 1987; Vygotsky, 1976). When a child is 
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engaged at an optimal position of challenge along a continuum of 
action and dialogue she is learning within the zone of proximal 
development (ZPD) (Hong, 1998; Vygotsky, 1976). Helping 
children to engage within the ZPD and actualize their potential as 
learners is the goal of constructivist educators. 
Constructivist teachers rely on observation and recording 
methods that provide the clues they need for successful intervention. 
A system for observing children in the classroom should be able to 
guide teachers to facilitate children to raise their own questions, 
encounter contradiction, and reflect across strategies and experiences 
through many and varied forms of representation (Hong, 1998: 
Forman et al, 1998a; Forman and Fyfe, 1998). The clues a teacher 
will look for are the observable transformations of the social and 
physical environment that are the result of a child's interactions over 
time. These clues will serve as hints of the child's continually shifting 
mental schema, which also needs to be understood in order for the 
teacher to successfully facilitate the child's construction of knowledge. 
Therefore a successful observation and recording system intended to 
guide the construction of knowledge will allow teachers to record their 
hypotheses of the continually shifting mental schema (what children 
know at different states along a continuum of changing conditions) 
that influence the child's social and physical interactions in relation to 
the child's interactions over time. 
Examples of "if/then" Concept Statements 
See Appendices 1, 2, 6 
Note: I will use Appendices 4 & 5, as well as copies of the transcripts 
used to create Appendices 1, 2, & 6, if I feel they will be helpful at 
any point during the training. 
The Purpose of the BNS 
To understand what children think and know teachers must 
learn to match the mental constructions of children to children's 
hypotheses about the environment, which lead children to interact 
with and transform the environment (Forman and Kuschner, 1983; 
Corsaro, 1985a;b; c). According to constructivist theory the child 
learns through her transformation of the environment matching the 
continuous changes with a continually changing mental scheme^of 
what the environment is. In this sense there is no direct "truth to be 
gained from the senses. Rather, each individual's understanding of 
the world is ever changing (Forman and Kuschner, 1983). Thus, the 
teacher can only infer what a child is inferring about the world. 
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The BNS is a format and system for teachers to map observable 
interactions of children's play over time in relation to teachers 
developing inferences about what children know and hypothesize 
about their environment. When a teacher makes a guess about a 
child's conceptual schema, he is guessing how a child is momentarily 
considering, or mentally constructing an understanding of the 
relationships between an action and its consequences. Teacher's 
inferences about children's conceptual hypotheses can often be 
framed in a sentence with an "if, then" structure. The "if, then" 
hypotheses of the child may very well be framed in an action as 
opposed to dialogue. The CNS will allow teachers to reference actions 
as components of conceptual thought. With a deeper understanding 
of what children are thinking teachers can more accurately assess 
appropriate entry points for facilitating learning with children. 
The Challenge 
It is a challenge is to score a children's knowledge from 
behaviors that are not constrained by structured performances that 
reduce children's answers to one or two answers. It is easy to test for 
a constrained answer, yet the constrained answer can only be 
considered in the context of the test, which is teacher-directed. Your 
task is to recognize the indicator behaviors of children in the 
spontaneous behaviors that are hints of what children think and know 
and to code these in relation to your idea of the children's 
conceptualizations. 
The BNS system is presented in a packet in Appendix 8. The 
system is a format structure for teachers to insert text or graphic 
symbols representing: 
The BNS 
1) The time coded on the video tape 
In the top track in the form you will note the time for each 
concept statement according to its corresponding time 
display in the video camera. 
2) Instances of dialogue of one or more children. 
In the second set of tracks you will note information about 
the children's dialogue - actual dialogue or invented 
symbols. . You can code the words children speak or you 
can use a symbol to represent the occurrence of a 
dialogue as a structure with long periods of duration by 
lengthening the symbol horizontally across the track. 
3) Instances as well as continuity of the actions of one or more 
children. 
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In the third set of tracks you will note the actions of 
children. You can code discrete actions as instances or as 
occurrences with long periods of duration by lengthening 
the symbol horizontally across the track. 
4) Simultaneously occurring behaviors in temporal alignment 
with conceptual theorizing. 
The inclusion of more than one track allows you to note 
the behaviors of more than one child in a specific time slot 
along the track. 
5) The teachers interpretations of the "if, then" components of a 
child's conceptual construct (the child's consequential 
theorizing of an interaction with people and/or materials). 
More than one conceptual construct can be recorded at each 
coded time slot. 
The structure separates the "if" portion of the sentence 
from its consequential "then"segment with a line, and 
then ends each of these structures with a graphic to 
represent the goal of the child's theorizing. Thus, the 
system allows teachers to encode in standard units, each 
including a theorizing "if, then" hypothesis that is matched 
to an end goal. The intention is to direct teachers to think 
of children's strategies as goal related yet on a continuum 
of change that progresses over time as the child moves on 
to the next theory and goal. 
6) The goal of the child's theorizing. 
Information on this is included in the previous 
explanation. 
7) The teacher's interpretation of the conceptual knowledge that 
the child has. 
Simple shapes are used to represent domain areas in your 
observation. By inserting symbols representing 
conceptual knowledge into these shapes you can make a 
record of the concepts that you believe specific children 
understand. 
8) The teacher's interpretation of the conceptual knowledge that 
the child may be confused about. 
By turning the shapes representing domain areas 90 ° you 
can record areas where you question specific children's 
conceptual understanding. 
9) The identity of individual children and adults. 
Each individual is coded by his/ her initials. 
10) Changes in psychological force 
You can code changes in psychological force that include 
things like the volume or speed of speaking, by changing 
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the value of the encoding line from light to dark, or by 
changing the shading of a symbol. This information 
reveals a theory of mind on the part of the child who is 
strategizing the effect of implementing changes like 
volume or tone to achieve certain responses from others. 
Appendix 8 lists the symbols that I used during my observation of the 
videotaped recordings. These symbols will serve as a guideline for 
teachers to invent idiosyncratic coding symbols that may include text. 
The use of graphics is a form of shorthand that I suggest teachers 
develop to shorten the coding process. Graphic symbols also make it 
easier to revisit the data to "see" patterns (Tufte, 1983). One reason 
for the easier read of a grouping of graphics versus a grouping of 
texts is that a graphic can encode an idea (concept) that may take 
many words to write out, therefore it abbreviates the data onto less 
paper for a better overall view. 
Glossary of Terms 
(We will add to this glossary as a need for definitions arises) 
Piav Ecologies with Less Explicit Cues 
I define play ecologies (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987) as areas 
where children play that are delineated by boundaries or materials, 
which set them apart from other areas. Many play ecologies have 
"explicit cues," that is props that socially define the sort of play within 
the area because the props have a shared cultural meaning that is 
conventional. A good example is a housekeeping area with cups, 
plates, knives, forks, spoons, food, sink, stove, and refrigerator, along 
with a table and chairs. Children in Western cultures will most likely 
have a common understanding of how these props are used in the 
real (not play) world and will therefore invent dramatic play scripts 
that involve cooking and eating within a social context. The social 
structures in these play ecologies are closely linked to the social 
structures that children experience in their everyday life at home, 
where there are families with mothers, and/or fathers, and children, 
and pets. 
An area with props that lack the broad social conventions of the 
culture is a play ecology with less explicit cues (Perry, 2001; Scales, 
1987). An example might be a sand table with dinosaurs, some 
digging materials, and sand wheels (toys with wheels that turn when 
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sand is poured over them). While children playing in the sand area 
may have knowledge of dinosaurs, shovels, and sand wheels, they do 
not have a model of a social structure that includes both. Therefore 
the social structures children create within this environment are going 
to be constructed without a model and will therefore involve a high 
level of interpretive activity and skill (Perry, 2001; Scales, 1987). 
Children's theories (concepts) and concept statements 
A concept is a mental construct, or schema, that frames the 
reasoning of an individual's social and physical interactions. In this 
paper when I refer to the concepts underlying children's play I will be 
referring to the teacher's best guess (inference) about how a 
preschool child (age 3 - 5) is momentarily considering, or mentally 
constructing an understanding of the relationships between an action 
and its consequences. I find that it is easier to identify a child's 
theory by framing observations of the child's actions in relation to a 
hypothetical statement about those actions. This type of sentence 
can be formed as an "if, then" structure, which represents the 
teachers idea of the child's theoretical hypothesis about the action 
and its consequences. The "if, then" hypotheses of the child may 
very well be framed in an action as opposed to dialogue because 
thought is linked to action as well as language. This definition of a 
concept grows out of my studies with George Forman (Forman, 
personal communications, 1998-2002; Forman and Kuschner, 1983). 
In this paper the "if,then" structure will be referred to as a concept 
statement. 
Sian and Referent 
A sign is a symbolic representation of a referent. The sign can 
be an action, such a child's action of picking up a block, holding it to 
her ear, and speaking, all of which are a representation of her 
referent, talking on the phone. The sign can also be a graphic 
depicting a referent, so that a square might represent a lower leg in 
one graphic notation system and a line might represent the same 
body part in another graphic system. 
The referent is the object or idea that the sign represents. In 
the case of the child representing "talking on the phone," the referent 
is his mental idea of the familiar action. In the case of a nonverbal 
researcher noting the many movements of the body, the referent for 
the square or line marking the lower leg is the actual lower leg 
(physical object) that the recorder is looking at. 
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One-dimensional 
One-dimensional refers to graphic constructs (including 
graphemes) that are linear and must be decoded in one direction, as 
in reading a sentence from left to right. 
Two-dimensional 
Two-dimensional refers to graphic constructs that can be 
understood by the reader as a result of their nonlinear placement 
above or below, at angles to, or within a number of non-linear 
variations on a page. 
List and define other terms generated by group 
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APPENDIX Y 
SUBJECT’S BNS TEST NOTATIONS 
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ST & RW INTERVALS, SUBJECT’S INTERVIEW 
TRANSCRIPTS, & VIDEO FOOTAGE 
(Word & Quicktime Files ) 
CD Pocket 
Contents (files in CD): 
Read me file 
RW Intervals 
ST Intervals 
ML Interview Transcript 
PB Interview Transcript 
JB Interview Transcript 




My Great Movie.mov 
.runway (Quicktime video file) 
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APPENDIX AA 
RATER’S RECORDS OF THE SUBJECT’S “IF THEN” 
CONCEPTS, ALONG WITH THEIR RELATIVE GOALS, TIME 
PERIODS AND CHILD. 
CD pocket (Word files) 
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